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Promises economic recovery for Valley

Reagan visits Brownsville
By Brad Nibert
and Vivien Benbow
Staff Writers

President Ronald Reagan told a
crowd of over 3,000 on Tuesday
· that the Valley would not be left
out of the economic recovery that
is taking place across the country.
"'The Valley has had some
special problems lately," said
Reagan, referring to the
Christmas freeze and the recent
flooding inthe lower Valley.
Reagan spoke at the Texas
Southmost College/Pan American University--Brownsville campus Tuesday during a brief visit
to the lower Valley.

(Photo by Delc1a ltzel)

While in Brownsville Reagan
also toured TSC's "Project
Hope," a program designed to
help students in entering medicalrelated careers.
Also with Reagan was Senate

candidate Phil Graham, who
briefly introduced ~he president.
Reagan emphasized the changes
his economic program has made
on the Valley. Since he took office inflation has dropped and according to Graham over 7 million
people have gone back to work.
He also pointed out that help
has come to the Valley specifically
through the Farmers Home Administration program and funding
for a supermarket in a deprived
area of Brownsville, amongst
others.
Reagan cited the Southwest
Border Initiative, which has been
proposed to help families with inadequate housing, fuel bilingual
programs and provide more relief
for freeze devastated businesses.
A big difference between his
administration and his predecessors, Reagan pointed out, is
that government money is now
matched with private funds.
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keep funding programs for higher
education," said Ybarra.
Reagan defended himself on the
issue of education, stating that he
had to work his way through colIge and understands the problems
today's students face.
His administration has proposed raising the maximum Pell
grant award for college students
Reagan referred to the 500,000
people recently employed within , from $1,900 to $3,000. 73 percent
of the students rceiving Pell granb
6 months.
last year were from families ear"We have a job program that
ning less than $12,000, up from 66
works and we want people to be
percent in 1981.
independent souls. Congress has
Some students may lose their
already committed $JOO million to
eligibility to receive student aid
the Valley to get this area on the
under Reagans new program.
track."he siad.
Those who do will be students
PAUSA president. Gurne
from families that are too affluent
Ybarra said Reagan's speech
to qualify under the needs test.
pointed out that his administration
The president also attacked the
does care for the Valley and will
democrat's "tax and tax mentali continue to do so.
ty" joking that the democrats
"Most important of all he
theme song is ··Deep In The
pointed out how important it is to
Heart Of Taxes.''

"Our program rests on the
creative new ideas, revitalized
with tax incentives and flourishing enterprise zones." express•
ed Reagan ... We implement real
job programs with trained
workers to help people achieve
prosperity to get their share of the
American dream."
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News Briefs CAMP funding restored Monday
ACLU director speakers to~ay
Civil rights will be addressed
b) Garza LaMarche, executive director of the American Civil
Lihc11ics Union (ACLU), today in
LA 101 at 10:35.
LaMarchc, on a two-day tour of
the Valley that began yesterday, is
here to look at particular problems in the Valley such as discrimination. according to Attorne) Albert Garcia. director of

the ACLU South Texas Project in
San Juan.
.. He (LaMarche) will be taken
to the colonias by members of the
United Farmworkers," Garcia
said.
LaMarche. who is on his first
visit here, is being accompanied
by Attorney Jim Harrington, legal
director of the Texas Civil Liberties Uni'm in Austin.

Carnival booth forms due soon
Applicatiom. 101 UCPC\ Carnival of the Great Pu111pl-.1n must
he submitted by Oct. 18 to UC

31-t
.. The carnival is pretty much
dn ·· ..,aid Sonia del Angel.
L·onrd1nator of student activities.
There \\ ill be a $25 fee for
'\('J"y bo( 11. \ I. 'ch.1rge
S5
\\ ill be added for any applications
turned in after Oct. 18.

nr

The booths are on a first come
first serve basis and duplication
of the booths will not be allowed. UCPC will accept applications until Thursday. Oct. 18, Payment is due with the application.
The Carnival is scheduled for
Saturday. Oct. 27 at the University Center Parking lot. If. in the
event the carnival gets rained o~t.
UCPC will reschedule for Nov. 3.

TOP loans still being processed
"We expect the checks to come
in at any time; students should
keep checking with our office,"
said Torres.
"There arc some short term
loans available for those students
According to Mr. Juan Torres. w,ho didn·t receive their checks."
financial aid information director. We will he mailing these students
The checks were not sent from a postcard reminder in the mail
Austin tm time and arc still being when their checks arrive," said
Torres.
pnlcesscd.

Some students scheduled to receive TOP loans at the financial
aid disbursement last week were
disappointed when their checks
\\'ere not ready.

Flu vaccine available
Students interested in getting
,accinated al!ain.,t the flu virw,
shnuld conta~t the Student Health
Sen ice office located in Emilia
Hall.

··we ha,e recei,ed the flu vaccine--:· said Dnra Castillo. Health
Sen ices Coordinato1. --swdcnb

han~ been calling in wondering if
they can get a vaccination."
Students who are enrolled on a
full time basis arc eligible for free
medical services at the Health
Services office.
Members of the faculty or staff
will be charged a fee of $2 for
their vaccine said Castillo.

B)' R. M. Gonzalez

31 universities applying for
federal aid; however, only six
This Monday the program to universitieswere eligible to receive
the money. Pan American's
assist former migrant and
CAMP was immediately next in
seasonal farmworkers opened its
line to receive the last minute
doors again after a Supplementary
financial
distribution.
Appropriations bill was passed by
According to Santiago Silva,
the House of Representatives and
director of CAMP, he is excited
Senate allowing the College
Assistance Migrant Program last • with Washington's decision and is
happy that CAMP will continue
minute funding.
--to assist students with support
It was only two \Vceks ago thht
services.
CAMP shut down th eir program
"Students this fall will not
due to government fu nd ing cuts.
receive scholarships but support
The committment to fund
services," said Silva.
CAMP for $305,025 became efStudents can receive tutoring
fective as of Monday and will
services and certain days will be
continue through Aug. 31, 1985.
set aside for individual and group
CAMP ranked seventh among
counseling.
Stall Writtr

U. S. -

Silva added that students realize
that they will not receive financial assistance from CMAP but
they still wish to be part of the
group.
CAMP will be working with 70
students this fall and will add an
extra 50 students in the Spring
semester. Hopefully, they will
continue the program through
both summer sessions.
As soon as Silva received word
from Dr. Sylvia Lujan, asosciate
dean of College, Arts and
Sciences, that CAMP was refunded, he began to get to work. Silva
personally volunteered his time to
get in touch with each student ac.cepted in the program. He cx-

plained to students about CAM P's
reinstatement and the suppon services offered through the program. As of last week, CAMP
had 45 students agreeing to take
advan!age of their services.
According to Silva he has hired
13 tutors and is in the process of
hiring a counselor and a curriculum coordinator. Silva, along
with his secretary Linda Garza,
were the only returning -.taff

CAMP is now back in action
and Silva says that the students arc
ready to go. Silva added that the
assistance form the valley congrcsional leaders and the campus administration influenc;ed Washinton's decision to refund CAMP.

Central America policy discussed

Former ambassador speaks
Former U.S. ambassador to El
Salvador Robert White will speak
about human rights in Central
America tomorrow, at the Fine
Arts Auditorium beginning at ·
7:30 p.m.
White·s appearance is being cosponsored by PAU's student
BARCA--Border Assistance for
Refugees in Central America,
along with the Valley Interreligious Task Force and Central
American Refugees Service of
Brownsville.
An outspoken critic of President Reagan\ policies towards
Central America. White was the

first ambassador the Reagan administration removed after coming into office in 1981.
BARCA spokeswoman Ninfa
Krueger feels the group was fortunate in getting someone of
White's magnitude to address the
issue of human rights in Central
America.
"White will provide a fresh
outlook from the perspective of
someone in the government,"
Krueger said. ··1 believe he knew
Duarte (El Salvador's president)
when he (White) was there for only two or three days."
A reception will be held ' for
White at the PAU Ballroom after

his speech. Krueger says it is for
those involved in the various
!5roups who have worked with and
,upportcd refugees. Among the
;roup!-> are Proyecto Libertad of
'-larlingen and Casa Oscar Ronero of San Benito.
White i'> a Latin American spe·ialist. particularly on Central
\mcrica. with a 25-year career as
d foreign service officer. He was
a Fulbright scholar in 1952 and
graduated from St. Michael\ College in Vermont. He also holds an
M.A. from the Fletcher School of
law and Diplomacy. Most recently, he has been appointed to the
Warburg Cbii&_ir of International

Relations at Simmons College in
Boston and serves as Senior Fellow with the Center for Development Policy in Washington D.C.
Some of the posts White has
also held include Latin American
director of the peace Corps, ambassador to Paraguay and ambassador to El Salvador.
The former ambassador wa!->
slated to be removed from his post
C'\ en beli.,re Reagan took office.
The Reagan transition team cons1dcrcJ White to be "loft on the lcli
as well as a social reformer for
carrying out President Carter\
human rights policy, according to
"New Y<lrk" magazine.

....--...

Yearbook needs organization forms
The final date for turning in
ycarb(){11' organizatinn forms has
heen e,tc1H.lcd to Oct. 17. After
this date. clubs that do nm turn
in their fonm, "ill be left complctel~ out nf the yearbook.
Eln~ Sacnt. Yearbook Organitation-. Editor. said --1
lonl-.111!_! ti.1rward to a more acti,c part1npat1on from the (lrganization-..

,,as

I can not be expected to cover
each organization accurately if
they do not participate:·
OnrnniLation!> are a~ked to
check their mailboxes for forms
and return the filled out forms to
Emilia Hall Rm. 100. Additional
fi.mns may also be picked up at
this location. Forms should be
turned in to Eloy Saenz.

GRE/GMAT Prep course offered
\ 11tl11-nedit course tn hdp
,tudents prepare for the Graduate
Re~·11rd E,aminatillll and the
Graduate \ lanagcment Aptitude
Tc,t i, hc1ng ofkn:d next ,,eek.
fhl· d.is-, ,, ill meet on Saturd.t\ tn1rn 9 to II a.Ill .. on Tucsd,t~ fnim ti ·3() Ill 8:30 p.m . and
()f1 Thur,da~ Imm 6:30 Ill 10:30
p.m . All l'l,1-,ses \\ ill be in BA
II~.

The fee is S35 per person.
Registrants should send name.
'>Octal ..,ccurit, number. address
and phone number to the School
of Business Administration along
,, ith thi: pay·mcnt ti.n the course.
The classes arc spcci fie all)
de-,igncd to hdp anyone v. ho is
preparing to take either the GRE.
Oct. 13. or the G\1AT . Oct. 20.

These boots are made for walking ---Texas legislator Phil Gramm
presented President Reagan with a pair of genuine Texas boots

at the Reagan-Bush Rally in Brownsville, Tuesday., Gramm suggested one possible use for the boots would be to kick Tip O'Neil.
/Photo hy Oclcia Itzcl)
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Editorial

rt enM~

Officer violates first
amendment rights
Last week a photgrapher for
.. The Pan American··
was intimidated into handing over some film she took
of an Edinburg police officer
issuing citations.
Dclcia Lopez was told by
Sergeant C. Sandoval that she
was violating his civil rights by
taking pictures of him and
demanded that she give him
the film.
·
Even after Lopez told him
that she was taking the picture
for the newspaper, Sandoval
continued to demand that she
turn the film over.

According to Sandoval.
Lopez could take as many picture:-. as she wanted on campus, but not in the public
streets of Edinburg.
Contrary to what Sandoval
believes. the rights of student
newspapers do not end with the
boundaries of the campus. In
fact. student newspapers hold
the :-.ame rights to freedom of
the press as do professional
papers.
When Sandoval claimed that
Lopez was violating his rights,
it was really the other way
around. By demanding the
film, Sandoval was violating

Letters to
It is apparent that Ms. Lopez
and Ms. de los Santos did not fully research the proposed H&PE

ct"fl1~~DP
l(iEEp~~T~...

Lopez's 1st amendment rights.
That is the rights to freedom
of religion. speech, press. petition and assembly.
Lopez was doing nothing
more than exercising her right
of expression by taking a picture of a city employee on a city street. She committed no
crime yet she was treated as if
she had.
Lopez did turn over the film
to the officer, but only after she
had exposed it.
However, this incident is one
that should not have happened
in this city, in this state, in this
country.
NL
facility is a Health and Physical
Education complex-not an
athletics facility.
As far as the need for a new
health and physical education
facility is concerned, the authors
of the above-mentined editorials

the Editor
HPE II Not Athletic

--

need only visit some of the classes
being held in the present facility
to understand our need. I teach
dance classes with enrollments of
II facility before wntrng their
twenty to thirty students in a
editorials of September 20, 1984.
studio that has room for ten
Had they done so, they would dancers, accoridng to the stanhavc known that the H&PE II <lards set by the National Dance

Association. Our department
teaches an aerobic dance class
with more than 150 students. The
examples of our high enrollments
go on and on, and are a matter of
public record. There is no question that the health and physical
education programs at Pan
American University are growing,
and that the H.P.E.R. classes in
all areas are in high demand. Such
demand certainly justifies additional facilities.
Ms. de los Santos made
reference to the reason for estab-

lishing this university as being a The new H&PE facility will perplace f<Jr young Americans to ·· mit the Department of H .P.E.R.
... obtain higher education and to further expand its program in
become schooled in the arts and the areas of highest demand. and
sciences as well as business. fine • will enable the faculty of the
arts. and education:· This department to better serve our
statements detends our position students. and so provide the very
pertectly. The Department of best general education that this
H.P.E.R. offers courses in health area can ofter.
education and physical education,
for both the general university
population and for our majors. In
addi tion, we have extensive
course offerings in the area of Laura G. Miesle, Instructor
dance, which, unless some peoDepartment of Health, Ph~·sical
ple have forgotten. is a fine art.
Education and Recreation

Chair won't take it _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _- - - - = - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - sitting down
ed in two classes of Track/Field.
The editorial of September 20,
1984, in THE PAN AMERICAN, Entitled, "I Want a Bigger
Piece of Pie,' and "Athletics Win$
Again'' arc examples of irresponsible writing· and misinformation.
According to the tine print in the
newspaper, "Views presented are
those of the writer and do not
nece.-.sarily reflect those of the
university administration." What
about the views of THE
STUDENTS the STAFF and the
FACULTY'!
My major concern lies with the
lack of understanding of the
academic areas of this Unversity
and, in particular health education, physical education, and
recreation exhibited by the Editor,
Ms. Nora Lopez and the Production Manager, Ms. Ella de los
Santos, authors of the abovementioned articles.
This article is intended to bring
attention to some data and facts
concerning the expenditure of
fonds fix additional facilities for
the Department of HPER.
First of all, HPER is one of
four academic department-. within
the School of Education and ofkrs both major and minor sequences leading to the Bachelor
of Science degree in health education and in physical education and
a Master of Education Degree in
Physical Education. In addition to

the prolessional preparation of
health educators and physical
educators, the Department of
HPER provides a variety of ac-

tivity courses for students to·
satisfy the Unversity College requirement of four semester hours
of physical education.
Secondly, funds for the operation of Pan American University
arc derived from Legislature of
the state of Texas, student tuitions,
and other private and public
sources. The acadmic areas
(HPER is one of them) produce
semester credit hours (SCH) to
provide one of the basis for
estimating the budget needed to
operate the institution.

terms of the number of major
students:
Elementary Education I, 173:
General Business 652; Computer Information Systems 525;
HPER 433.
It is true that the Department
of HPER shares its facilities with
Athletics and ~omponents of

the University--a situation common a't- ffl""'revels of education.
The "number one" priority for
use of facilities however, is
ACADEMIC, not ATHLETIC.
HPER I facilities are inadequate for the existing programs
and furthermore when HPER II
is completed, there will be needs
that still have not been met in
terms of the academic and recreaData compiled during the 1984
tional programs and student serspring semester support the fact
vices of a University the size of
that among departments within
PAU.
Pan American University:
As an Editor and Production
HPER ranked in the top three
Manager of THE PAN AMERIdepartments in terms of the proCAN you need to give consideraduction of
tion of gathering news that is
scmster credit hours: English
timely, accurate, and unbiased.
12,159: Mathematics 10,672: . For example you stated:
HPER 6.966.
I. ". . . over 150 students are
HPER demonstrated a 11.21 % instrutting around in the gym
crease in semester credit hours
because our dance studio is too
generated,
small for the aerobics class." NITT
when compared to the 1983
TRUE: 170 students are enrolled
spring semester. This figure
in three sections of Aerobic
was exceeded by only six other
Dance, meeting concurrently with
departments in the University.
three instructors. The location of
HPER ranked in the top four in
the class to meet in the gym-

nasium was selected instead of the
dance studio because of available
space. If you think aerobic dance
is DANCE, you are in error in
that category also.

2. "The weight room is outdated, students working out in
there need to be especially careful
with the equipment." NOT
TRUE: 370 students are enrolled
in 12 sections of Weight Training.
The space is adequate: the equipment is old, but it is maintained
in the best condition possible
, under the circumstances. HPER
II will provide a spacious weight
room with the latest in equipment.
Would you prefer the old gymnasium (Bus Barn) to a modern
up-to-date facility to accomodate
students on this campus? If you
do, perhaps you think that swimming classes should be conducted
in the nearby canals rather than
in an indoor swimming pool and
that gymnastics should be taught
·ou'tisde under the mesquite trees.
3. ". . . and after a long, long
wait. the Track team finally got
a real track to practice on." NITT
TRUE : The facility belongs to the
Department of HPER and is used only a small percentage of time
by the Varsity Men and Women's
Track Team. Approximately, 200
students use the facility in Motor
Development classes, not to mention more than 60 students enroll-

4. ".. . improve the complex we
have now ..." What can one say?
Are you an architect'? What would
you suggest'?
5. ". . . new complex is not
justifiable when the majority of
students enrolled arc business majors and eduction majors." Faulty thinking! Refer to statistics
regarding HPER majors. HPER
is a deparmtent in the School of
Education.
6. ·•... other than to complete
their PE hours most students do
not use the facilities in the PE
Complex. NOT TRUE: 3,244
students are enrolled in 128
dasses taught by 25 professors
(seven who hold the Ph.D.).
7. "Since most students arc
commuters. only a very small
percentage actually take advantage
of these facilitie~ ... NOT TRUE:
Check for yourself. You will
observe that the facilities are in
use from 7:00 a.m. until 10:00
p.m. Monday through Thursday,
and 7:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. on
Friday and on weekends. A good
reference would be Mr. John
McDowell, Director of In tra!11Urals for the purpose of
checking informal recreation activities and hours.
8. "Therefore, the complex will
mainly be used by athletics. The
board has just approved a $3.7
million expenditure that will

mostly be used by only a little
over 100 students:· NOT TRUE:
HPER II will provide additional
fac ilities for potential use by all
students at PAU. and in particular.
the Department of HPER just as
HPER I is being utilized. It is unfrmunatc that the additional facility is limited to the expenditure of
$3.7 million. HPER II will add
new dimensions of growth for
PAU in terms of professional cducat ion and recreation education,
out it will not include all the
fm:ili ties needed.

9. "If that much money was
available, then why did the people in the School of Business have
to raise their own money to renovate thei r building?" Is this
true'? How d id they do it?
10. ''The new complex will have
eight racquetball courts, a dance
studio. two basketball courts, a
gymnastics area the size of a
basketball court and human performance area, a rehabilitation lab
and a tcw classrooms." NOT
TRUE: There is an architectural
layout of HPER II. You arc invited
to visit HPER I and view the
plans for HPER II. If space becomes available in the PAN
AMERICAN, you might be moved to include the architect's drawings of HPER II .
Sincerely,
Amilda Thomas, Ph.D.
Chair, Department of HPER

There's Always Something

The Pan American

Parking dangerous
to your health
Parking--it would he great if
you could do it. But contrary to
popular belief. purchasing a parking permit docs not entitle one to
a parking space.

You could solve the problem of
finding a space by making friends
with someone who signed up ti.1r
a 7:45 class or by car pooling.
Or possibly if you live within
a four mile radius you might conThe parking situation as far as
sider bicycling---but who needs
finding a space is concerned is (if
the exercise right'?
you' ll pardon the pun) at a '
What to do'?
st,tndsti II.

Ahout the only way you can be
assured to get a space is if you get
to campu.-. by 8: 15---so what if
your class isn't meeting . until
10:-1-5!

Commentary

If you want a deluxe parking
space--onc in the first two rows
you'd better stake your claim the

Forbidden Zone (Faculty and
Staff lots) which is extremely
dangerous.
What could be more embarrassing or more lethal to academic
lite than taking your professor's
assigned space (for which he probably paid $40) and getting
caught? Not much surely.

night before (after night classes)
,tnd hring your sleeping ba!!.
or l'0Ursc you do have ll; run
the risk of bad breath and wrinkled clothes in the mornir,g.

Many students risk getting
parking tickets by parking in the

But even worse there is the
chance that you might park illegally on the streets of Edinburg
in your frenzied, anxious pre-test
mental state. Not only is getting
the ticket painful (and right where
it will hurt the most too---in the
wallet) but after awhile they tend
to add up. And seriously there is
no reason to upset Edinburg's
finest when you already have
Campus Security to worry about.
Campus Security makes me
feel insecure. They always seem
to be around when you don't need
them complete with their little
yellow ticket pads and pencil but
when you really need them they
are out to lunch or in a meeti ng.
Well. the problem is still not
solved is it? There is still one
alternative---you can park in No
Man's Land which is also known
as the PE and Fine Arts parking
area and make the trek by foot.

33rd Year
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Nora Lopez
Editor
Be sure to pack some water for
your long hike to the LA building.
Its unfortunate that there has to
be such a stupid problem to deal
with when you have tests to take.
papers to write and dates to make
not to mention getting to class on
time but what can you do about it?
Rollerskate in protest?
Take the VTC?
Personnally I predict that overnight camping will be on the rise
again soon and that parking will
again become the popular pastime
it was during the Richie C unningham era.

Ella de las Santos
Editor's note
Ms. de los Santos column is
purely a commentary column
and not editiorial material. The
opinions expressed by Ms. de
los Santos are her own and not
necessarily shared by the staff.

Brad Nibert
Managing Editor

Carlos '.'loriega
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Friday last day to register to vote
By Juan Ramirez
Staff Writer

The deadline for voter registration is Oct. 6, and even though the
goal of registering 2000 people
seems far away, PAUSA is continuing its efforts to register as
many people as possible.
In hopes of reaching their goal,
PAUSA is making classroom presentations on voter education and
going through dorms and apartments registering voters. They
will also have tables set in front

of the Snack Bar today to register
students during activity period .
PAUSA stresses the fact that the
procedure is simple and only
takes a few minutes. It involves
the completion of a card with the
following information: · name,
place of birth, physical address,
date of birth, and precinct number
if known.
"So far the drive has not been
so great," said PAUSA Atty.
general Jose Arevalo. "But I'm
happy with the results we have
gotten so far. We're trying and
now its up to them."

Concert features
classical music

Also aiming to help students
forums are designed to augment
cast a better informed vote on
this campaign·s personality
Nov. 6, the National Student
politics with substantive discusCampaign for Voter Registration
sion of the issues."
(NSCVR) announced plans to
The campus debates. collecorganize simultaneous forums on
tively titled ·'Showdown ·84··. will
the Presidental elections at over
be held immediately before or
100 campuses on Oct. 21.
after the nationally televised
"Students are strongly concern- . debate between Walter Mondale
ed about the issues, but are often
and Ronald Reagan. The
uninforµied about the candidates'
Presidential debate will also be
positions on ·those issues and the
aired on large screen televisions
implications of those stands,"
during the events. Students inobserved Gary Kalman, a senior
terested in organizing "Showdown ·
at Clark (MA) University and
'84" debates should contact
NSCUR chairperson. "These ;, NSCUR at (617) 357-9016.

The PAU Music Department
will present two concerts on Oct.
7 and Nov. 18 at 3 p.m. at the Fine
Arts Recital Hall that will feature
music of Bach. Mozart. Rossini.
Berstein. Villa-Lobos and Aaron
Copland.
The first concert in the series
of "Classics for Youne Persons··
will present instu;1entalists:
Ruben Gonzalez. marimba. Lucille Cardenas. flute. Ruben
Adame. trumpet. vocal students
David Gonzalez. Rosalinda
Estrada. Susona Lopez. Randy
Ashley. and Shann Powers.
All the performers will preface
their selections in order to provide

PELL, GSL applications still available
Although the deadline for applying for campus based aid,
Work-study, National Direct Student Loan, and Hinson-Hazlewood Student Loans, has passed,
the Financial Aid Office is still
accepting applications for the Pell
, grant and the Guaranteed Student
Loan. ·
Students who qualify for the
Pell grant will need to take their
Student Aid Reports to the Financial Aid Office before the end of
the semester.
Student,; may also still apply for
the Guaranteed Student Loan.
Applications will need to be at the
Financial Aid Office by Oct. 15.

Eligibility for both the Pell and
GSL are:
*students must be U.S. citizens
or legally admitted permanent
residents of the U.S.
*males, 18 years of age or older,
born after December 31, 1959
must be registered for the draft
with Slective Service.
*there must be an unmet financial need.
*must be enrolled as at least a
half time student.
·
*student must be making satisfactory progres.s.

Using the TGSL needs test,
financial need for the Guaranteed
Student Loan exists when the student's and parents and/or spouse's
total income for 1983 was $30,000
or less. Students in this category
may borrow up to 2,500 per academic year as undergraduate
students and up to $5,000 per
academic year for graduate
students. (Graduate students must
be enrolled in graduate level
courses to qualify for the $5,000
loan.)
Students whose income is over
$30,000 may qualify for a GSL,
but the amount they may borrow

will depend on the unmet need,
which will be determined by the
Financial Aid Office in accordance with regulations set up by
the Department of Education.

•-••• •

Those students who are wanting
to apply for a GSL should first
check with the bank, credit union,
or savings and loan association
with which the family does
business. If those lending institutions do not process GSL's, check
with the Financial Aid Office and
they will inform you as to which
lending institutions in this area
will process GSL's.

Visiting artist concert features pianist
Alan Smith, pianist, will perform next Friday, Oct. 12 at 8
p.m., in the Fine Arts Auditorium.
Smith's performance is in conjuction with PAU's Visiting Artist
Series. His program wil include
Sonatas by three Baroque composers, Gal.:ippi, Raradies and
Soler; Jcax d'Eau by Ravel; Fantasy op. 28 Scriabin and the Phantasic, op. 17 by Schumann.
The versatile pianist is not only a solo artist but an accompanist, teacher vocal coach and
composer as well. His degrees include the bachelor of music and
the master of music degrees in
performance from Baylor University, where he studied piano with
Jane Abbott-Kirk.
Smith is currently an assistant
professor of piano at Howard
P-<1ync University in Brownwood,
Texas.
In the fall of 1983 Smith, a
native Texan, gave a series of concerts and masterclasses in the state
of Texas. He was also named the
second-place winner in the 1983
Young Texas Artist's Premiere
Competition. Other recognition
includes honors earned in national
piano competitions with the Beaumont Symphony Orchestra and
the Shreveport. La. Symphony
Orchestra.

petitions such as the Metropolitan
His works include song cycles
Opera Guild Competition of the and individual pieces for voice
Southwest Region, the San An- and piano, as well as solo piano
gelo Symphony Hemphill-Soran- pieces. In December of 1983 his
tin Award, the Shreveport Sym- song cycle, The Buried Life,
phony Competition and the · received its West Coast premiere
Merola Opera l;'rogram's talent on the prestigious Schwabacher
search auditions. A few singers Recital Series in San Francisco.
who have worked with him now February of the year saw the prestudy in major graduate schools miere of his Moonscape, five
in the U.S. Others· sing profes- descriptive pieces for solo I?iano.
sionally in opera houses in the
U.S. and Europe.
Most recently Dr. John Hilli-

The program will last approximately an hour and is free and
open to the general public. It is
hoped all adults will be accompanied by children since the concert will also present children performers . They include: pianists
Benjamin Ivan Valadez. age 6.
studing with Mrs. Dahlia Guerr.i.
Rico Cantu. age 13. studing with
Dr. Morely Grossman. and Chris
Bradley. age 9. studing with Dr.
John Raimo.

--------------------------------Caprice Hairstylist
•·~
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MEN - WOMEN

The Latest In PERMS AND CUTS
MON. - SAT.

8 AM to 6:00 PM

20% Discount
on all regular services
with this AD!!!

383-7122
1114 Closner

Edinburg, TX

78539

---~-----------------------------J
.-PUT US TO THE TEST!

ard, composer-in-residence at
Howard Payne University, has
composed his Sonata for the
Sun, a work for solo piano, as the
result of a request by Smith. The
work has since been comissioned by the Young Keyboard Artist's
Association for their 1985 competition in Interlochen, Michigan.
. General admission for the program is $5.00 and student and
Senior Citizen admission is $3.00.

• Permanent Centers open days,
evenings, weekends.
• Complete TEST-N-TAPE'
facilities.
• Skilled instructors and
dedicated, full-time staff.
• Homestudy materials constalitty
updated by Research Experts.
• Low Hourly Cost.
• Transfer priviliges to over
120 locations.

~-+I.
3302 BOCA CHICO
SUITE 203

"

BROWNSVILLE, TX 78S21

NATIONAL MED BOARDS
MSKP -FMGEMS
FLEX •1'.4118 · NPB
NCB · NCLEJI-RN
CGFNS,CPA
SPEED READING
ESL INTENSIVE REVIEW
INTRODUCTION TO
LAW SCHOOL
CALL DAYS, EVENINGS
&WEEKENDS:

KIIPIAN
EDUCATIONAL

(512) 541-2454

11617 N. CENTRAL EXP.
DALLAS. TX 78543
(214) 750-0317

CENTER

TEST PRE-TION SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938
In New Yori< State· Stanley H Kaplan Educalional Center Lid

Great Pool -

RESEARCH ASSISTANT
POSITIONS IN PSYCHOWGY

Great Drinks Great Music and NOT-BAD Sandwichc~

Attention memory and
Biofeedback treatment of
headache: One undergraduate, speech: One undergraduate,
preferably w·ith a science
background and interest in
graduate school. Apply at MBRS
Office, SB 134, or contact Dr.
Gary Montgomery in LA 318,

preferably a sophoore with interest in a career in experimental
psychology and interest in computers. Apply at MBRS Office,

SB 134.

.

381-3329.
Biofeedback' treatment of
strees-related disorders: One
sophomore or junior with
background in sciem;e and/or
computers. Contact Dr. Roy Cain,
Psychophysiology/Biofeedback
Laboratory, LA 314, 381-3330.

All students must be full-time
undergraduates, and either
American citizens or residents.
For further information, contact
Gloria Gilpatrick, Minority
Biom~dical Research Support
Program SB 134, 381-3546.

·Save up to $59
In Free Oplioas on )'<our Gold Lance Class Ring
·pws A FREE GRADUATION
KEY CHAIN. ASK FOR

He has accompanied such singers as Thomas Stewart of the
Metropolitan Opera and Robert
Hale of New York City Opera.
Singers Smith has coached have
won regional and national com-

an informal atmosphere and a
greater appreciation of the music
and a learning experience for the
young audience.

COMPLETE DETAILS.

Wednesdays "Ladies Night"
All Drinks

WHITE FLOUR

.50¢

PATOS

October Special
Big Mexican Plate
Eat Carne Guisada, Spanish Rice,
Ranchero Beans. a Jalapeno

Only
$2.29
All year around Special 2
Patos Of Same Kind Spanish
Rice & Ranchero Beans

The Only Superwell in town!
Best billard tables in the Valley!
1415 Austin St.
Downtown, McAllen
686-9408

Mon. - Sat.
11 a.m. - 2 a.m.

NOW OPENING SUNDAYS 3-10 P.M.
Watch the Dallas Cowboys on GIANT Screen T.V.

$1.98
For faster service
call an order

383-0725
I

Acro~s from Pan Am
SAFE HALLOWEEN
Coupoh book on sale at all outlets
October 1-31

ONE HOUR OF FREE POOL!! W/this AD and PAU I.D.
(ONE COUPON PER PERSON)

EXPIRES NOVEMBER 18, 1984

. GOLD LANCE CLASS RINGS.
2•4 WE£K DELIVERY.

LIFETIME WARRANTY.
GIFT WRAPP
ENGRAVING
JEWELRY
WATCH REPAIR

ACCOUNTING MAJORS

PORTER'S JEWEL_RY
110 NORTH TWELFTH
EDINBURG, TX
78539

CLIP THIS AD AND BRING TO DUR STORE

8Y DEC. 31 1984 TO QUALIFY.

Attention Organizations
Green Information form
Due October 17, 1984
Sring by or mail to
Emilia Hall Room 100
If form is not submitted by October 17
you will not be represented
in El Bronco '85 Yearbook.

Eloy Saenz
Organization's Editor
381-2547

A Career In Tax Auditing Offers You More ....
·The Texas Comptroller of Public Accounts offers you more than many private companies:

Responsibility.

Early in your career as a Tax Auditor you will work with a good deal of
independence. You can progress at your own pace.
I

Opportunity.

We have a strong internal training program for career advancement plus
educational assistance for your professional development.

Experience. As a

Tax Auditor you will work with many different taxes and a broad range of
businesses with both large and small accounting systems.

Support.

The Comptroller's Office has a sophisticated information and communication
network to support auditors in the field. We're pioneers in computer-assisted auditing.

Tax Auditor positions are available in Texas and major cities across the United States. Salaries
are competitive with the private sector with geographical pay differentials.
We'll be at Pan American University on October 11. For further information contact your
placement office.

The Texas Comptroller of Public Accounts
an equal opportunity employer
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By V1v1en Benbow
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Sport, Eduor

The soccer team is hosting
Sam Houston State at 5 p. m .
tomorrow and Trinity Uni versity
on Saturday at 2 p.m. The games
will be held on the soccer field .
..,outh of the Field House. Sam
Houston comes in with an 5-2
rccord and the Broncs are 2-3.
Come out and support the Broncs!
The Lady Broncs entertain
the Lady Scorpionsof Texas
Southmost College, tomorrow
night 5 p.m . at the Field House.
The Lady Broncs played in a trimatch T d
· h
· .,..
ues ay mg t agamst 1 exas
A I
d B
·11
·. an
ccv1 c Community
College . Final scores are PAUHcc County; 15-7, 15~5. PAU-Ai,I
6-15. 15-11, and 9-15.
Come out and support the
Lady Broncs!
The Bronc netters will compete in the Rebel Days Tennis
Tournament in Harlingen,
tomorrow through Sunday. The
Bronc, arc coming off some good
win" in last weekend's Fountain
View Classic at So. Padre Island .
The doubles team of Tony FinFrancisco Hamdan upset Augustin Salazar-Udo Graf 8-4, for the
championship doubles crown .
Also Coach Bryce Young took the
rcglar men's singles championship
nver Adrian de Silva, 8-4.
Y<lU can check out the tournament this Sunday, . it will be
televised on Spanish cable
TV-12.
Flag Footbal has gotten
· · underway and the next upcoming games will be Oct. 11. Teams
competing for the women are
BSU. Playgirls. Starts and the Indepen<lcnb. The men's league
members arc CAMP, BSU, No
\James and Alpha Kappa Psi. So
come out and route for your
bvoritc flag-football star.
The Inter Fraternity Council,
kicks off a football champion-,hip between four fraternities this
Sunday. The games will be at l
,t11d 3 p.m .. and the frats competing a·rc: Kappa Sigs, Phi' Taus.
Phi Kapps and Phi Sigs. The
t!arncs will be played at the Edinburg Junior High field, and
,tudcnts are invited to come and
watch.
Head track coach, Jimmy
Platt has announced that the
Broncs have started conditioning
and anyone interested in being on
the team as a walk-on, should
come h the new track ractice

"

starts at 3 p.m.
"The new track has been super
for team," commented Coach
Platt. "It gives us the opportunity to start our program right
away."

The rifle team heads to Austin
for their first shooting competition. the "16th of September
Tourney," tomorrow and Saturday.
Members competing will be Mike
Porras, Roland Alonzo, Anna
Luna and Leo Gomez.
"We lost our best shooter from
last year, but we're still going to
try our best. Hopefully, we can
bring up our new members to a
competitive level ," commented
member Mike Porras.

Thurs.
Thurs.
Thurs.
Thurs.
Thurs.

ALMA'S

4

Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

4
4
1

3.
4.

B.S.U.
NO NAMES
ALPHA KAPPA PSI

Photo
==-==-==-==--==Express
1 HouR OuAliTy
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S. ClosNER

EdiNhURG, TEXAS
J8J-2~J7

3

2

portrayed at the tournc\ \\ a~ lil-.c
they had won :·
·
The Lady Broncs arc tak in!! lln
the Lady Scorpiom of T~, a~
Southmost Colle!!c thi~ Frida, fo r
3 out of 5 gam;,,
·

PUEBLO PLAZA MALL
MISSION
585-8904

NOLANA WEST MALL
McALLEN
686-3880

REGISTER TO WIN FREE VCR
(TOSHIBA V-M41) AT EACH LOCATION)

•

TAPE RENTA LS

• vcr? SALES

DRAWING TO SE , E.O OCTOBE 7 6 198J
NEED NOT SE PRESENT W,N

• . ACCESSORIES

Specializing in Mexican & American Food and Breakfast
- - - DAILY SPECIALS - - Enchilada Plate
Tuesday:

Mexican Plate

Wednesday:

Taco Plate ...
Chicken Fried Steak

Thursday:

Chalupa Plate
Chopped Steak

Friday:

Chicken Envueltos
Fried Fish ..
Fajita al Kilo (Dinner for 2) .... . . $9.9
Fri. - Sat.
Sun. from Sat.

24 hours
6 a.m. 11 p.m.

1012 S. CLOSNER
EDINBURG, TEXAS

383-5676

E:~:b~:g E.

1 vs.
4:00 Field
2 vs.
4:00 Field
'- - l vs.
4:00 Field
3 vs.
4:00 Field
25
2
vs.
I
4:00 Field
3 VS.
8
4:00 Field
Championship
4:00 Field
15
LEAGUE Members
C.A.M.P.
I.

..At the beginning of the season.
we played in the Incarnate Word
Tourney and they had a lot of
students at the game. cheering on
their team. even though we beat
them. the spirit and enthusiasm
107 E. SAMANO
EDINBURG
381-0496

OPEN MON.·SAT. 9-5

Ii -· z~~s•un;;~:5 Ii'

Oct. 4
Oct. II
Oct. 18

2.

potential thi s year. and we·re really excitied about playing such
good teams. Our program has
gone a long way. but for the home
games we could use more student
support. It's so important it fires

1S

Cindy Solis
"Coach de los Santos has
helped me alot with my setting,
I want to peak in my ability this
season, and I want to be able to
maintain it," Solis commented.
'Tm optimistic about the season
and we are all hoping for a district
tournament invitation."
Solis, according to Coach
Becky de los Santos, is seeing
more action t-han last year and
keeps inproving each game. "Cindy has potential, she's young and
I am looking for her to perform
well."
The Lady Broncs defeated both
St. Ed's and Triniy last Thursday,
but then were defeated by UTEP

The cross-country teams take
to the road, as they head to UTSA tomorrow to run a 5 and 3
mile invitational. The Broncs did
not compete in the Rice Invitational last weekend , due to rains
and to take a week off from five
straight weeks of out-of-the-Valley
track meets.
The golf team will kick of
their season in Houston this
weekend, the Broncs will then
host their new Pan American Gol
Classic at Cimarron Country
~llllllllllllll!lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllltllllllllllllli
Club, on Oct. 25-27.
Members competing in Hous- s
~
ton, after ten qualifying rounds.
will be Jose Fabres of Chile the
top qualifier, followed by Marten
Olsson, Lars Tamen of Sweden.
David Foley of Milwaukee and
Mike Briskey of• BrowQsville.
These members will compete this
weekend, and beat out 18 other
golfers to qualify.
~l)llllll!IIIIIIJlllllllllll)llllllll!IIJIIUlll,111111111111111111111111111111~
That's it for this weeks Sports
Lines, remember if you or your
club has important sport event
coming up and wants publicity.
turn it in at Emilia Hall, Room
100, the Monday before Thursday's publication. See ya here next
week!

MENS FLAG FOOTBALL SCHEDULE
Thurs.
Thurs.

Brow_nsv1lle. 1s featured m . this
we~k s Lady Volleyball spotlight.
Solis, played basketball and
~olleyball. for Porter High ea.rnmg , all-c!ty.. honorable mention
and all-d1stnct for volleyball.
Solis decided to choose PAU
because it offered her a chance to
play a a setter. --1 felt I could accomplish more and reach my
potential as a setter."
Solis explained the job of the
setter is to get the second hit. and
pass it to the next player.
"It takes a lot of concentration,
you always have to be up and
ready for the ball. I will either
pass to the next player, or I can
spike it over myself."

IN 1'50, THE PILL GAVE
WOMEN A NEW FREEIDM.
IN 1984,THE SIDNGE GIVES
WOMEN ANEW CHOICE.

It's been a long time.Twenty-four years,
and there hasn't been a sensible new option
in birth control.
Until Today.™Today, the 24-hour
Contraceptive Sponge.
_
Today is a soft, comfortable sponge that contains
Nonoxynol-9, the same effective spermicide women
have been using for over 20 years.
The Sponge is easy to use. You just moisten it thoroughly with
water and insert it like a tampon, and it works for a full 24 hours.
With The Sponge, you don't have to worry about hormonal side effects.
And no other non-prescription vaginal contraceptive has been proven more
effective:' It's been through seven years of extensive testing, and over 17 million
Sponges have been sold.
Of course, you don't need a prescription for The Sponge. It can be found
at your local drug store and at selected supermarkets. In the 3~pack or convenient
12-pack.
And the Today Sponge is the only contraceptive that comes with someone
to talk to: our 24-hour Today Talkline. If you have any questions, or you're just
· wondering if The Sponge is right for you, visit your student health center or give
us a call at 800-223-2329. (In California, 800-222-2329.)
Finally, you have the spontaneity you want and the protection you need. But,
best of all, you have. another choice you never had before.
.· " ._,
Until Today.
. . , ...

r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - f:w=-~
WltERE TltE GOOd AMiGOS MEET
uNdER NEW owNERsltip
LUNCH SPECIAL
ENCHILADA PLATE
$2.75 with this ad on PAU I.D.
BREAKFAST SPECIAL $1.49
FREE REFILL S ON A LL SOFT DRINKS

SAVE $1.00

ON TWO 3-PACKS OR ONE 12-PACK.
To Consumer LImI1one coupon per purchase.Good only on products designated. Consumer pays
sales tax To Retailer we will reimburse you the lace value 01 tnIs coupon plus $.06 handling
provided that you and the consumer nave complied with the terms ol our coupon oller.This
coupoo Is good only when redeemed Oy you from a consumer at time ol purchasing the
specified product Any other use constitutes fraud. Redemptions not hOnored
___ ,
through brokers or other outside agencies Invoices showing your
purchase of sulllcIent stock to cover all coupons must Ile snown upon
request Void 11 prohibited. taxed or restricted.This coupon in non·
transferable. non·assignable, non-reproducible Cash value 1120th of
S.01 Oller g_ood only m US A Redeem Oy mailing to VLI Corporation.
PO Box 4400. Clinton Iowa 52734

ROOM AVAILABLE FOR PRIVATE GATHERINGS
OR BUSINESS MEETINGS
NEED TO RESERVE ROOM 24 HRS. IN ADVANCE

MoN. - TkuRs.
FRi. & SAT.
SuN. Till
home made pies

~:JO A.M. - 11 P.M.
24 HRS.
2 P.M.
h om e style food

*Clinical tests have concluded that women can ex pect an an nua l effecuven css rate of 89-91'~, if they use the Tc,Jay Spo nge consistently
and according to label mstructlOns © 1984 VU Corp. Today and The Sponge arc trademarks of VU Corp.

-------------------,---s

O rts----------The

Sports
happenings

Today---'--Intramural men's
and women's flag football at 4
p.m. on Field I, CAMP vs Alpha Kappa Psi. Women play on
Field 2, BSU vs Independents.
Friday-----Soccer hosts Sam
Houston State, 5 p.m. at the
soccer field. Admission is free.
Volleyball entertains Texas
Southmost Colle e for 3 out-

.. Volleyball hosts TSC
] Lady Scorpions Friday

of-5, 5 p.m. at the Field House.
Admission is free.
Saturday-----Soccer hosts
Trinity University. 2 p.ni. at
the Soccer Field.
Sunday-----Frat football. at
Edinburg Junior High practice
Field. I p.m. , Phi Sigs vs. Phi
Taus, 3 p.m. Kappa Sigs vs.
Phi Ka s. Public is invited.

The Lady Bronc Volleyball
team. is hosting Texas Southmost
College tomorrow for a three out
of five game contest. the Lady
Broncs will start at 5 p.m . in the
field house.
The Lady Broncs have spent
most of their playing time on the
road. playing ST. Edward·s and
Trinity in a tri-match last Thurday. UTEP and UTSA in San Antonio last weekend and a tri-match
with Texas Ac:.L Beeville Community College. this past Tuesday
night in Kingsville.
The women swept had a great
night against St. Ed's and Trinity. sweeping the tri-match . Scores
against Trinity were 15-7. 16-14.
and against St. Edward's were
9-15. 15-10. 15-8.

J.R.'S T.V. & STEREO SALES
We sell, install, repair
have 2 month layaway plan.
1406 W. UNIVERSITY
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EDINBURG. TEXAS
(512) 381-8568

SONY, CONCORD, ALPHINE, JENSEN
Large selection of car stereos, speakers, amplifiers.
5% discount with this coupon.

··we really pulled together and
played wc11:· commented Co,1ch
Becky de los Santos. "But against
UTEP und UTSA. we sufti:rcd
·,·an lag'. We lost the momentum
from the pre,·ious night:·
Scores from Friday gume PAUUTSA 7-15. 15-11. 12-15. 15-lJ and
7-15. Saturdavs scon:s from the
PAU-UTEP. 10-15. 6-15 J-15. PAUUTSA. 15-11. 10-15. 12-15. 15-8
and 9-15.
.. We managed to win scYcral
games. but both teams arc
strong:· de los Santos said. ··we
need to establish a better offense.
hitting at the net and deti:nse...
··Melissa Garcia. Carmen Hernandez and Cindy Solis ~:amc
through for us. with good
dcti:nsc:·

WOMENS FLAG FOOTBALL SCHEDULE

t

~~
0

0

TROPHIES
RIBBONS

O

O

. Gloria Vela--goes to the floor for the Lady Broncs, during a re-

cent tri-match. The women play TSC Friday at 5 p.m.

PLAQUES
ENGRAVING

(Photo by Dclcia Itzcl)

·Netters travel to
Harlingen tourney

2523 West Pecan Blvd. McAllen Tx.
In The Courtyard - At Pecan Plaza

Call Today
Mon.-Fri. 10-5:00
lr.il

Thurs.
fhurs.
fhurs.
fhurs.
fhurs.
Thurs.
fhurs .

......

Outside Engraving Done
Special Discounts To All

682-2329

The Bronc netters, after
The tennis pro at the tourney
dominating the Fountain View . was Miles Reynolds, and this
Tennis Classic this past weekend coming Sunday, the championat So. Padre Island, travel to Harl- ships will be televised on Spanish
ingen for the Rebel Days Tennis cable TV-12.
Tournament, Oct. 5-7. Also, this
Paul Boven and Larry Clark of
RESTAURANT
month the team is beginning a inHarlingen
took the men's class B
trasquad challenge ladder.
doubles,
over
Dr. Gayle Downey
At So. Padre the Broncs took
and
Trenton
Downey,
8-5.
the men's championship doubles
crown, 3 out of 4 singles semi"BEST BOTANA IN THE VALLEY"
finalists, and Coach Bryce Young
took home the men's regular
Charbroiled steaks, Fajitas,
singles championship.
Seafood & Mexian Food
In the championship singles
PRIVATE DINING AREA
Tony Aguilar of Matamoros,
1328 N. Closner, Edinburg, Texas
Mexico advanced to the final after
PHONE: 383-9066
defeating PAU's Francisco HamSUN - THURS
dan. Aguilar then defeated Rikard
• Now Serving
• Now Serving
11
a.m.-10 p.m.
Anderberg in the final, 8-4.
Your Favorite
Your Favorite
Work Smart.
FRI. & SAT.
In the men's championship
Cocktails·
Cocktails•
Work
Simply
..JVith
11 a.m.-11 p.m.
doubles, Tony Fink-Francisco
Hamdan d efeated Augustin
Hewlett-Packard!
Whether your classes are in Science,
Salazar-Udo Graf 8-5 to take the
OFF
~
Engineering, Business, or Finance, you're
crown.
in ior some tough problems.
"We had a fantastic weekend,"
Breeze through them in a few simple
BOTANA PLATTER
exclaimed Coach Young. "The
keystrokes, with the help of a HewlettPackard calculator. Built-in functions,
team played well, and it was-great
programming capability, and time-saving
Tostadas with beef and cheese,
~ fffll to have our guys reach the semi's
features like dedicated keys can help
guacamole and Fajitas.
.lJ I ~ -in the singles and take the
you start working smart now.
~ doubles."
Come in and choose your HP calculator

4.

Sam Houston comes in with a
1-2 record in scoring punches, and

today.
HEWLETT
PACKARD

South Texas Calculators
1307 Pecan - McAllen
687-5371

Housing
If you arc interested in sharin!,\ a

~padous fully furnished AvC house

i

For Sale
Is it true you can huy jeeps li>r $44
through thc U.S. governcmnt'! Get the
!acts today' Call 1-312-742-1142 Ext.
8J0O-A.

~

~

: c:11-mofd
:
:

..

of the latest hair fashmns :
for men and women.
;

•
;
•
:•

Stylists

•
:• • BEA • OLGA •
Phone
1410 West
383-9133
University Drive
•
: • NENA • ROSA •
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
PLANNED PARENTHOOD:
It Makes Sense.
For contraceptive care, pregnancy and VD
testing, counseling, and educational programs.
Mc;ALLEN 888-8871

MISSION 585•4575
EDINBURG 383-5082

-- 3

\'S.

--

\'S .

➔

3 VS.
Championship

I

.,

--

2

1-'0R SAI.E: JO specd hike. hr.ind new.
has hccn riddcn OIK'l' . Call Mi~,·
585-709 1.

WESLACO 968-5039

PHARR 787-9431

Employment
Christmas Choir
Voluntccr singcrs. hrass. p iano/orga,
player~ arc needed for a Chri~trnas a n
New Year\ Mass at Donna's St. Joseph
No cxpericncc necessary only a l'o1111nit
mcnt. Auditions to he held Oct. 6. D
Call li>r an appointment at 464-.B] I.

:

Stylists with the knowl_edgel

d?amiuz

l-'U1' A1'D RE\\J\RDl1'G
Opportunity ahounds with grm, th
oriented company. World or Fitnes~ is
now accepting applications for personable. fitness-minded men and womcn
with neat. healthy appearancc to wor~ a
new Pharr location . Y<iu"II he helping
people shape up and at thc ~amc time
shape a good career. Must he av.iilahk
to work lull time or 4-8:30 p.m .. Monday thru Friday. Saturday 10 a.m .-2 p. m .
Apply at Men·s World. 821 Lindhcrg.
McAllen. 682-3151 or Woman's World
Colonial Village. 687-8501.

Classifed rdte is $2 for the first 10 words
and .10 per word thereafter. There is a 10
word minim.um. Deadline is Friday Noon
prior to publication on Thursday. .
Bring ad copy to The P-dn American.
Emilia Hall 100. Classified ads must be
paid in advance.
For display advertising rates call 3812545 or 381-254!.

,/l<ALIFA'S WESTERN WEAR, INC.
201 S. 17th St.
McAllen - 687-5392

TEACHERS

40-50% OFF
(Cash Only)
Nocona, Tony Lama and Justin
300/o OFF

An AARON RUSSO Production

An ARTHUR HILLER Film

NICK NOLTE· JOBETH WILLIAMS· JUDD HIRSCH · RALPH MACCHIO
"TEACHERS" ALLEN GARFIELD w.,h LEE GRANT anc1 RICHARD MULLIGAN

Scarring

Writttn by W. R. McKJNNEY Produ<1ion Dtsign,d by RICHARD MacDONALD Dirtctorof Photogr:,phy DAVID M. WAl.5H

OO: = ,I uttutivtProdum IRWIN RUSSO

lAl -~-:::.:c=.- I
iil _,_,. •

•

Produced by AARON RUSSO

DirtctcdByARTHUR HILLER

~ llCOlD5ANDCASSITTIS.
Featuringthemusicof-CZTOP ·BOBSEGER·JOECOCKER· NIGl:ffRANGER·.!8SPECIAL TIIEMOl'ELS
FREDDIE MERCURY . IAN HUNTER. ROMAN HOLLIDAY . ERIC MARTIN le FRIENDS
50.JNDTIACKAVAILAIUON

1920 N. 10th
McAllen - 686-8409

Larry Mahan and Bona Allen Boots

United Artists Pr""nts

d~

_ ,
;,;:;.;:;:;;;;,;;;;;;;;;:,;;;;;·

STARTS OCTOBER 5th AT THEATRES EVERYWHERE

..,

4

a 5-2 overall record. Their only
losses have come to Southern
Methodist University and Houston Baptist.
"Sam Houston is probably the
best team we've played so far--an
outstanding soccer team:· said
Coach Reggie Tredaway. The
Broncs have suffered a loss to
Sam Hosuton earlier last month.
Cotning after these weekend
games. the Broncs will host the
Pan American Soccer tournament, Oct. 13-14 and the University of Texas Longhorns will be
participating in the tourney.

just a stone\ throw from the dorms and
·the new CAS huilidng with two male
residents (a gradual; student and a
government p;itcssional) call 381-5942
~>r 383-0288.
,

•········•••·.............................
.............
HAIR MASTERS

:

3

Classified Ads

I

It's Monday morning at JFK High.

--

➔

2 vs.
I VS.

Independents

The soccer team will host Sam
Houston State at 4 p.m. Friday
and Trinity University at 2 p.m.
Saturday, after shutting out Texas
Lutheran 6-0, last weekend.
The Broncs won despite a
steady rain, with Efren Lopez of
McAllen, booting in four goals.
Jose Salinas also of McAllen,
kicked in two to help give the
Broncs a 2-3 record, with seven
more home games in row left for
the season.

------------------------1 $"'1

A student bites a teacher.
The school psychologist goes berserk.
The substitute teacher is a certified lunatic.
And students graduate who can't read or write.

--

\ 'S.

Soccer hosts games

Studentsf

IIL'.J!.11

-- I

2
2
2
2
2
2

Field
Field
Field
Field
Field
Field
Field

LEAGUE Members
B.S.U.
'.
2.
Playgirls
3.
Stars

i~

Ff,~

4:00
4:00
4:00
4:00
4:00
4:00
4:00

I

II -

i

Oct. 4 Oct. II Oct. 18 Oct. 25 Nov. I Nov. 8 Nov. 15 -

Ladies: Dingo, Capezio, Justin
and Dan Post Boots
30% OFF
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WHAT, WHERE
& WHEN
THU _ _ _ _ _ __
Booktables. The Baptist Student Union will distribute
pamphlets and books in front of the L.R.C. during Activity period .
Information booth. The Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship
will inform students about the christian religion in front
of the Snack Bar during Activity period
Bible Study. If you wish to learn more about the Bible,
Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship will have two sessions
in the Science B_ldg., and Liberal Arts Bldg. during Activity period .
Presbyterian Speaker. Christian Fellowship is sponsoring Denis Haack to speak about "Jesus Christ, Sin and
the 20th Century" during Activity period in the Science
Bldg., auditorium.
Psi Chi Speaker. Dr. Gary Montgomery, professor of
psychology, will talk about Developmental Disabilities and
their Assessment in Infants during activity period in LA
121. The lecture is sponsored by Psi Chi National Honor
Society in Psychology. Public is invited to attend.
Bake and Sandwich Sale. Kappa Delta sorority will sell
the goodies from 10 am - 1 pm in front of the L.R.C.
The Christian and Choice of '84. United Methodist and
Catholic Campus Ministry will sponsor Andrew Hernandez
and Carol Messina to provide information concerning the
the '84 elections and the christian community during Activity Period at the University Center overflow.

FR I
BARCA Speaker. Robert E. White's topic of discussion
Is on Central America. Border Association Refugee of
Central America scheduled the event at 6 pm-9:30 pm at
the Fine Arts Auditorium.

SAT
Get-Acquainted Picnic. Psi Chi, National Honor Society
in Psychology, will host a picnic beginning at one in South
Park on Freddy Gonzalez in Edinburg. All psychology majors, minors and faculty are invited.

TUE

Foundation accepts 14 students
Fourteen students ha\'e been accepted to the new Student Foundation which i-, both a leaden,hip
deYelopment program for student!'>
and an enrichment program for
the Univer-,ity.
According to Judy Vimon.
dean of students. the foundation
will have their fir'>t meeting on
Thursday. During the me~ting
they will begin to organize workshop leadership sessions.
The Student Foundation was
designed to give students experience in leadership development. It will also give the University a team of highly committed
students to serve as recognized
agent!'> of the University.

The foundation is di\'ided into
three part., . The President's
Leader,hip Den?lopment program
is a freshman component of the
foundation . Sophmores \\ho ha,e
-,uccesful I) completed the PLP
will graduate as Dean's Counselon, and sen·e as ·•bi!! brother;isters"' for the frcshm;n component. The third phase of the student t<.1undation is entered into
juniors and seniors who ha\'e experienced the PLP and the Dean's
Councelors steps. The upperclassmen \,\,ill !->Cf\'C as official
Uni\'ersity guides and ambassadors.

Sandwich and Ta.co Sale. Alpha Kappa Psi will be selling their goodies in front of the L.R.C. from 8 am - 1 pm
Philosphy Club Meeting. "The Emergence of Global
Philosphy: Western Science Meets Eastern Thought ," will
be the . topic of discussion. Dr. Ted Clark, Professor
Emeritus of Philosophy will speak during Activity Period
in the Liberal Arts 125.
The College Republicans will meet Tuesday during activity period in UC 307. Anyone interested is invited to
attend.

WED _ _ _ _ _ __
Candy and Stuffed Animals Sale. The Texas Student
Nurse's Assoc. will have their fundraiser, continuing
through Dec. 15, at the Nurses Education building.
Bake Sale. The International Student Assoc. will sponsor their sale in front of the L.R.C. from 8:30 am - 3 pm.

~
~

•
•
•
•

Oct. 19 Who's Who deadline

lltJIJPIJIODVOSf'l'YJI •aBfW'l'UDa*
AU

AboRTioN
PREGNANCY TESTiNG
BiRTlt CONTROL SERViCES
PRoblEM PREGNANCY CouNsdiNG

Srn11ico
STRiCTly
CoNfidENTiAl

FORMERLY TREASURE HILLS WOMENS CENTER

428-6242
____________________
_

SUITE 35

2220 HAINE

or more and h<~d a 3.0 cumulative
Application'> for Who\ Who
Among Students in American
grade point average or better. ..,_
Graduate students must have a
Universities and Colleges arc due
3.75 GPA or better.
in the Dean of Student's office.
Students selected in the past are
UC 104. by Friday Oct. 19.
not eligible. However. students
Who\ Who i., one of the most
who applied in the past and were
prestigious collegiate awards
not selected arc eligible to reappgiven in the United States. Its purly. provided they meet all the
pme is to recognize outstanding
college student!-. on the basis of criteria.
Other criteria inc:lude a current
scholarship. participation and
leadership in activities. citizen- transcript from PAU and a letter
of recommendation from any PAU
ship. service to the Univer!-.it).
and potential for future acheivcfaculty. administrator. student or
. staff member.
ment.
Deans will soon receive a computer print-out of eligible students. Students may either be
nominated by a faculty member.
student or apply himself. In either
case the applicant should complete the application form in
12,
detail. Applications are available
in UC 104.
To be considered for selection
to Who's Who, a student must be
a junior and senior with 60 hours

LOCATIONS IN AUSTIN. CORPUS. EL PASO. SAN ANTONIO & WICHITA l=ALLS

BARBER & HAIRSTYLING
PHONE FOR AN APPOINTMENT

}8}-9012

STYLISTS

no

JOE FALCON

BOBBY FALCON
ANNABELLE GARCIA

t ...........

E. UNIVERSITY
EDINBURG

NORMA DELEON
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EHS
HOMECOMING

Student Teacher

All applicants must have an upto-date unofficial transcript and a
copy of their degree plan to submit with their application.
In addition to this, all applicants
must have completed the following requirements:
I. Must have been admitted to
the Teacher Education program.
2. Must have completed 90
semester hours of college work.
3. Must have at least threefourths of the sementer hours required for the major with a
minimum G.P.A. of 2.25.
4. Must have at least one-half
of the semester hours required for
the minor with a minimum
G.P.A. of 2.25
5. All general education courses
must be completed.
6. At least a "C" in English
1301 and 1302 must be recetved.
7. Additional requirements as
specified by the department of
your major field must al~o be
completed.

Starship EROS Ra~ed

! •
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Starts
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'RegisteredtrademarkofFlorists'
Transworld Delivery Association.
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(SALES & RENTALS)

BEST s~~ECTION :

VHS & BETA
~

***• *

SEEi
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$1295:

With the KAYPRO 2, you'll have:• Over 200 pages of memory on 2
Disk Drive~! • It is TOTALLY portable. • Has an easy-to-use
familiar keyboard • Self-contained 9" nonillare monitor. •
Application software included such as Word Processing, Spelling
Correction, Mailmerging, Financial Projects, What If? Analysis.
Inventory Control. Data Base Management, Games a~1 complete
documentation! NO EXTRAS NEEDED!

=--===--=-=.:...--== -==-SI 995*
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*
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Babylon Blue

•

i:::.:

Send your-thoughts
with special €,® care:M

FRIDAY
SATURDAY
ONLY

LATE SHOW

•

}8}-H62, }8}-6822
U20 N. ClosNER, EdiNbURG

!l
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0RdER EARly
AllEN FloRAl by BnTy INC,

1-+5.

•...

"Taking It
To The Max''

I

The deadline for Spring 1985
student teaching applications has
been extended to Oct. 20.
The deadline was extendc.d due
to a !shortage of forms. Fmm!'> arc
now available for Education maio1, \\ho arc applying f<>r student
leaching positions in EB Room

•
•
•
•
•

HER TIME SHORT .•.
HER LUST ENDLESS!

OCTOBER

TONIGHTS
THE NIGHT
WITH

-

■

The same incredible machine as the KAYPRO 2 but with these fine
extras: • 5-Year Real Time Clock with back-up batteries. • dBASE II
(most popular data-base software available) included FREE!• dBASE II
Tutorial. ■ Info Star. • The KAYPRO 4 has TWICE the memory as the
KAYPRO 2 (up to a whopping 400 pages)!• A self-contained modem for
all communication needs. • Telecommunications software. • 2 Addi·
tional programming languages: C-BASIC and S·BASIC.

----· -- - - - - $2795*
-------fl:-:~
~s=.:=
~ =.:=
•
The KAYPRO 1l has all the software included with the KAY PRO 4, and
■ A 10-Megabyte hard disk for up to 500) pages of memory! • All
programs are permanently installed in the machine. • Complete
back-up ability with a 4(XJ( Disk Drive. which is INCLUDED! • The
KAY PRO 10 is literally hall the price of the competition! Go ahead and
check around!

PAK
't'

BEER

Noel Jaime Cardenas. Belmda
Gonzakz. Carmen :'\kli!ssa
Lopez. Nora E. Lopel. :'\1a\inc
Ntendoza. Susanne A . ~Iillcr.
Brad Nibert. Fidel Lui!-> Pena Ill.
Gloria A. Rodrigue,. San Juanita
Sanchez. and Ja!son B. Segal.
According to Vinson. if mon:
students arc interested and qualif~
for the foundation. they !should
contact Dean Vinson. J81-21-+7 for
more information.

~1=1====1:------------------·-=---

The university will offer

r,:,,

Fajita Taco Sale. Alpha Phi Omega's fundraiser begins
at 8 am - 4 pm at the University Center Circle.

scholarship of S.+00 and S500 for
the fre!shman year to a number of
PLP participants. It will not be
until two weeb before the rccepient!s are announced .
··we ha\'en·t awarded the
scholarships yet:· added Vinson.
··Ten students will recei\'e S-+00
for the academic year:·
Student foundation recipients
were Jose A. Are\'alo. Vi\·ien
Leigh Benbow. Leticia Cal\'o.

--- -
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Former Ambassador to El Salvador

U.S. policy fears change
By Olga Gonzalez
S1all Writer

A military solution--is not the answer for Salvadoran insurgency, former ambassador told an audience Friday night. He was sponsored by PAU Student-BARCA and Valley Inter-religious Task Force.

News Briefs
Kennedy makes campaign stop
Senator Ted Kennedy (D-Mass)
will be the g uest speaker at a
Democratic campaign rally
tomorrow at 10:30 a.m. in the
Harlingen Municipal Auditorium
on Fairpark Blvd . according to
David Butts, Texas press secretary
for Mondale-Ferraro.
"He (Kennedy) has been campaigning across the country and
is a good friend of Mondale's,"
Butts said.
Kennedy, who will be in Harlingen for about one hour and a
half, will be accompanied by local
politicians.

According to Billy Leo,
Hidalgo County Coordinator for
the Mondale- Ferraro Head quarters, State Senator Hector
Uribe and Congressman Solomon
Ortiz will be with Kennedy.
Since the rally has been called
on very short notice, according to
Leo, full capacity (1,800) at the
a uditorium may not be achieved.
However, due to Kennedy's
popularity here as well as the
momentum picked up after the
debate Sunday, Leo expects a
good turnout .

General speaks on leadership
Brigadier General Belisario D.

Medal. He is a native of Eagle
Pass and graduated from St.
faculty and community leaders on Mary's University in San Antonio
the topic of Leadership Monday. with a degree in marketing.
Flores is scheduled to speak on
The seminar is being sponsored
at 5:30 p.m. in the Cafeteria by the Pan American University
Overflow.
c hapter of Americn Humanies, a
Gen. Flores is reponsible for program that prepares students for
the executive management of all management career with youth
Texas Air National Guard units service agencies, such as YMCA,
and activities. In more than 30 Girl Scouts, Boys Clubs and the
years of military service he has Red Cross.
rer::eived many awards and
Reservations can be made by
decorations including the Bronze cal ling 381-2145.

J. Flores will address students,

Carnival booth forms due
Applicatons for UCPCs Carnival of the Great Pumpkin must
be submitted by next Thursday to
UC 314.
So far 28 organizatins have
turned in booth applications according to Sonia del Angel, coordinatior of student activities.
Booth ideas include a fajita and
cotton candy booth as well as
several other _types of food booths.
Egg toss and fortune telling
booths are also planned for the
carnival.

There will be a $25 fee for
every booth. A late charge of $5
will be added for any applications
turned in after Oct. 18.
The booths are on a first comefirst-served-basis and duplications
of the booths will not be allowed. Payment is due with
application.
The carnival is scheduled for
Saturday, Oct. 27 at the University Center Parking lot. If, in the
event the carnival gets rained out,
UCPC will reschedule it for Nov.

3.

PPST tutoring available
Students preparing for the PPST (Pre-Professional Skills Test)
examination on Nov. 3 may go to
the English Lab at the Learning
Assistance Center (LAC) for
tutoring sessions four times a
week during Octobe r.
The tutoring drop-in service
will be offered in the areas of
English
Grammar
a nd
Composition .

Self-paced modules on a variety
of grammar and writing topics are
available for students to use on
their own. The English Lab also
provides tutors to offer individualized attention.
The LAC English Lab is
located in the Student Services
Building, Room 409. Students
may also contact Flor Pena at
381-2538 for more information.

Yearbook needs blue cards
Any students who received a
blue photograph retake card in the
mail after the photographer's
deadline for retakes should call or
bring the ir card by Student
Publications in Emi li a Hall 100.
The yearbook needs this information to determine if there are
enough ~tudenL-; who have still m)t

taken their pictures for the
photographers to make another
trip.
Students from Reynosa shou ld
also check with the yearbook staff
to pick-up their proofs, as they
cannot be mailed.
For more information call the
yearbook at 381-2547.

Former Ambassador to El
Salvador Robert E. White summed up American policy towards
Latin American as ". . . fear of
change" when he spoke here Friday night.
" We have been so petrified that
change can work towards the advantage of our enemies and the
disadvantage of ourselves, that we
have connived in corruption,
presided over the perversion of
the democratic process, and we
have broken solemn treaty
agreements," White said.
A Central American diplomat
of 25 years and President Carter's
envoy to El Salvador, White was
also the first ambassador that
Reagan's administration removed
from office when it took over in
1981.
White spoke critically of
Reagan's policies towards Central

America. as he has been doino
since his dismissal. However. h;
was also critical of the Soviet
Union. Cuba and Nicaragua .
In fact. White congenially
warned the audience of about 300.
when greeted warmly. that once
students found out how conservative he really is. the applause
at the end of his speeches is more
subdued .
The former ambassador called
Cuba a "disastrous" model for
change in Latm America and also
said the U.S. has a legitimate objective in doing anyting it properly
can to ''exclude Soviet and Cuban
forces from Central America".
He said that, from a conservative point of view. if one is
seriously concerned about Soviet
influence in Central America, our
policies are having the effect of
enhancing that influence and
diminishing ours.

As for Nicaragua. he said .. i r
ever a revolut ion was justifiable.
it was in Nicaragua... Howc,·cr. he
does not admire all the policies of
the Sandinista Rernlution as it has
developed and considers the gm·ernment .. too military ...
towards Central America. White's
primary concern is that the solutions being sought arc military
rather tha; political.
·
In that respect. White praised
the Carter policy for ad·:ocating
human rights. observance in
return for aid (in El Salvador) and
for seeking ways to back those
looking ti.)r negotiat ions and
reconciliation .
.. We adopted this policy
primarily because we realize the
revolution in El Salvador was
home grown and authentic:·
White said.
Such authenticity was deriwd
form the structure of the society.

see White p. 6

Texas ACLU director visits PAU

Americans not sure of civi I rights
By Olga Gonzalez
Staff Writer

An American Express commercial featuring Carl Malden in
support of the Bill of Rights would
be a creative way of teaching
Americans what their civil liberties are all about.
Gara LaMarche, Texas executive director of the Americans
Civil Liberties Union (ACLU)
suggested this alternative in a
speech last Thursday during Activity Period.
"There is an appalling degnee
pf ignorance among the American
public; they are not exactly sure
what their rights are," LaMarche
said. ''According to some studies,
about 50 to 55 percent believe its
illegal to hold a public meeting
criticizing the government."
He pointed out if that were so,
then meetings where Mondale's
tax plan or President Reagan's immigration policy were criticized
would be illegal.
Asked why the majority, in
some instances, do not know what

their rights are, LaMarche responded that part of it was because
Madison Avenue has not turned
its talent towards educating people about civil rights.
''A commercial underwritten by
American Express in which a
sheriff knocks on a door in the
middle of the night, where a guy
says to his wife 'Honey, the sheriff
is at the door and he wants to
come in, search, and have a look
around', and then with Carl
Malden coming out of nowhere
holding a copy of the Bill of
Right__s saying 'With the Bill of
, Rights, you don't- have to let him
in', might be the kind of approach
. . . (needed) to educate the
public," LaMarche said.
However, he added that the
public should not be reduced to
slogans and that the real problem
behind such ignorance of civil
rights is with the schools.
"Schools so often, far from
teaching kids what their rights
are, teach them that they live in
a society in which they have no
rights," LaMarche said.

He explained that schools are
institutions that don't respect
rights very much because of their
nature.
"The nature of institutions is
they are more interested in control than they are in liberty," he
said.
Other aspects of LaMarche's
speech dealt with the history of
the ACLU, his own efforts, and
his hopes for it both nationally
and in Texas. However, the need
to educate, support, and help people understand what their civil
rights are threaded LaMarche's
speech.
"Rights are not self-enforcing
... (and) liberty is not guaranteed
by any piece of paper, only by
people knowing and exercising
their rights," LaMarche said.
LaMarche, who feels the
ACLU has been instrumental in
establishing civi! rights, said that
in so far as they have worked
through the courts, liberties have
been established in this country'
only in the history of the ACLU.
He traced a history that began

65 years ago when a group of people banded together to fight the
treatment of men who refused to
serve in the armed forces during
WWI. (These men, one of whom
was Robert Baldwin. a chief
founder of the ACLU. has to go
to jai I for one year.)
LaMarche cited the outrageous
treatment of federal agents during
the Palmer Raids in which homes
were ransacked and people who
were
not
citizens
were
deported- on mere suspicion of
rnbversive activity.
Some Supreme Court decisions
on major civil rights issues including freedom of speech (1930's), and the continuing fight
over women's rights, are all areas
where the ACLU was important
in bringing the issues to court and
in establishing the resulting civil
rights.
As for the present state of civil
rights, he expressed criticism of
the Reagan administration for its
philosophy towards these.

see ACLU p. 6

'The Pan American' unsatisfied
"The Pan American" is
deciding on what action to take
concerning an incident that occurred on Sept. 25, which involved
an Edinburg police officer and a
photographer for "Th e Pan
American".
On Sept. 25, Sergeant C. Sandoval demanded that Delcia
Lopez hand over a roll of film that
contained pictures of his issuing
parking citations. His justification
was that she had voilated his civil
rights and that her jurisdiction as
a photographer was limited to
within the boundaries of the campus. Lopez reluctantly handed the
strip of film, but only after she
had exposed it.

Directly after the incident
Lopez reported what had taken
place to her editor, Nora Lopez,
who then placed a call to the
Edinburg Chief of Police, A.C.
Gonzalez inquiring about the incident. His response was that he
would stand by his officer because
D. Lopez had no identification
and appeared to be "very nervous".
''Apparently the officer was not
familiar with the rights of a journalist in the performance of their
duty," said N. Lopez.
Those rights include giving a
journalist access to public streets,
roads and highways for the pur-

pose 0f observing and recording
the events that occur on these
public places without interference .
Following her conversation
with the Chief of Police, N . Lopez
contacted PAU attorney, Gary
Petok, The Texas Press Association and ACLU attorney Albert
Garcia.
PAU attorney, Gary Petok and
the Texas Press Association advised N. Lopez that what had taken
place was a definite violation of
the First Amendment Rights and
"The Pan American" had sufficient grounds for the filing of a
Jaw suit. ACLU attorney, Albert

Garcia expressed interest in seeing that "The Pan American"
pursue the matter.
Petok later informed N. Lopez
that the newspaper would be
receiving a letter of apology from
Chief Gonzalez. The letter, which
arrived two weeks later, is printed
on page two.
As of yet, "The Pan American"
has not made a decision whether
or not to take legal action against
the City of Edinburg.
"We have beer advised to press
c harges, but we will not decide
until we have discussed the matter further with our lawyer:· she
said.

Complaint leads t o policy change
A new policy regarding the acceptance of applications to UCPC
campus events will be set up for
next year according to Elvie
Davis, assistant dean of students.
The new policy is in response
to the complaints made by two
student organizations that this
year's registrations of booths of
the Carnival of the Great Pumpkin booths was unfair.
Specifically, the Social Work
Club and the United Methodist
Club, took exception to the fact
that a student worker in the Office of Student Development
registered four clubs of which he
is a member of first.

Members of the Social Work
Club felt that it is a conflict of interest for student worker Alan Iglesias to submit his own organizations first. They were especially
disappointed as their representative was there only minutes after
the 9 a.m. starting time.
"The concern that we, as well
as other organizations on this
campus have, is that this leader is
using his position to his and his
organization's advantage." said
Francisco Rodriguez. president of
the Social Work Club.
According to Sonia de! Angel,
coordinator of Student Activities,
it was purely by accident that Iglesias registered his own organiza-

tions. She said that under normal
circumstances another person
would have been accepting applications, leaving Iglesias free to
register his organizations.
"Normally it would not happen," she said, "It's bad and it's
not a policy I encourage."
Del Angel said that on tha morning, she was at the C~ntral Store,
the secretary was in class and the
other student worker was late.
Therefore, Iglesias was by himself
and the duty to accept applications fell on him .
"If I had thought about it, I
would not have left to the central
store, she said. "I would have
been the one registering.

Alan waited till exactly 9
o'clock at v✓ hich time he
registered his booths . ..we cannot
penalize those organizations just
because Alan was by himself."
Del Angel said that in order to
avoid this problem next year, student workers will not be allowed
to register organizations to which
they are members of.
UCPC president Juan Lara said
the Council will meet to decide
upon what action to take.
"We are aware of it, we are going to see what we can do about
it," he said, "We will have a solution before the Carnival comes
around ."
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Editorial

UC worker abusing
power in carnival dispute
Eventhough it's an election year who would have
expected actions like those of a poltical boss from
UCPC concerning the Carnivaf of the Great Pumpkin .
The political shenanigans referred to are the actions of an employee of the Office of Student
Development regarding the acceptance of booth
applications for the carnival.
Members of the Social Work Club contend that
Alan Iglesias who is an employee of Student
Development and a member of at least three major campus organizations used his power to signup his clubs for four booths before any other
organization.
It seems as though if an organization wants a
shot at a good booth they need a member working in UC 205. Maybe every club should be given
a voice in the hiring of the Student Development
Office staff so we will all have a chance of getting good booth space.
The really upsetting point of this case is Iglesias'
flagrant abuse of power when he told Social Work

Club members that they could do nothing about
it because he was the Chief Justice of the organization where grievances are filed.
Iglesias seems to be greatly mistaken about this
power as Chief Justice of the Student Court. First
of all the committee on student orgnizations hears
these cases. Second, Iglesias' appointment as Chief
Justice is pending approval by the),tudent Senate.
One possible solution would be for the booths
that Iglesias signed for be reassigned by lot. Student representatives of the student organizatins involved in the dispute could draw for the four
booths.
This may seem unfair to the organizations Iglesias represents, but the present situaton is very
unfair to the other clubs involved.
We all pay student service fees that support
UCPC Activities, thus we all have a right to a fair
chance at booth space. UCPC and the Office of
Student Development need to reconsider their
policy regarding who can accept and make carnival reservations.

· Guest Commentary

Skip Disney --hit the Beach
'
·
,

This article is an attempt a't
making things easier for those
who are are planning to visit
Florida sometime. The idea is
to help the folks who always
run tight budgets, who can
sometimes go without meals to
make better use of their money,
who want to have all the fun
there is to be had under the
sun, on beaches, in bikinis,
and, of course, who are not too
stuck on the traditional idea of
Disney World and Epcot Center. (There are better things to
<lo in Florida man)
I do not say skip Disney
totally. I say see it first thing
and get it over with . At least
for a few days you can impress
people by talking about artificial intelligence and future
transportation and communication systems. When you have
had your fill with the jazz at
Epcot and the fascinating (and
some not so fascinating) rides
at the Magic Kingdon, its time
to hit out for the coast.

Start from Titusville on East" Play Linda" beach and the
nudists, a combination of hill
billies and sagging breasts. If
you think you are feasting your
eyes, forget it. Don't be surprised to run into a below
average American with one
eye, one tit and one ass. Forget
the nudists and you will love
the smooth sand bed and a
generally high tide where you
can surf to your hearts content.

If you are lucky, you might
also see a rocket launch from
a nearby Cape Canaveral pad.
A glow of fire lifting up from
the ground will make your visit
to the beach a little different
from other times. If you have
had too much to drink, you
would think the wet and virgin
sand land is experiencing space
age blues. But if you have
forgotten your copper toning
cream at home and the bright
sun is burning your body, it
would be natural to think of the
launch as a gruesome rape of
Through the stretch of roudy innocent sand grains.
Atlantic Ocean on east coast
For those who like sea food ,
and calm and romantic Gulf of here is a piece of good news.
Mexico, its a hop, step and You don't have to go to places
skip from one beach to like Red Lobster and Long
another.
John Silver and come out cribPAUSA Senate Office Hours School of Business
The following is a list of the ofRegi Mathews--not set
Isaac Saenz--not set
fice hours of the Student Assocition Senate. Senators may be
reached through the PAUSA office School of Education
Imelda Mendiola--not set
in UC 314. The phone number is
381-2S17.

..'

School of Humanities
Representatives at Large
Brad
Nibert--Monday,
J. D. Guevara--not set
Susanne Miller-Tuesday, 12-2 8:30-9:30, Friday, 11 :30-12:30
Wendy Morse--not set
p.rn ., Thursday, 12:30-2 p.rn .

bing about prices quantity and
quality.
Take your pick on the small
mom and dad kind of familyrun restaurants. Fresh local
catch cooked in home style and
served generously. Eat all you
can special platters go for as
low as $3. Looking for variety, you've got frog legs,
shrimp,
scallops,
clam
showder, crab cake, baked
flounder with stuffing, etc.
Bottom line point--keep your
eyes open to small sign boards,
your ears open to locals and
you will find no derth of
restaurants to suit your budget.
If you can remember names,
there is "Dixie Inn" on Cocoa
Beach, "Blue Claw" in
Rockledge and "Harbor Crab"
on Lido Beach in Sarasota. My
findings in order to merit.
Consider my information on
restaurants authentic to the
core. When it comes to eating,
I do not compromise with the
effort in finding good/affordable places. Think of it as the
only thing I can afford not to
compromise with.

Raj Chawla
Continued next week.
School of Math & Science
Richard Hensley--Thursday,
11:35-12:50, Friday, 8:45-10:35
Christopher Linsky--not set
School of Social Science
Letty Calvo--Tuesday, 8-10 a.rn.
Thursday, 8-10 a.rn.
Health Related Professions
Carol
Wilhelrn--Tuesday,
1:30-3:30, Thursday, 1:30-3:30
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Letters to the Editor
Police apologize

Social Workers charge
Conflict of interest

As per our converstion on the
later part of last week, concerning one of my employees, Sgt.
Carlos Sandoval and a reporter
from the Pan American paper.
Shorly after our conversation I
started investigating the incident,
and also discussed it with Mr.
Petok, the Pan American University attorney who had referred the
matter to my city attorney and I
fully concurred with both, that
Sgt. Carlos Sandoval was in error.

On Monday, Sept. 24, 1984,
around 9:45 a.rn., a member of
the Social Work Club, who was
assigned to submit a booth application to sell fajita tacos at the
Great Pumpkin Carnival, inform-

I asure you that members of my
staff don't have ill intentions
towards any reporters or persons
at Pan American University, of for
that matter anywhere else. It is
very unfortunate the incident
happened.
On behalf of myself and my
staff I want to express our most
humble and sincere apologies to
you ·and your_ capable staff,
especially reporter Delica Lopez.
Again, please accept my
apologies and if we can ever be
of any assistance to you and yours,
please do not hesitate to call us.

A. C. Gonzalez
Cheif of Police
Dorms
Jose Lirnas--not set
Academic Council
Diana Garcia--not set
Campus Religious Organs
Danny Rodriguez--Monday,
8:45-10 a.rn., Wednesday, 8:45-10
a.rn.

ed me about an incident involving a work-study student who
works at the University Center.
The incident involves a question
of self-interest since the workstudy student submitted four
booth applicatins before the 9
a.m. starting time.
The Social Work Club member
was there before 9:00 a.rn. hoping to have a reasonable chance
to apply for a fajita booth before
other organizations submitted
theirs. When he submitted the application, the work-study student
in-charge of applications informed him that another organization
had already submitted theirs. He
said there were no more fajita
booths available as there could be
no duplication of booths.
Incidently the individual who
submitted the application to sell
fajitas was the work-study student
himself. He also submitted three
other applications for organizations he claims· to represent.
Since this student works there,
we feel this is a conflict of interest
which prevents other organizations from applying for a booth.
A student next in line also questioned the action which denies
other organizations a fair chance
to participate in the event.
Moreover, it has been brought
to our attention that this practice
has continually occured year after
year, perhaps because there are no
set policies to follow or maybe
they are grossly ignored.

The club member and I went to
talk to Sonia de! Angel. Coordinator of Student Activities about
the situation. She told us that the
student (Mr. Alan Iglesias) was
very active in different campus
organizations, specifically the
four which he represents. She
mentioned that he is a leader
among the students and that she
is going to support him in his actions. Ms. del Angel told us however, that if we wanted to file a
grievance that we could do so. We
told her that we would surely consider it. The work-study student
sarcastically blurted out, "go
ahead, anyway I am the Chief
Justice to the organization where
the grievances are filed." Ms. del
Angel corrected him and told him
that if a grievance is filed concerning him he would have to excuse
himself because of confl ict of
interest.
The concern that we, as well as
other organizations on this campus have, is that this leader is using his position to his and his
organizations advantage. We are
also concerned about the support
he gets from Ms. del Angel and
other staff members when there
is a definite conflict of interest.
This type of leadership from staff
or students is not needed as there
is already a surplus of such.
A student that works there
should not be able to use his influence to benefit himself or the
organization that he represents.
Policy should prevent this type of
situation so that it does not occur.
PAU students, do not let yourselves be underrninded by those
who claim to be leaders.

Francisco Rodriguez
Social Work Club President

There's Always Something

The Pan American

DJ's pollute airwaves
=·

33rd Year

More talk, less rock
Being a person of questionably
sound mind, I have been told
many a time that my aversion to
getting up is quite unhealthy.
Personally I like to sleep---the
later the better too. There's just
something about not getting out
of bed until the very last possible
second that reinforces the rebel in
me every morning.
And like everyone else I have
been programmed to awaken to
(yep you guessed it!) the RADIO.
The other day though, some- ·
thing happened that compelled me
to set the alarm for tone instead
of music.
You know it was bad!
And being the rebel I profess to
be, I must tell all of you about the
infiltration of airheads through the
airwaves. Its a dirty job but
somebody's got to do it.
It began with the alarm going
off one morning. And in the
groggy stupor of crossing from
the bliss of uninterrupted sleep in-

to reality, I was forced to realize
that what I was listenig to was not
music.
In fact , for awhile there I
thought it was a bad dream.
Instead of some good ole rock
and roll music, I heard a couple
of egomaniacs trying to out do
each other on the radio. Someone
must have forgotten to tell them
that people tune in to a radio station to listen to Music, not to
listen to constant chatter.
It seems somehow, somebody
(maybe he/she/it was asleep)
forgot to tell a certain pair on an
FM sation that they were supposed to be playing music and not
trying to be the three stooges
minus one (no offense Larry, Moe
and Curley) .
Let me tell you, if I could I
would have locked both "Mad"
and the "Countess" out of the
control room myself.
It was really exasperating to
realize that the constant chatter

was actually planned---there must
be a scratch on someone's brain
waves or maybe the brain is just
as warped as a record left out inthe sun.
Arn I alone on this one?
All I had to do was tune the
talkers out of course.
But now I feel as one who was
misrepresented for so long. I
mean this was the station I had
chosen to wake up to, at least
before the demented duo began
"working" together.
To think that my pals and buddies might have thought for one
second that these spokes-egos actually were my choice---and its
not even Russia we're talking
about here.
I realize now that choosing that
station was a mistake. A big one
at that since selecting a radio station is really of great importance.
Since we live in a deprived area
of the country, we don't have very
much to choose from but at least

Pan American

Edinburg, Texas

Nora Lopez
Editor
we do have more than one station.
I think.
Actually, I think we have four
(and that's stretching it) stations
to choose from.
So when I decided to give up
the "One for the Valley", I took
a moment to analyze what it is I
want in a station.
Personnally, I believe that a
radio station is like a status syrnbo l, (if you'll forgive the
Republican in me). It must represent the type of person that you
feel you are; your radio station of
choice should commune with
your personality and express
musical choices. Underline the
musical.
I used to believe "there's always
a better song" maybe the motor
mouths should listen to their
slogans every now and then.

Brad Nibert
Managing Editor
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Students design 'Antigone' costumes, set
By ·wend) :\-lorse Caceres
Almost everyone has heard
about how difficult it is to break
into "show bw,iness" as an actor
but not many people realize that
the same applies to show business
work behind the scenes as well.
Co-.tume and set designers may
struggle for years before they see
their designs used in a show.
This fall at the Pan American
University Theatre, however, two
students will have the opportunity to put their creative abilities to
practical. use. In the upcoming
production of "Antigone", by
Sophocles, the set will be designed by Kerri Logsdon and the
costumes by Charles M. Pokorny.
Logsdon is a senior and has
worked in some capacity on
almost every show the University theatre has done since she
began studying at PAU. Originally
a music major, she switchd to
drama after the first year and the
Theatre, she says, has been home
to her ever since. She has managed the costume shop for two years
and has acted in several plays, including "Our Town", and "A

Thurber Carnival"' most recently. Her plan was to become a
director until she took a class in
scene design
from
Tom
Grabowski and was, a~ she put it.
"bit by the design bug."
Logsdon 's design concept
evolved from an entire summer of
planning and replanning with frequent discussions with Doug
Cummins, the director of the
show. Her task was to depict the
war torn city of Thebes in a way
that reflected Ancient Greece but
that could be enjoyed by modern
audiences.
In addition, she had to see to
it that her ideas did not conlfict
with those of Cummins and
Pokorny. As Grabowski remarked, "You may have brilliant
costumes and an exquisite set, but
if they don't seem to go together,
the audience will think they're
watching two shows." Keeping
this in mind, Logsdon did not
finalize her ideas until she had
conferred with the other two
artists.
Pokorny, the costume designer,
is a junior majoring in Communications. Originally from

Georgia, he came to PAU on the
recommendat1on of a cousin who
had worked with the University
Theatre. He enrolled in Summer
Stock (PASS) for a summer. found
it to his liking and stayed.

The designers will be notified of
the selection of their designs to
advance to the regional level contest after the Festival which will
take place November 7-10 at the
fine Arts Auditorium at PAU.

Initially an actor. Pokorny
became interested in costuming
because it seemed, to him, an extension of acting. "Costumes," he
says, "add a certain dimension to
the character. As an actor I don't
feel complete without the
costume. Like Logsdon, he worked extensively with the director of
"Antigone" before settling on a
final idea. His final design. he
hopes will reflect the chaos and
destruction present after the war
in Thebes, and will be unified
with Logsdon·s set design.

ACTF is presented and produced by the John F. Kennedy Center
for the Performing Arts in
cooperation with The University
and College Theatre Association.
a Division of the American
Theatre Association. suported in
part by a grant from the U.S.
Department of Education and
sponsored by the AMOCO
companies.
Logsdon's and Pokorny·s
designs may be seen at the
Festival or during the regular run
of "Antigone", Ocotober 25-'27.
Performances will be at 8:00
nightly with a 2:00 matinee on
Friday for the regular run of the
show and at the Festival "Antigone" will be the first show
performed.

The designs of both students
will be entered in a contest
associated with the American
College Theatre Festival (ACTF)
and sponsored by Kliegl Brothers
of New York and Friends of the
Kennedy Center. The purpose of
these awards, according to Cummins is to give students recognition and the opportunity to exhibit
their work at the Kennedy Center.

Set designers--Kerri Logsdon, Doug Searls, and Frank Da~·no work
feverishly on a scenery set.

Tickets may be purchased at the
door and season tickets are also
available. For. reservations or

Are you getting fat and
our wallet getting thin?
Experience

more information call the box office at 381-3581 during regular office hours.

Vereen electrifies Enrollment up 13.9% since 1982
at seasO n O pe ne r
With an electrifyil"lg performance that brought the full house
to its feet three tiems, the versatile
Ben Vereen was a great success
in the season opener of the
McAllen Performing Arts theatre
,;eason.
Making his second McAllen
appearance, Vereen was indeed a
one man show saying 'Tm the only opening act tonight" and performing without a break for
almost two hours.
Vereen, who has won several
prestigious awards for his work on
broadway as well as being recognized as a motion picture and
television personality, dazzled the
crowd with rendtions of his
musical and dancing recreations
of past successes.
Although it seemed to take
awhile to get the crowd into the
festive atmosphere he wanted to
create, Vereen went to the heart
of the matter by leaving the stage
to woo the crowd. He left the stage
several times to mingle amongst
the audience, selecting a few to
sing and even choosing a dancing
partner to accompany him on
stage. The much e mbarassed but
willing woman WdS a reporter also
covering the performance. Vereen
commented that it was too bad she
had to work and couldn't enjoy
herself and he rewarded her with

a sweatshirt to commemorate the
performance.

Vereen's only help was his band
whose percussion section was
responsible for breaking the ice
and getting the audience caught
up in the excitement of the performance. The percussion section
consisted of two brothers,
Walfredo and Danny Reyes. The
band also included bassist
Michael Boone and lead guitar
and background vocalist Toney
Ventura and the band was conducted by musical arranger and
pianist, David Loeb.
Perhaps one of the poignant
moments during the set came during the encore when Vereen did
a medley of hits from "Hair" and
"Jesus Christ Superstar''.
Vereen was obviously emotionally involved with this and it added that much more to the
performance.
Others have written that "to sit
in an audience in a live performance by Ben Vereen is to feel the
energy of the spirit reaching out
and touching people." It did happen and with such charismatic
talent it was only a matter of time
before the audinece was won over.
The key to Vereen's success is
truly "the result of rare talent.
mastery, and disciplin_e.

In the course of extensive north a little longer, possibly to
evaluation and research, the Ofcome back for the spring.
fice of Admissions and Records
Noting a 63 percent decrease
has come up with some intersince fall '82 in Special Freshmen
esting evaluations of current
(high school students taking colenrollment trends at PAU.
ege courses), he attributed the
For example, there has been a decrease to the stricter course and
significant increase in enrollment
graduation requirements in high
at both the Edinburg and Browns- ,school, whereby students devote
ville campuses over the last two
more time to academics.
years. The total increase since fall
Obviously, the Freshman class
of 1982 has been 13.9 percent
in general is not faring well.
from 8926 students to the present
However since the fall of 1982
10,168. The increase since fall of there has been a 42 percent inlast year has been 5.1 percent.
crease in the graduate enrollment
According to Registrar David
and 83 percent amongst special
Zuniga, this overall increase in graduates. This increase in both
enrollment is probably due to the classifications is probably due to
continued counseling and tutoring the new teacher standards imposservices of the LAC (Learning ed by the legislature. In order to
Resource Center). Whereas in the climb_ the "career ladder"many
past students had to work out per- -teachers who seek the better
sonal. academic, and social pro- employment have to obtain new
blems themselvs, the LAC has
teacher certification.
been increasingly able to assist
Zuniga feels that this is the
them. This aids in the retention
same reason that the Brownsville
of students.
campus has grown so much more
However, not all the statistics quickly than Edinburg (24 percent
have positive indications. At the since fall 1982, as compared to
Edinburg campus, there has been
Edinburg's 12.7 percent.) Since it
a noticeable decrease in Beginnis an upper-division institution
ing Freshmen, from 1503 students
where most of the majors are in
last fall to 1376 this fall: an 8.7 the field of education, many of the
percent drop.
new students are probably
Zuniga speculates that any
teachers or aspiring teachers seekother decreases in enrollment may
ing proper certification..
_
be due to the fact that some potenHowever, the overall enrollment
tial students belong to migrant
increase of 13. 9 percent since
families which may be staying up- 1982 is encouraging. "We are

Registration will begin at 2:30
p. m. in the Edinburg High School
Cafetorium Oct. 19 for all other
sessions. The first general session
will begin at 4 p.m. with Dr. Katz
as the speaker. Topic-='Defining
the Challenge of the Essential
Elements."

group presentations from 10 a.m.
to noon. Luncheon will be served following the presentations. in
the cafetorium.

2201 NORTH 10TH (Petite Mall)
McAllen
Haircut:were $9.00 ·Now $4.00
Perms: were $35.00 Now $12.00
..
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SUITE 35

LOCATIONS IN AUSTIN, CORPUS, El PASO, SAN ANTONIO & WICHITA FALLS
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• Permanent Centers open days,
evenings, weekends.
• Complete TEST-N-TAPE•
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• Skilled instructors and
dedicated, lull-time staH.
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On Saturday, Oct. 20, the program will begin with registration
at 8 p.m. , the third general session at 8:30 a.m., and small

testing, counseling, and educational programs.

Hackberry
McAllen

Save up to $59

A dinner recess is scheduled for
5:30 p.m. and the second general
session at 7 p.m. with the speaker,
Dr. Sylvia Pena, associate professor in curriculum and instruction at the University of Houston.
H er topic will be "The Essential
Elements: Teaching with Purpose.''

PLANNED PARENTHOOD:
It Makes Sense.

630GYRO

Academy of total fashion
687-7628

and luncheons may be made with
Mrs. Maria Louisa Garcia, Community Education Coordinator, at
the McAllen Independent School
District, 2500 Quince St.,
McAllen.

Reservations for the conference

low fat, non-fried,
and good for your diet.
Yet delicious.
One's a meal $2.50
CALL
1 th at

content with the enrollment increase, because the university will
get its fair share of monies appropriated by the legislature. so
w,: can continue to provide the
qt.ality of education for the
students that we want," said
Zuniga.

Reading reform conference set for next week
The School of Education will
sponsor the annual conference of
the Texas Association for the Improvement of Reading Friday and
Saturday, Oct. 19 and 20.
The conference will open with
an administrator's luncheon at
11:45 a.m. Oct. 19 in the University Ballroom.
Speaker for the luncheon will
be Dr. Yvonne Katz of Austin,
associate commissioner for general education , Texas Education
Agency. She has previously been
a secondary principal and a classroom teacher for emotionally
disturbed and special education .
Dr. Katz's topic will be '"How
Adminstrators Can Help Teachers
Meet the Essential in Reading."
General theme for the conference
will be '"Toward Achieving Instructional Reform- Reading."
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Swede paces C-C
with top finishes

Sports
Lines

JJy Hernan Figueroa

22 year-old junior, Marten
Westberg of Stockholm, Sweden,
is currently the top runner for the
cross-country team and feels dedication, patience and determination play a very important role in
his running life.
Westberg was recruited by
Homer Martinez, (PAU ex-track
and cross-country coach) and
chose PAU over Abilene Christain, Southwest Texas, North
texas State and the University of
Nevada at Reno.
"I came to Pan Am because it
was close to Mexico and that
made it more interesting,"
Westberg said.
Six years ago Westberg ran his
first marathon setting a new national record for his age group.
Two years later he won the
Stockholm Championship in the
marathon with a new age division
record. While attending Pan Am,
Westberg ran the White Rock
Marathon where he placed 12th
with a personal best of 2:20.00.
Since Westberg started running
for PAU he has been one of the

By Vivien Benbow
Sport'> Editor

The soccer team along with
the Trinity Tigers will host a
tournament this weekend with
six teams competing. Rice
University, Texas Lutheran
University, Trinity, University of
Texas, St. Mary's Univerity and
host PAU are all vying for the
championship.
The highlight of the tourney
will be the PAU-UT game on
Saturday, at 4:30 p.m.. The
Broncs will also play St. Mary's
at 10:30 a.m.
According to Coach Reggie
Tredaway, the teams will advance
to the finals Sunday on a point
basis. The Broncs encourage
students and faculty to come out
and take in collegiate soccer this
weekend!
Intramural news---Intramural
director, Coach John McDowell
has announced, because of student demand, the weight room
will be available Saturday, 1-3
p. m. to all interested students and
faculty, with PAU I.D.
Check out intramural flagfootball 4 p. m. today. On field 2
the women's team of Stars vs.
Playgirls will square off. For the
men's division on field I, B.S.U.
will take on the defending
champs, No Names. Scores from
last week are Independents over
B.S.U. 28-0, and the men's winners C.A.M.P. defeating Alpha
Kappa Psi 24-7.
Intramural tennis forms are
due tomorrow at Coach Sam
Wiliams office, at the PE complex. McDowe ll said, the goal is
to sign up 160 people, surpassing
160 from last spring.
Upcoming events--Women's
volleyball entry forms can be
picked up at Coach Becky de los
Santos office and are due Oct. 26,
play begin~ Oct. 30.
··The response has been terrific,
the students have been participating and asking for almost
every event," Coach McDowell
commented. "We've done what
the students have asked for, and
wc·rc ~ti! open for suggestions.
Now for the spring, we're looking into a new event, mudvollcyball."
The golfers are currently
preparing for their PAU Invitational, Oct. 27-29, which will be
held at Cimarron Country Club
in Mission.
The Broncs finished in the top
half. ninth out of eighteen teams,
as the University of Houston
Cougars took the Angelo's Intcrcollcgiatc Golf tourney with a
score of 594. last weekend in
Houston.
Goiters competing were Jose
Fabres who shot 70-78 for 148
strokes. Mike Briskey 76-78 for
15-L Marten Olsson 76-85 fr)r 161
Dm·id Foley 82-80 for 161 and
L1rs Tamen fired 83-82 for 165.
.. The men need to play to their
potential:· said Coach Tony Guer-

rero. "For our invitational we're
hoping to play better."
The Lady Bronc volleyball
team will travel to UTSA tomorrow to play in a quad match, after
successfuly taking three games
over TSC last weekend.
The scores were ll-15, 15-12,
15-3, 15-9. ·

Several of the Bronc Netters
placed in Harlingen Rebel Days
tourney last weekend. The team
of Bob Bell-Kevin Smith walked
off with the doubles crown by
edging Israel Castillo-Danny Van
Ramhorst, 6-4, 5-7, 7-5.
Udo Graf advanced to the
singles finals by beating teammate
Rikard Anderberg in the semi's
7-5, 6-0. Graf then was defeated
by Joe Pino of Corpus Christi,
6-4, 6-2.
The rifle team is back from
their first competition last
weekend, at the 16th of September tourney in Austin.
Members competing were Anna
Luna, Leo Gomez, Mike Porras,
and alternate Elizabeth Trevino.
The team shot a total of 1032, out
of a possible 2400.
According to member Anna
Luna teams competing were;
UTEP, TCU and UT. "We need
to keep working on our shooting
positions, if we get above the 90's
we'll be shooting well." The
team's next comeptition will be at
Sam Houston State, Oct. 27-28.
The cross-country teams are
taking a week off traveling to
Georgetown the following week,
for the University of Texas Invitational meet on Oct. 19.
At the UTSA Invitational this
past weekend, both men's and
women's teams placed fourth. The
Lady Broncs tallied 100 points
with Lori Guerrero as the highest
finisher placing twenty first with
19: 15 for the three mile course.
Marten Westberg paced to a
25:41 for a seventh place finish in
the five-mile course, the Broncs
has a total of 87 points.
Check out frat-football this
Sunday, at Edinburg Jr. high on
4th and Freddy Gonzalez drive.
At I p.m. the Phi Tau's will take
on the Phi Kapp's and at 2 :30
p.m. Kappa Sig's will face Phi
Sig's.
Results from last Sunday's
game were the Phi-Tau's winning
over the Phi-Sig's because of
more yardage gained. And for the
straight fifth year, the Phi Kapps
defeated the Kappa Sig's 6-0.
Be sure to catch some of the
sports action this week, whether
its the soccer tournament or just
cheering for your favorite flagfootball team . Support the
Broncs! Remember if you or your
team has an important sporting
event coming up and need publicity. drop it by Emilia Hall Room
100, rhe Monday before Thursday's publication . See ya next
week!

j

Volleyball to UTSA
for quad match
The Lady Broncs travel to San
Antonio tomorrow to take on UTSA in a quad match and face
Beeville Community College,
there on Wednesday.
Last Friday, the women won
three games against the Lady
Scorpions of Texas Southmost
College. The scores were 11-15,
15-12, 15-3, 15-9.
In the second game Melissa
Garcia hit the winning spike for
the 15-12 sc_ore. The third game
the Lady Broncs dominated completely, jumping on 8-1 at one
rime, then 12-J with Sylvia Cruz
hitting the final point for a 15-3
tally.

. l-

:l,.

STOCK CAR RACES
and SPECTATOR RACE

Gaites open at 6:3D PA

BE THERE!

led 7-1 until the Lady Scorpions
put on some heat and upped the
score to 13-9. The two points went
on the board quickly and PAU
closed out 15-9.

• ICY COLD BEER

Adults - SS.00
Chidrt11 under 12 - S2.00
a.lirlll tnler 6 - AIEI

'Tm glad we won," exclaimed
freshman Sylvia Cruz. "Our
defense and communication really
came through ."
Coach Becky de los Santos
said, "We were very happy to take
the games, even though we dropped the first decision. TSC got up
for us and we are rivals. Pita
Fonseca had a good day, so did
Melissa Garcia and Sylvia Cruz."
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PLAYGROUND
FACILITIES

'JU& {lll.~DE
PEEDW
Mi. So. of Expr~ay 83

S. 10th St., McAllen
843-2789

It's been a long time.Twenty-four years,
and there hasn't been a sensible new option
· ·.·.·,:·,.·,.,;
···:· ;,:...,,.. . •A . ,-""';,,, . :;·._ ,·:.~:
.- ,,., ,.· ·m b.1rth control .
Until Today.™Today, the 24-hour
,., ~//:"f ·\•;; ·
Contraceptive Sponge.
Today is a soft, comfortable sponge that contains
Nonoxynol-9, the same effective spermicide women
have been using for over 20 years.
The Sponge is easy to use .You just moisten it thoroughly with
water and insert it like a tampon, and it works for a full 24 hours.
With The Sponge, you don't have to worry about hormonal side effects.
And no other non-prescription vaginal contraceptive has been proven more
effective:' It's been through seven years of extensive testing, and over 17 million
Sponges have been sold .
Of course, you don't need a prescription for The Sponge. It can be found
at your local drug store and at selected supermarkets. In the 3-pack or convenient
12-pack.
And the Today Sponge is the only contraceptive that comes with someone
to talk to: our 24-hour Today TalkLine. lf you have any questions, or you're just
wondering if T he Sponge is right for you, visit your student health center or give
us a call at 800-223-2329. (In C alifornia, 800-222-2329.)
Finally, you have the spontaneity you want and the protection you need . But,
, . . ;.' ·' ~ -,~:1"
best of all, you have another choice you never had before.
Until Today.
.-, . ·. · ~
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1220 North IOthj
McAllen, Texas

• AFFORDABLE

FAMILY FUN
$1.00 OFF WITH PAU I. D.
• COMPLETE
SATURDAY -8:00 P.M
IDNCESSl>NS

In the final game, the Lady
Broncs caught TSC unaware and

..

I

631-4191

"I like to run because it is the
most honest of events, in the sense
that it relies less on natural ability and more on training, preparation and thus reveals more of the
athlete himself.
Westberg is majoring in communications and holds a GPA
over 3.0.

IN 1%0, THE PILL GAVE
WOMEN A NEW FREEIDM.
IN 1984,THE SPONGE GIVES
WOMEN A NEW CHOICE.
.t::::;>..

, /~J:~E,./t"~,-'~·

ON 1WO~~~o:\£1tPACK

!

Certified Sebastian Salon
Full Service Salon

Marten Westberg

Cindy Solis--bumps the ball against the TSC Lady Scorpions last week,
the Lady Broncs travel to UTSA tomorrow for a quad-match.
(Photo h~ Dclcia ltzcl)

,---------- --- ---- - - ----
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top two runners on the team, placing only once lower than second.
For the present cross-country
season Westberg has led the
Broncs in 3 out of 4 meets. "This
year we are running strong as a
team, it seems we finally got it
together," commented Westberg.
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To Consumer L,m,t one coupon per purchase Good only on products designated Consumer pays
sales tax To Retailer We will reimburse you the lace value or this coupon plus s 08 harnJIJng
provided that )Ou and the consumer have compiled with the terms or our coupon offer This
couoon ,s oood only when redeemed by you lrom a consumer at I,me or purchasing the
soec,lled product Any other use constitutes fraud Redemptions not ho
norea
~.
through brokers or other outside agencies Invoices sh0wIng your
ourchase or sulltc,ent stock to cover all coupons must Oe shown upon
reauest Void 11oroh1bIted taxed or restricted This couoon in non
transferable non ass19nabte non-reproducible Cash value 1/20th 01
.
S01 Oller 9.09d only ,n US A Redeem by maIIIng to VLI Coroorauon
PO Bo, 4400 Chnton Iowa 52734
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Sports
Soccer co-hosts weekend tourney
happenings---------Today------------- Weight room-because of
Intramural
flag-football,
women's division field 2 4
p.m. Playgirls vs. Stars, fi~ld ·
I. Men's division B.S.U. vs. No
Names, (last years defending
champs.)

SaturdaJ- ____ - - _ - - PAU-Trintiy soccer tournament, PAU vs. St. Mary's
University and 4:30 p.m. PAU
vs. University of Texas, admission is free.

popular demand, the weight
room will be open from 1-3
p.m. and is free with PAU I.D.

Sunday-----------PAV-Trinity soccer tourney
finals 10 a.m., 12 p . m. 2 p . m.
and 4 p.m. awards presentation.
Frat-Football-Edinburg Jr.
high , 1 p.m. Phi Tau's vs. Phi
Kapp's. 2:30 p.m . Kappa Sig's
vs. Phi Si 's, ublic welcome.

Lady Volleyball spotlight
.
Senior Pita Fonseca, who is
starting for her fourth year for the
Lady Broncs, Fonseca is coming
on strong with offensive hitting,
according to Coach Becky de Ios
Santos.
" Pita started off slow, but has
really picked up in kills, and she's
a real aggressive player. The other
girls look up to her as a team
leader."
Fonseca recalls the Lady
Broncs first match with Laredo
Junior College, which the Lady
Broncs lost. "We were up for it,
but they beat us. It shows you that
you have to concentrate on every

'

THE
OUTDOOR
STORE
BRiNG Tltis Ad foR A 10%
discouNT off REGUlAR
pRiCES ON ANY iTEM iN
sTock.

2224 N. 10Tk STREET

McALLEN, TX
686-2204
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Pita Fonseca

•

' call us for your
•catering needs:
381-5645

BRISKET • CHICKEN
Present thi s ad for
50 ¢ off any $4.00
(or more) order.

I
I

10% off with student I.D

-

-
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WOMEN

MEN -

:

The Latest In PERMS AND CUTS

I
I
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MON. - SAT.

8 AM to 6:00 PM
383-7122
1114 Closner

1

20% Discount
on all regular services
with this AD!!!

STUDENTS FROM MEXICO.
ROOMS FOR RENT. 705 West Samano.
383-2227.
" UNFURNISHED APARTMENT. 2
BEDROOM, 1 1/2 BATH, A/C AND
CENTRAL HEATING, I BLOCK TO
PAU, SWIMMING POOL, CARPORTS,
WASH/DRY HOOK-UPS, $270. PER
MO. 585-6015 - 787-9433.
If you are interested in sharing a
spacious fully furnished A/C house just
a stone's throw from the dorms and the
new CAS builidng with two • male
residents (a graduate student and a
government professional) call 381-5942
or 383-0288.
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Edinburg, TX

78539

Deli-teful Deal
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Including
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u
Regular Size Kean Sandwich,

a.

Colonial Village
10th & Harvey
McAllen, Texas

686·4993

Potato Chips & Medium Drink.
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COUPON0 - a ~ ~ m b e r
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· Did you RECEivE A bluE picTURE
RETAkE CARd AFTER dEAdLiNE?
IF so
. pLEA§E CONTACT A yEARhook STAFF
MEMhER AT

EH RM 100

•

If

ENOUGlt pEoplE cAll iN WE will
scltEduLE ANoTltER poRTRAiT sEssioN.
•

•

(Kneeling) Francisco Elizondo, Julio Garcia, Mario Espinosa, Efren Lopez and Albert Borja. (Standing):

•

•

•

Is it tfue you can buy jeeps for $44
through the U.S. governemnt? Get the
facts today! Call 1-312-742-1142 Ext.
8300-A .

Employment
Christmas Choir
Volunteer singers, brass, piano/organ
players are needed for a Christmas and
New Year's Mass at Donna's St. Joseph.
No experience necessary only a commitment. Auditions to be held Oct . 6, 13.
Call for an appointment at 464-3331. ·

FUN AND REWARDING
Opportunity abounds with growth
oriented company. World of Fitness is
now accepting applications for personable, fitness-minded men and women
with neat, healthy appearance to work a
new Pharr location. You'll be helping
people shape up and at the same time
shape a good career. Must be available
to work fu ll time or 4-8 :30 p.m., Monday thru Friday, Saturday JO a.m.-2 p.m .
Apply at Men's World, 821 Lindberg,
McAllen, 682-3151 or Woman's World
Colonial Village, 687-8501.

GUARANTEED STUDENT WA S
now available for 84-85 semester. Call
Jim Purcell 585-7970. Phoenix Financial
Network.
Classifed rate is $2 for the first JO word~
and . JO per word thereafter. There is a 10
word minimum. Deadline is Friday Noon
prior to publication on Thursday.
Bring ad copy to The Pan American.
Emilia Hall 100. Classified ads must be
paid in advance.
For display advertising rates call 3812545 or 381-2541.

Julio Garcia--cuts back against a Trinity defender Saturday. Gar_cia ;
scored a goal to help the Broncs win 3-1. You can catch Bronc acho~ ;
this Saturday at 10:30 and 4:30 when the Broncs take on St. Marys ;
(Photo by Robert Ya~4uc1.) ~
and UT.

Netters play team
challenges
The netters, after taking some
top wins at the Harlingen Rebel
Day's tournament, this past
weekend, will be playing team
challenges and competing independently in open tourneys.
Udo Graf came up short of the
single's crown as he lost the Joe
Pino of Corpus Christi, 6-4, 6-2
but the team of Kevin Smith-Bob
Bell swept the doubles championship defeat Israel Castillo-Danny
Van Ramhorst, 6-4, 5-7, 7-5.
The other netters results are,
first round Gene McCollough
defeat PAU's Wes L incoln 6-0,
6-1. Graf defeated Rene Garcia
6-4, 6-1. Second round, Bell lost
to Jonas Ollson both of PAU 7-5,
7-6. Tony Fink lost to Pino 6-2,
6-3 and Rikard Anderberg defeat-

War/dot
fitness~

OR CALL

}81-2~17

•

The 1984 Bronc soccer team---(seated) Jose Carcia, Miguel Martinez, Anthony Ay·ebae and Jose Salinas. :

For Sale

FOR RENT

- _.... __
--·----------------------/
Caprice Hairstylist
-

~-

Classified Ad_
s

LOCATED AT FREDDY GONZALEZ AND
SOUTH CLOSNER IN EDINBURG

RIBS

had a hard time controlling the
ball but did attempt several shots
at the goal.

J

and scoring the final tally of -l-2 .,
.. Thev are a real good team:~
.
~
'
C oach Tredawav commented.,
--we got a real tin·e job out of Jos1.:'.

-

" The Best in Pit Barbeque"

•

In the second half. the Broncs

assistant coach Eloy Moran, Raul Rodriguez, Edison Oyiboke, Jerry Rapp, Jorge Rodriguez, Raul Ituralde,:
game, no matter who the team is."
Hugo Salinas, manager Richard Cole and coach Reggie Tred~way. Not sh?wn are E~1mauel Abiro, i\lam~~-:
Fonseca says she doesn't have
Garcia, Juan Garza, Tope Osunro, Carlos Salinas, Kenneth Obit, Marcos Elizondo, Lms Gonzalez and i\lartm:
"senioritis" though . "On one side
Salinas.
·
I can laugh about it because I'm
Sam Houston struck again with
Tony Abiro kicked in a penalSalinas and Tony Ayabae. But w~
happy to be playing and not thinkDavid Smith booting in a point on
ty point late in the second half and
have alot of people playing hurt.':
ing about this being my last year.
a fast-break up field to ice the first
PAU trailed 3-2. SHSTU's talentBut, then I know I will miss it,"
half with a score of SHSTU 3,
ed Dave Smith of England closSam Houston State is ranked #1
Fonseca said.
PAU I.
ed the game by driving up field
in their Midwestern division. :
"This year we are trying to win
all our matches for the season to
Soccer PAD-Trinity Tournament
make Coach de los Santos and
Saturday, Oct. 13
Sunday-Finals October 14
PAU proud of us," Fonseca com9:00
a.m.
3
vs
2
10:00 a.m.
mented. "She's helped us a lot,
10:30 a.m. 5 vs 6
and we all look up to her~•
12:00 p.m.
"A district nomination is de- 12:00 a.m. 2 vs 1
2:00 p.m
finitely our goal this year. We
1:30 p.m. 6 vs 4
4:00 p.m.
were invited the year before and
3:00 p.m. 1 VS 3
(Awards presentation)
we can do it again.
4 :30 p.m. 4 vs 5
After g raduation, Fonseca
hopes to coach out of the Valley,
Group I
Group II
and is currently majoring in
1) Rice University
4) University of Texas
Physical Education and minoring~ 2) Texas Lutheran University
5) Pan American University
in Special Education.
3)
Trinit
Universit
6 St. Mar -- ;s Universit
-

LEE'S SMOKED RIBS

...4...

"Julio Garcia played good for
us, as right-wing and half-back
and goalie Albert Borja has been
doing a great job," said Coach
Reggie Tredaway.
In Friday's game, Steve Paulsen
booted the first goal for Sam
Houston, and later in the first
half, Jose Salinas kicked in a tying score to make it 1-1. Both
teams, fought high winds. which

-··· ~

did not -bothe; Paulsen who
scored again with an asist from
David Smith to give the Bearkats
a 2-1 lead.

Battling injuries and heavy
winds, the Broncs won against
Trinity 3-1. Emmanuel Abiro
scored first with a corner kick to
make it 1-0. Trinity struck back
as Brad Williamson met- the goalie
head on, passed and scored for 1-1
tie.
At the top of the second half
Goalie Albert Borja blocked a
Trinity penalty shot, and Julio
Garcia scored on a passing shot
in the m iddle of several defending
Tigers to put PAU ahead 2-1.
Late in the second half, Emmanuel Abiro got an assist from
Tony Ayebae and booted it past
the goalie for a winning score of

3-1.

31

U♦

The soccer team hosts the Pan
American-Trinity Tournament this
Saturday and Sunday, with the
Broncs starting at 10:30 a.m. on
Saturday.
The 3-4 Broncs are coming off
a win and a loss last weekend.
The Broncs lost 4-2 to Sam
Houston State Friday and defeated
Trinity 3-1 Saturday.

Featuring Our New Coed Boby-Building
Facility Including:
• Professional Instruction Program To
Meet Your Individual Needs
• Progressive Resistence and Free
Weight Equipment
• Indoor Heated Swimming Pool
• Finnish Sauna
• Heated Whirlpool
• Aerobic Class
EDINBURG
UNIVERSITY PLAZA
(NEXT TO ZALES)
383-8131

McALLEN
821 LINDBERG
(BEHIND STROUDS)
682-31 51

Exciting $80 1st Visit Discount With
PAU 1.0. on Executive Membership!

ed Warren Rhonfeld 6-1, 6-3.
In Third round action, Rikard,
Anderberg over Jonas Olsson 1-6,
6-2, 7-6. Graf over Jay Meyers
6-3, 6-4. Quarter-final results Graf ,
over Smith 3-6, 6-1. 6-4. Semi's!
results; Graf over Anderberg 7-5,:
6-0.
:
In the double's first round Tim:
Ehlers-Richard Moore defeated:
Graf-Lincoln 6-4, 6-1. Smith-Bell:
defeated Ehlers-Moore 6-1, 6-2.'
Then smith-Bell defeated Rhonfeld-Jamic Segovia, 6-1, 6-2 . With
Smith-Bell taking the final over
Castillo-Van Ramhurst.
"I'm happy and pleased with
the results and that the team is
eager to enter open tournaments,"
Coach Bryce Young said .

by Jae-Lin

ALL

YOU
CAN
LOSE
FOR
$38*

Life is a celebration.
Proclaim it with Ba/loom
at every occasion.
Enjoy a little extra Balloon
excitement with our

Characters for Adults!
Jacque Hull, Owner

4801 North 10th
McAllen, Texas 7 8501
512 - 686-5252

*OFFER BASED ON ANY
BASIC PROGRAM
ENDING
OCT. 20th
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White cont'd. from p. 1

:WHAT, WHERE,
. & WHEN

the church telling the poor that
life's rewards would be thier's the
next time around.
However, when the church
changed its role in 1968 and took
the position that "poor Latin
Americans have a right not only
to share in the fruits of the society, but also in the direction of that
society", that structure began to
Bioinorganic Chemistry Lecture. Dr. Robert A. Holwercrumble as El Salvador moved
da, associate professor and associate chairman of the towards anarchy and the beginnChemistry department of Texas Tech Univ., will lecture on ing of the revolutionary movethe "Bioinorganic Chemistry of the Cooper (11)-Mercaptide ment.
The Reagan administraion, on
Sulfur Bond" during activity period at the Science Bldg.
the other hand, has no conception
3. Everyone is invited.
of such authenticity. This is due,
according to White, to an
Bible Study. The Seventh Day Adventist Church will have "ideological fix that views
a bible study for the general public every Tuesdays, and everything in terms of an EastThurs9ays at 7:30 p.m. in the Liberal Arts Bldg. 111. The West conflict".
" It's some kind of mystery (to
studies feature videotaped sermons by Dr. George
them)
that brutality, hunger, opVandeman.
pression and lack of participation
breeds revolution," White said.
Inter Varsity Christian Fellowship. If you wish to learn "To them, all revolutions are immore about the bible, ICF will meet during the activity ported from the Soviet Union and
period at the Liberal Arts Bldg. 117 and the Science Bldg. Cuba."

THU _ _ _ _ _ _ _,

118.
Leadership Sessions. The President's Leadership Program will meet at the University Center 305, 305A from
p.m. - 6 p.m.
Bake Sale. The Delta Zeta Sorority will be selling an
assortment of baked goods in front of the library during
activity period.
Booktable. Inter Varsity Christian Fellowship will inform
students about the christian religion from 11:30 a.m. - 1:30
p.m. in front of the snack bar.
Spiritual Study. The United Methodist Campus Ministry
will offer spiritual growth and fellowship bible study sessions during activity period in the University Center 305.
ISA Bake Sale. The International Student Assoc. will continue their bake sale from 8:30 a.m. 3 p.m. in front of the
library.

FRI .
Senate Meeting. Th·e Pan American University Student
Assoc. will meet 2 p.m. in the University Center 306.

MON
Brigadier General Speaker. American Humanics will
sponsor a seminar on leadership. Brigadier General
Belisario D. J. Flores will address the public in the
Cafeteria Overflow beginning at 5:30 p.m.
Recruiting. The Marine Corps will visit students in front
of the snack bar from 8 a.m.-4 p.m. Placement, Testing, ··
and Cooperative Education will cordinate the recruitment.

This attitude, accoramg Lu
White, drives poeple searching
for change away from the U.S.
and towards the enemy.

The Volunteer Resource Center
(VCR) can provide practical and
emotinal benefits for students and
faculty through volunteerism, according to Janice Mitcheltree,
agency head .
" Students can gain valuble job
experience, establish future job
references, try various fields of
employment and make a new set
of friends," Mitcheltree said.
Of interest to faculty is the opportunity to provide a community service, allowing them to fulfill
one of the requirements for those
interested in tenure.
Examples of specific needs and
suggested fields include: computer science majors who are able
to program a computer and feed
it information; education and
other majors interested in tutoring children; communications
majors with art or writing skills
to draw posters, help write public
service announcements and write
press releases; business majors or
those interested in preparing
budgets and proposals; and
generally anyone who can con-
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VRC.
While she expects the agency to l
be totally self sufficient within a j
year, right now she needs seed
1
money.
:
"I would like to speak to clubs, . j
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The Complete Business Computer.

.50¢

The Only Superwell in town!
Best billard tables in the Valley!
1415 Austin St.
Downtown, McAllen
686-9408

Mon. - Sat.
11 a.m. - 2 a.m.

j

month" and perhaps help with the
$200 monthly rent on the computer."
:
Volunteer work is fulfilling in i
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For faster service
roll on order
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Watch the Dallas Cowboys on GIANT Screen T.V.
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Coupon book on sale at all outlets
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good about yourself, according to
Mitcheltree.
Interested persons can reach her
at 682-HELP.
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Attention Organizations
Green Information Form
Due October 17, 1984
Bring by or mail to
Emilia Hall Room 100
If form is not submitted by October 17
you will not be represented
in El Bronco '85 Yearbook.

Of Sc\ml' Kind Spani~h

Rice & Ranchero Beans

:::::_I

Mitcheltree suggests organizations issue challenges to each
other in an effort to raise dona- :_:
'-===-==~"---- i.
tions for VRC with activities such
as bake sales.
l: Remember your #1
i
:
Also, orgnaizations can take j
boss with a plant or
i
VRC on as a "project of the j cut flowers from AF&B

Get Credit!
With Kaypro Quick-Credit

All Drinks

I

All year around Special 2

ing to raise operational funds for

1307 Pecan - McAllen
687-5371

Wednesdays "Ladies Nighl"

Only

tribute their time for things such
as calling the elderly.
As a new agency in Hidalgo
County, VCR opened in June and
seeks to tap a reservoir of those
interested in volunteer work.
"Basically, VCR is a clearinghouse and recruitment/training
facility for volunteers," said
Mitcheltree.
Data from a questionaire
volunteers fill out is stored in a
computer. Public and private nonprofit organizations can tap the
computer for skills, talents and interests of volunteers that are compatible with agency needs according to Mitcheltree.
For $75, an agency can have access to the computer. The fee will
be based on a sliding scale next
year, she said, and will range for
$150 to $1,000. Five agencies have
signed on at this point.
Mitcheltree, who has a background in special education and
who _was fundamental in forming
M ujeres
.l:J nidas/Women
Together, has been speaking to
businesses and organizations try-

•

and NOT-BAD Sandwiche~

Big Mexican Plate
Eat Carne Guisada, Spanish Rice,
Ranchero Beans, a Jalapeiio

"Working for the ACLU is a
marriage of ideals and principles
with skills," LaMarche said, "and
it has motivated my life."

For $1295, a Kaypro 2 not only comes complete
with all the hardware you need, it comes complete
with all the software you need:
• Word Processing/Spelling
• Data Base Management (filing/
reporting) • Financial Spread,
sheeting. And with CP/M,
Kaypro can run thousands of
other programs for more specialized
needs. Come in today for a ~:~~~~~

Great Pool Great Drinks Great Music -

October Special

LaMarche stated the qualifications for these positions is that the
people in question oppose the
laws they are supposed to enforce
He also said the Reagan administration has been trying to
pass its own agenda and that it is
hostile towards civil rights. Some
of the measures he cited include
putting prayer back in schools and
outlawing abortions.
LaMarche, a Rhode Island native. has worked as a volunteer for
the ACLU since he was 18 and
full time after graduating from
college. He comes to his new
position from the New York
ACLU where he was associate
director.

to solve the revolutionary problem
there. However, White charged.
it offered no analysis or altenative
should this policy fail to accomplish the desired results.
· "There is a startling omission
from the self-proclaimed, finest
foreign policy mind of our time."
White said of Henry Kissinger.
He contends the omission is
due to a "cardinal error" on the
Commission's part.
"They committed the cardinal
error of trying to write about an
area which none of them understood," White said. " It is a classic
case of aging, affluent.
Americans signaling a lack of
understanding of poor, young,
Mestizo Central Americans."
White also stated the Reagan
administration had rid itself of any
advisors who had knowledge of or
experience in Central America .

: ~Tiny Tee~

-~~

PATOS

a

South Texas Calculators

523 South Closner

Edinburg, Texas

"The philosophy of the Reagan
administration has been to suppon
the powers of the government over
those of the individual:· LaMar·che said. "What we have now is
real fox in the chicken coop apHe said the Kissinger report ad- proach to appointments (to imporvocates an increase in military tant committees and federal agensupport for El Salvador as the way , cies)."

KAYPRO 2, s1295.
COMPLETE WITH SOFIWARE.

complete demonstration.

~~
!frt
381-8000

In White's opinion, this was a
"tragic" move because there "was
not a single democratic leader in
Central America that did not
welcome the new emphasis on
human rights and did not also
deplore this change".
In pursuit of this change, White
says the Reagan administration
sent in military arms and advisors
with a totally predictable result,
which was the strengthening of
the guerrilla movement.
- "In the past three and a half
years they (guerrillas) have tripled in numbers, multiplied their
support among the peasants and
today hold fully 30 percent of the
country," White said.
The Kissinger Commission was
set up when Reagan realized his
policy was unpopular, according
to 'White.

ACLU cont'd. from P· I

Although White expressed a
favorable position towards the section in the report recognizing a
need for social and economic
development. he had strong words
against it as well.

Resource center provides experience

How to Make Your Years Less Taxing. Local attorneys
and certified public accountants will speak at the overflow
from 9 a.m. - 1 p.m. The Institutional Advancement Office will organize the estate planning seminar.
Bible Study Luncheon. At a cost of $1, the Baptist Student Union will have their bible study lunch from 11 :45
a.m. - 12:30 at the BSU center.

The Reagan administration's
policy towards the region was set
"even before they were sure of the
geographical location (of El
Salvador)", because of that mind
. set, he said.
Alexander Haig, then Secretary
of State, said that human rights
were to be replaced by counterterrorism measures as a priority
in U.S. foreign policy, according
to White.

Eloy Saenz
Organization's Editor
381-2547
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Kennedy blasts'anti-hispanic' administration
By Olga Gonzalez
Staff Writer
The Reagan administration was
charged as being the " most antiHispanic administration in
modern history" Friday morning
by Senator Edward Kennedy at
the
Harlingen
Municipal
Auditorium.
Thunderous applause from the
predominantly Hispanic crowd of
some 1,400 greeted Kennedy and
continu:illy punctuated his thirty-

minute speech in which he
criticized President Reagan.
"They talk about prosperitybut the reality is that when it
comes to the Reagan recovery,
Hispanics have been left out-and
left behind," Kennedy said.
Kennedy also replied to a comment Reagan made in Brownsville
earlier.
"Reagan ... said we don't live
by bread alone," Kennedy said.
"Well Mr. President, you're right.
What the Valley needs is jobs,
jobs, jobs."

The Senator added it was difficult for Hispanics to "stand tall",
(something the Reagan administration says it has done for
the country since it came into office), because "ten percent of
Hispanics Americans ...are still
standing in unemployment lines".
Kennedy also said nearly 30 percent of Hispanic Americans were
still below the poverty level.

"The unemployment of Ronald
Reagan" is what the economy of
the country needs, according to
Kennedy, and not "double d igit
unemployment. . .among Hispanic citizens.
Aside from the economy, Kennedy also spoke critically about
Reagan's immigration policy.
"We (the Democratic party) re-

As expected, Kennedy plugged
heavily for the Democratic ticket
and said that in choosing
Geraldine Ferraro for his running
mate, Mondale had done more for
the country than Reagan had done
in four years.

News Briefs
Carnival deadline today
Booth entries include a
romance booth, Rare ; computer
love, Alpha Kappa Psi; Taco
Busters, Medical Technology; and
an Arabian Massage Harem by
the Honor Society.
There is a $25 fee for each apThe carnival is almost completplication turned in today. A late
ly
planned bid Sonia del Angel,
charge of $5 will be added for any
coordinator
of student activities,
organization registering after 4
although
an
organizational
meetp.m .
ing is still needed to work out the
The booths are on a first come- details said Armando Cano, cofirst served basis and duplication ch airman of · the carnival
of the booths will not be allowed. committee.
UCPC will also feature several
Absent from this year's list of
booth entries was the male strip showings of the Rocky Horror
show offered last year by the Picture show during the Oct. Tl
carnival.
Young Democrats.

The election of MondaleFerraro will mean the ratification
of the Equal Rights Amendment,
the " improvement of housing for
our families instead of wasting
billions. . .on housing the MX
missile", and the protection of
Medicare, according to Kennedy.

Today is the deadline for all
organizations to submit booth applications for the Carnival of the
Great Pumpkin. Forms are due in
the UC 314 by 4 p.m.

Who's Who forms due tomorrow
Tomorrow is the deadline for
students to turn in applications for
Who's Who Among Students in
American Universitities and
Colleges.
The forms are due in the Dean
of Students office UC 104 by 4
p.m.
To be considered for selection
to Who's Who, a student must be
a junior or senior with 60 or more
semester hours and a 3.0 cumulative GPA or better. Graduate

students must have a 3.75 GPA or
b~tter.
Who's Who is one of the most
prestigious collegiate awards
given in the United States. Its purpose is to recognize outstanding
college students on the basis of
scholarship, participation, leadership in activities, citizenships,
service to the University and
potential for future achievement.
Last year, 53 students from
PAU were recognized with this
award.

Student teacher deadline Friday
Tomorrow is the deadline for
Spring 1985 student teaching
applications.
All applicants must have an upto-date unofficial transcript and a
copy of their degree plan to submit with their application .
In addition to this, all applicants
must have completed the following :
I . Must have been admitted to
the Teacher Education Program
2 . Must have completed 90
semester hours of college work
.J Must haw at least threeti.mrths of the sl'nll'~IL'r !,ours re-

quired for the major with a
minimum GPA of 2.25
4. Must have al least one-half
of the semester hours required for
the minor with a minimum GPA
of 2.25
5. All general education courses
must be completed
6. At least a "C" in English
1301 and 1302 must be recieved
7. Additional requirements as
specified by the department of
your major field must also he
completed .
Applications may be turned in
at the Education Building Room

145.

Dr. Gramm will speak Tuesday
The \\'ik of senatorial candidate
Phil Gramm will be the guest
speaker at a Republican campaign
rally and reception Tuesday. during acti,·ity period in the Faculty
Lounge next to the cafeteria.
Dr. Gramm will be campaigning for her husband across the
Valle, Oct. 22. 23 and 2-1-.
Born in Ha\\'aii. Dr. Gramm
rccic,·ed her BA and PhD degrees
in Economics from Wellesley
College and Northwes tern
U ni, crsity.
Fnlltming her husband's elec-

tion to Congress. Gramm went to
Washington where she joined the
Institute for Defense Analys·s as
an economic analyst.
She accepted the position of
Assistant Director for Consumer
Protection in the Federal Trade
Commissions Bureau of Economics. in 1982. Gramm was subsequently promoted to Director of
the Bureau of Economics. She
recently resigned thi s position
Gramm·s visit to PAU is being
sponsored by College Republicans.

PAUSA positions available
PAUSA is nirrcntly ..Kcepting
applications fro m full -time stu dents fix se,eral judil'ial and two
senatorial po,itions.
The judiciar> openings include
Chief Justil'c as ,, ell as three
Assl)L'late Ju:--ticcs for the student
l'OUI1 . Student go, ernment is also
,Kti,cl) -.car,:hing for two graduate -.l-hl)Ol -.cnators.
The Chief Justil'c \\ ill -.enc ._i-,
ch,11rper-.on to the student l'l)Urt
\\ h1lc the ,-\s-.l)Ciate Ju~tices \\ ill
,enc on the ,tudent court . the

disciplinary committee. and the
Student Rights Committee.
The graduate senators will
serYe as representatiYes in the student senate for graduate students.
Applications and additional information may be acqui red at UC

31-+.
Official requirements include a

2 .0 gpa or better and nine ~emester hours current enrollment . The
judicial positions can be filled b)
undergraduate students only.

jects the cold and calculating
policy towards immigration and
their scheme of employer sanctions which would turn every
Hispanic worker into a secondclass American," he said. "We
will continue to stand squarely
against the abuses of the INS (Immigration and Naturalization Service). We will no longer tolerate
and administration in Washington
that looks the other way while immigration officers use police state
tactics to carry out the indiscriminate policies."

"We believe that Reagan should
not be the only senior citizen in
this country that does not have to
worry about the cost of his health
care," Kennedy said.
Also on that subject, Kennedy
referred to an incident involving
Robert Kennedy during one of his
speeches in California several
Teddy visits--Sen. Edward Kennedy (D-Mass.) led a Mondale-Ferraro
years ago. Kennedy said a heckler
rally in Harlingen on Friday. A crowd estimated at 1,400 people listenwith a Reagan support sign was
ed to Kennedy's_predictable anti-Reagan speech. (Phmo h~ lkk1a lll.: I) sitting in a tree.

" When my bother saw hirn he
said 'If that man falls out of that
tree and is over 65, he won't get
Medicare if Ronald Reagan is ever
elected"', Kennedy related.
Other quips in his speech Friday were leveled at Reagan for using quotes from "all those great
Democrats".
"When the President changed
parties, he should have changed
quote books," Kennedy said, in
reference to Reagan's prior
Democratic affiliation.
Kennedy went on to add that
"Ronald Wilson Reagan has no
right to (!,'l'•c John Fitzge!"ald
Kennedy".
And, in his concluding
statements, Kennedy encouraged
the Harlingen crowd to vote
Democratic Nov. 6.
"Adelante (forward)," he urged.
Kennedy said "forward" was the
path the Deocrats would lead the
country towards, with the help of
" your votes".
Kennedy also spoke of a shared
dream for <lecent jobs and
schools, as we,I ! as the "rightfull
place in American Society for
every Hispanic American".
State Senator Hector lJribe, one
of several Valley Democratic
politicians who addressed the
crowd before Kennedy's arrival,
also touched on the subject of new
opportunities for Hispanics.
"Twenty years ago, I can assure
you the complexion of the men
and women who are sitting here
would have been a little different,"
Uribe said.

Staff begins suit proceedings
By Juan Ramirez

A{ter three weeks of contemplation, staff members of "The
Pan American" have decided to
proceed with legal action against
the City of Edinburg and the
Edinburg Police Department.
The decision to file the lawsuit
was made on Monday following
a meeting with American Civil
Liberties Union Attorney Alberto Garcia.
The lawsuit involves an incident
which occurred on Sept. 25, when
an Edinburg police officer demanded that Delcia Lopez, photographer, hand over a roll of film
which contained pictures of him
issuing parking citations. He

justified his actions by stating that
she had violated his civil rights
and that her jurisdiction as a
photographer was limited to the
boundaries of the campus. After
having exposed the strip of film
which contained the officer's pictures, she handed it over to the
officer.
"We're proceeding with the
lawsuit, but we're not after any
type of monetary compensation,"
said managing editor, Brad
Nibert. "We're sueing for the
principle of the First Amendment
rights available not only to us (the
press), but to every citizen."
"Delcia was doing something
which any citizen regardless of the
fact that they are not associated

with a news gathering organization can do," said editor, Nora
Lopez, "Taking a photograph on
a public place can be done by any
citizen without having to produce
identification. The officer was not
justified in asking Delcia to produce an I.D."
"We hope that this lawsuit will
result in better training for all
valley police officers," said
Nibert. "Training that would include for police officers to
familiarize themselves with civil
laws that apply to all citizens.
Maybe even yearly seminars that
would emphasize the rights of
news gathering organizations."
"I don't see the lawsuit as an attack on the police department,"

said ACLU attorney Alberto Garcia. " It will be a lawsuit that will
put, not only Edinburg, but other
communities on notice that it's
important that police officers are
aware of the law and what people's rights are under the First
Amendment."
Research for the lawsuit has
begun and Garcia has started his
search for an attorney to represent
"The Pan American." He is to
notify the staff later this week of
who their attorney will be.
"The administration was hoping for this matter to be solved
without a lawsuit," said Nibert.
"But they have no say in what we
do. Our staff is pretty much united
in the decision of filing this suit."

Carnival booth controversy continues

Iglesias' appointment rejected
By Joe Vasquez
Stall Wri1er
Heated discussion over the appointment of a Chief Justice to the
student court lasted for more than
an hour before the Senate finally
rejected the nomination of Alan
Iglesias to that office by one vote.
This is the first time that a student's nomination to Chief Justice
has been turned down according
to Gurne Ybarra, PAUSA president.
Two-thirds majority approval
was necessary for Iglesias· appointment. Iglesias lost his approval when at the end of the
discussion the Senate voted 10 to
6 for his appointment. Iglesias
needed only II votes to be approved.
The conflict arose members of
the Social Work C lub (SWC) attended the Senate's meeting last
Friday to protest lg lesias·appointment as C hief Justice.
Members of SWC charged that
in view of Ig lesias· role in the
controversy s urrounding the registration of carni\'al booths. the
Senate should not approve his
nomination .
The SWC club was referring to
an incident on Sept . 24 when Iglesias. a ~tudcnt \\Orker in the

Office of Student Development,
registered booths for four clubs of
which he is a member of, first.
Members of the SWC felt that
it is a conflict of interest for Iglesias to register his own clubs
since he was the student worker
in charge of accepting applications.
The SWC was also upset about
a remark Iglesias made when they
were speaking with Sonia del
Angel , student activities coordinator, about filing a g rievance.
Ig lesias, who has served as Associate Justice for two years
taunted "go ahead, anyway I am
the Chief Justice to the organization where the grievances are fil ed:· Iglesias made the remark
although his nomination had not
been approved by the Senate yet.
The senators who spoke on Iglesias· behalf stated that the statement should not be given to much
bearing on the appointment because he does not have j uri~diction over the case. Any ruling on
the Carnival booth case would be
done by the Student Rights Committee .
Brad Nibert. senator for the
School of Humanities. argued that
since Ig les ias was an associate
j w,tice for two years ··and he still
didn"t understand his jurisdiction··

he should not be approved for the
position.
The SWC also pointed out that
if Iglesias is appointed Chief
Justice, he would have limited indirect control in the Student Right
Committee.
According to the PAU Student
Handbook, the Chief Justice appoints three members of the eight
member committee.
Iglesias is also a member of the
University Center Program Council and Alex Tapia, UCPC senator
read a letter on hi s behalf. The
letter stated "those of us who have
worked with Alan know him to be
honest, conscientious and of high
integrity. To imply that he resorted to 'political shennanigans'
and 'used his power' is an unfair
and unj ust accusation ."
After Tapia finished speaking,
Virginia Adair, chairperson for
the student senate and vice president of student government, recognized Jose E loy Pulido, the
SWC representative in charge of
registering hi s organization's
booth . Pulido told the Senate in
detail what happened on the morning of Sept . 24.
Pulido said that he and other
representatives were in the UCPC
office before 9 a .m . At that time

exactly, he said they all got in line
in the order they had been
waiting. Pulido said he was the
third person in the line and that
the two students before him
registered at exactly 9 a.m.
"By the time I got there, six
(seven) slots had been filled ,"
Pulido said. He deduced that Iglesias signed up his clubs before
9 a .m.
Later in the meeting when Iglesias got his chance to speak he
said he did not sign up the club'>
before 9 a.m.
" I was the only one there and
I did not sign up before 9 a.m.,"
he said.
After Pulido protested the inconsistency in registering procedures he was joined by the other
students who were waiting behind
him .
"I told him I wanted an equal
chance like everyone else, but Iglesias said that since he was working there, he could do it ," ~aid
Pulido.
Iglesias went on to explain hi'>
remark as to his jurisdiction,
"The comment is true but not to
the extent that the newspaper or
the SWC put it. It was a case of
harassment and harassment is not
allowed at PAI J."
See PALSA p. 8
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Your Sexism is showing
The polls showed that Vice President George
Bush beat Congresswoman Geraldine Ferraro. In
my opinion the polls were wrong, the debate w11~
won by Ferraro. But in one respect they were right.
The polls showed the sexism that prevails in
mainstream America, the type of backwardness I
thought was Jost.
Who can deny the tact that Ferraro had her facts
straight? At first it seems like nobody, but then
again.- Middle sexist America, which includes
women, said it was a problem of too much fact
recalling.
The United States is in real trouble when we cannot give credit to a political candidate for knowing
what she is speaking about. My Dad was first to
speak out, "She's no good, she reads her notes too
· much."
Oh, Dad. One of America's greatest institutions
: lays its foundation on the premise that its members
are always prepared. We all know it's the Boy Scouts
· of America. But what of the second? Guess what
it is? If you can't figure out what it is, you failed
~ my sexism test or passed America's standardized
: sexism test. The answer is the Girl Scouts of
America. (Sorry, but no cookie for you.) Ferraro
is prepared. It's the America way. Her notes were
smart; she used good debate techniques. Any
debator could testify to this fact. And, of course,
she used her facts better than Mr. Ronald Reagan,
oops, President Reagan.
Now I wonder what Bush was thinking when he
used the courtesy 'Mrs.' instead of 'Congresswoman'
as Ferraro wanted. Possibly, he felt it was a
psychological barrier that many Americans probably
would not understand. Could it be that he tried to
make us equate 'Mrs.' with the barefoot, pregnant
and in the kitchen addage? It's a fact that 'Mrs.' does
not portniy the women behind it as having presidential leadership qualities. It does not haw the political
clout that the name 'Congresswoman' implies. According to the after debate polls, the people played
right into Bush's hands. America, it's psychological,
get over it.
When he used the term 'Mrs.' he meant to put
-Ferraro among the 'masses of Mrs.' It was effec'tive, but his supposed superiority as 'Vice President' as opposed to 'Mrs.' was challenged and
:defeated when Ferraro spoke, "I almost resent, Vice
:President Bush, your patronizing attitude ..." (And
:we all thought that Bill Murray was slimed badly
·by a ghost.) I would like to add, however, Ferraro
is very real and a threat to Reagan-Bush '84 and
possibly Bush '88. Besides he deserved it. The
"Mrs." of America know their place, and it is far
above any political office title.
Other sexist remarks were not made by Hush but
by reporters. The reporters also failed the
psychological sexist test. The best example is David

!

Brinkley, political commentator for ABC News.
After all the presidential elections he has covered,
a person might expect a little impartiality on his
part. I suppose I expected too inuch. Afterall, how
can I expect him to break away from the
psychological undercurrent that prevails and is
mainstream American sexism.
After the debate he spoke about the victory parties the Democrats and Republicans held, "After
all, you can't exoect them to say Ferraro did badly." Extremely negative connotation on his part. In
tentional, probably not; sexist, YES. also consider
the fact that all the reporters on all three networks
all spoke negatively of Ferraro after the debate: she
read too much from her notes and she was not her
usual feisty self. This is not to mention the negative
questions asked of her during the debate. Such as
when she was asked whether, as a woman with no
military experience, she would respond to a national
security threat. She did not let it phase her. "If I
were in a position of leadership they would be
assured that they would be met with swift, precise
and certain retaliation," she answered. (Slime'em,
Ferraro, Slime'em).
Another form of sexism also prevailed. It took
the facade of Bush's aire of superiority. (Equitable
to err of superiority). Bush must have been advised, or taken 1t upon himself, not to take the debate
seriously. If he had, it would be tantamount to his
actually considering Ferraro a serious threat to
Reagan-Bush. (The male dominated political scene
obviously can't have that).
Throughout the debate, he giggled, lectured, and
in one instance, h.; referred childishly to a negative
Soviet response to nuclear arms limitations as
"Nyet, nyet, nyet!" Certainly not a serious attitude.
She, on the other hand, displayed all the characteristics of a person who knew her place: in the
White House.
With all the pressure to beat a woman by the sexist
establishment, Bush must have been extremely nervous before the debate.
"We tried to kick a little ass last night," he said
to a longshoremen's union official after a dockside
rally to the International Longshoremen's Association. Later he said, "I used an old Texas football
expression." Using another Texas expression, Bush
must have really 'blanked some bricks' before the
debate.
Ferraro was the definitive winner of the debate.
She was prepared for the debate, conducted herself
properly, and she was prevalent. Unfortunately,
America did not give her credit for being prepared,
proper, and prevalent. The polls showed this.
It is necessary for America to look within itself
to overcome its sexism because sexism is a form
of prejudice and prejudice a form of ignorance. J \
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Where does all the money go?
Every fall and spring semester
you, as a full-time student, pay
$60 in student service fes, and
$25 more for every summer session, but are you aware of how
this money is spent?
With the increase in enrollment
this semester, now over 10,000
students, the student service fee
accounts add up to approximately $1 million. As to the purpose
of this fee, it is for the direct
benefit of the students, according
to Senate Bill 799.
Forty accounts share the student service fee funds. Over 22
accounts are from the athletic
department; these were estimated
to have expenditures of over
$750,000 for the 1984 fiscal year.
Student service fee accounts
can only benefit students if
students are aware of these services, so this year, PAUSA is
making an extra effort to inform
you of these benefits.
Allocations from student ser-

vice fee funds are determined
from recommendations made by
President Nevarez to the Board of
Regents. However, according to
Senate Bill 799, Nevarez' recommendation should be made after
consideration of recommendation
from the Student Affairs Advisory
Committee.
This committee is composed of
three faculty members, the Assistant De~n of Students, the PAUSA

president, the editor of the student
newspaper, president of UCPC,
and three students at large. The
Dean of Students is an ex-officio
member.
This committee meets several
times a year. Their next meeting
will be Thursday, Oct. 25, at 2
p.m. in UC 306, at which time
last year's student service fee
budget figures will be presented.
These meetings are open to the
students and university staff.

Non-Pledged Auxiliary (4000) Accts
FY '84 Planned Expenditures

Athletics

Student Services
$605,848
(40%)

$750,574
(49%)

Letters to the Editor
Parking problems
Dear Editor:

I would like to say a few words
about a situation which disturbs
me as a resident of one of the
houses on Van Week . I refer to
that row of houses just across the
street from the Education building- the ones with yellow curbs
out front. I understand there is a
movement on campus to try to
have those spots designated as
legal parking places and I'd like
to explain why I oppose this.
It doesn"t particularly bother
me to occasionally have cars in
front of my house. rm a reason-

able person- I can understand
parking in a "no parking" zone
as a last ditch effort to get to class
on time. I've done it myself. Once
in awhi le it's worth the ticket to
avoid being late for a test. But my
street is lined with cars on both
sides every weekday and every
evening. This is pure laziness.
There are hundreds of empty
legal parking spaces in the PE and
Fine Arts parking lots. I grew up
in Austin and I can tell you that
students at UT would be thrilled
to be able to park that close to
their classes. There it is common
for students to park across town

and take the bus which drops
them off roughly as far from their
classes as the distance from the
Fine Arts parking lot to the
Liberal Arts building. Inner Campus Drive is not even open to student vehicles.
Nevertheless, I must admit that
I've taken the lazy route also,
parking illegally to save a few
steps, so I really can't gripe about
that either.
My objection is ti,iat on a street
as narrow as Van Week, there
simply is not enough room for
cars on both sides of the street in
addition to normal traffic. I can't

help but wonder what would happen if traffic were not normal.
Suppose the campus area had to
be evacuated for some reason .
With all those cars it would be
complete bedlam. Or, more likely, what if there were a fire?
Emergency vehicles would have
a hard time getting to the scene
if I have a hard time just getting
out of my driveway.
Last night, when a young
woman left her car blocking my
driveway, I could legally have had
it towed. I considered how awful
it would be to come out of a night
class and find my car gone and I

Administrative
Costs

Othe~ Programs / '
$14,473
(0.9%)

$156,718
(Source: Office of the Dean of Students)

let it be. Now I'm asking all you
students to show some consideration for me, my family and my
neighbors. Please don't park in
front of my house. If the situation

(10%)

does not change I will call the
police and I will have you towed.

Wendy Morse Caceres
See Letters p. 3
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Nora Lopez

For masochists only

Editor
Brad Nibert

Ella de los Santos

Managing Editor

Only a masochist (or a partially deaf person) would even think
to spend money to have someone
yell at them early in the morning.
Loud ,·erhal abuse from anyone
who is p.o . 'ed is almost
understandable but from someone
you only know slightly (like a prokssor) and kar (here he comes
with his red pen) that's ridiculous.

,,c

If
take the example of a
protcssor---say maybe a math profr sso r (gets \\·orse hy the
paragraph doesn't it) on a Monday morning yelling because no
one 1s a,,ake enough to answer
,omething about a math problem
\\ e would hit upon a Yery sore
spot on this \\ riter's tympanic
membrane.
Ouch.
Paranoia must he setting in .

To begin with. a math class is

And right when you think you
finally have it straight he asks you
a student gets a chance to discuss something (cause he has ESP and
some of his ideas on the subject- KNOWS you are the ONLY one
-~·Yes. I think that function is who is lost) .
definitely on the cartesian plane
If you answer it wrong,
and that is has a definite perpen- Everyone laughs and he yells
dicularity condition BUT it still ''Give me A break here- aren't
looks like a weather vane to me." you people listening?"
Oh the embarrassment- the
Personally. I always feel on the shame- the revenge plot begining
spot for not comprehending after in the back of your mind.
Boy. how can anyone be exthe first few problems it probably
pected
to even try to make it to
would help if I did the homework
class
on
time when you know this
but. ..
person is gonna yell at you?
Doesn't he know yelling is not
And the professor is so intimidating. I mean this guy actual- positive reinforcement?
Doesn't he realize math on its
ly has a Ph . Din the subject and
here he is trying to get something own is enough trauma to deal with
across to you while your brain is early in the a.m.?
Doesn't Qe know ,¥om already .
desperately saying "change your
·
~
major so you don't have to hassle yelled at me today?
with this".
Give me a break.
nor exciting. its not a place where

Of course he probably doesn't
think its yelling- to him its probably just emphasizing some
point by raising his voice slightly.
While I sit cowering in the back
behind some really tall people I'll
be wondering just how long it will
take before I decide to "yell" and
answer or just look up from my
notebook. Probably all semester.
Do you think this guy had a
class in Intimidating Successfully by Yelling at Perplexed
Students? If he did I'm sure my
prof made an A (and was told to
say it was not yelling).
Maybe if I start doing my
homework and sitting up he won't
yell .
What do yo u think? A
compromise?
.. C'mon, let's give it a whirl shall

we?

Ella de las Santos
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'Teachers' not enlightening; won't make the grade
By Ella de los Santos
Pro<lul"lion

Manager

The new trend in movies seems
be toward the escapades of the
very immature and delinquent
high school students.
One of the latest releases,
"Teachers" deals with basically
the same format although there
does seem to be a plot in this
movie despite the fact that the
directors tried to overlook it and
went for the laugh instead.
And let me tell you there were
some very funny scenes in this
movie thanks to none other than
Richard Mulligan who single
handedly (and sadly) proved you
can be certifiable institutionalized and still get across to st_udents.

Perhaps the most unecessary
scene in this film is one involving actress JoBeth Williams d<..
ciding she has to disrobe to
prove a point regarding a comment about "naked truth". This
was totally uncalled for this only
made the movie seem more cheap
as well as make the viewer
wonder if a scene with a nude
woman is needed to make the
show a success.
Also cheated in this film is actor Nick Nolte whose cause in the
film is legitimate and the entire
plot of the production.
In trying to emphazise the
apathy among high school
students in the big city and the
problems that go along with trying to get across the importance
of education to the students who

just flat out don't care, the direc- tain charm of the bad boy crying
blems of secondary public educa"Teachers" is not altogether u
tor was successful.
· out for help in a sound proof room
tion. Had it been edited that way lost cause as a production but it
What didn't seem to click was that adds the quality of credibilihowever, the movie probably is evident that some changes
the overall view.
ty to the character he portrays.
would not enjoy as much could have been made to make a
There were plenty of great bits
Judd Hirsh's character of the
popularity as it seems to have with much more convincing and
and pieces that were sincere and teacher turned administrator is
worthwhile film.
the movie-going public.
~
to the point but once it was mix- performance in confusion.
ed in with the much hoped for
It seems that at one time he
~
great one-liners, the sincerity lost
really cared about the students
out.
and their needs and once he crossStylists with the knowledge:
It was a shame that a movie ed the very thin line between faof the latest hair fashions :
with great potential was left on the culty and administrator he was • dlmold cRamiuz
editing room floor while the stab fighting for a different cause. Very :
for men and women.
:
•
Stylists
•
at latest in high school movie confusing.
"Teachers" could have been
trends seemed to hit right between
Phone
1410 West
:
the throat and the funny bone.
much more successful as a • • BEA • OLGA •
383-9133
University Drive
:
A most endearing portrayal of straight serious piece on the pro- • • NENA • ROSA •
a mixed up kid from a broken
home was executed well by Ralph
Machio, one of the latest successes in teen movie star.
Machia brings across as a cer-

That morning, as a result of unforseen circumstances, Alan was
the only staff member on duty in
the office. He was faced with only two choices: to register the
organizations he had been given
responsibility for, or to possibly
penalize those organizations by
setting their applications aside until another staff member returned to the office. He was in a nowin situation.
No where in the established
carnival policy is there any
restriction on who shall submit
applications, nor is there a limit
to the number of applications that
can be submitted by any one person. Because of the recent incident, the University Center Program Council (UCPC), recognizes this flaw ih the policy, and

we are currently working on correcting the situation by revising
the policy. Furthermore, UCPC
welcomes constructive recommendations and suggestions from
any student organization on
campus.
Above all, the purpose of the
Carnival of the Great Pumpkin is
to provide an opportunity for PAU
student organizations to raise
revenue for their activities. We
regret the occasional blunder or
oversight and we will continue to
do the best we can.
Members of UCPC Executive
Council:

..................................................
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Letters cont'd from 2

UCPC rebuttal
To the editor:
In all fairness to Alan Iglesias,
we feel we should respond to the
statements made about him in last
week's Pan American editorial
and the letter to the editor from
the Social Work Club.
First of all, those of us who
have worked with Alan know him
to be honest, conscientious and of
high integrity. He is an active,
hard working member of not only UCPC, but the Intercollegiate
Knights, Catholic Campus Ministry and student government. To
imply that he resorted to "political
shennanigans" and "used his
power" is an unfair and unjust accusation. Clarification is needed
here.

A list of the names of the persons who
signed this letter is on file in the Student
Publications Office and is available to
anyone wishing to see it.

Mexican & American Food and Breakfast

DAILY SPECIALS - - Enchilada Plate ...... .
Tuesday:

Mexican Plate

Wednesday:

Taco Plate ...
Chicken Fried Steak ........ .

Thursday:

Chalupa Plate
.....
Chopped Steak . . . . . . .

Chicken Envueltos .............. .
Fried Fish . .
. ............. .

Fri. - Sat.
Sun. from Sat.

ALMA'S

'His

1012 S. CLOSNER
EDINBURG, TEXAS

-nHers'

383-5676

422 1/2 E. University
~

Edinburg

24 hours
6 a.m. 11 p.m.

383-9035

§
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She will become
their most deadly weapon.
As long as they can make
her fall in love.

DIANE KEATON

·•·H•:

···········•:
DRIJMM•:•~
ca•R•.

When it runs out
you won't have to.
The exciting Pilot ballpoint. It's got everytlliag
golag for it. Smoother writing. Specially designed
finger ribbing for contlnaal writing comfort.
Stainless steel point. Tungsten carbide ball. l\!rfectly balanced. A choice of medium or fine
points. And best of all ... yoa'II never throw it oat.
Jast slip la a 39c refill and yoa're ready to write

~;€,Et [PILOT]
tlle llest. TIie 69c

Pilot ballpol■t pe■•

®

THE BETTER BALLPOINT

4th and University

"'

. ... .
. ... .

Fajita al Kilo (Dinner for 2) ... ... $9.9

What about the cop?

P.S. I had written several letters
on this matter, but have not subTo the Editor:
mitted them because I thought this
matter would clear up. The other
With all your harping about
letters were not as accusatory as
your First Amendment rights, you
this, but seeing the spot on KRGV
seem to have forgotten the police . really got my blood pressure
· soaring.
officer's right to privacy.
Since Ms. Lopez failed in her
responsibility to identify herself Ed's note; Because the officer was
the officer had every right to stop on a public street, he loses his
and ask what she was going to do right of privacy. It would have
with the pictures. I agree that he been an entirely different situation
went too far in demanding her if he were in his backyard and we
film, but then not everyone wants were trying to get pictures of him.
In that instance, Yes it would be
to be on the front page. Had Ms.
a violation of his rights. In that
Lopez indentified herself first,
perhaps the officer would have same situation we would also
been very cooperative in helping need to ask for his permission
first. However, on a public street
her complete her assignment and
anyone can take a picture of him
this whole mess could have been
avoided, but then journalists are without asking for his permission
first. Because of this Delcia Lopez
not known for their courtesy or
did not need to identify herself to
consideration of other's rights.
him.
Maybe your reporters could use
What you say about journalist
a copy of Miss Manner's Guide to
may be true, only Delcia is a
Ercruciatingly Correct Belun·im:
photographer, not a journalist.
Sincerely,
However I understand you are an
actress,
and actors arc known to
Kelly Fitzgerald
ad lib as they go along.

I

AGEORGE ROY HILL FILM
DIANE KEATON
in JOHN LE CARRE'S
"THE LITTLE DRUMMER GIRL"
YORGO VOYAGIS KLAUS KINSKI
Music by DAVE GRUSIN
Executive Producer PATRICK KELLEY
Screenplay by LORING MANDEL
Based on the novel by JOHN LE CARRE
Produced by ROBERT L. CRAWFORD
Directed by GEORGE ROY Hill

Starts Friday, Oct. 19th at a Th.-tre Near You.
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Broncs win soccer tourney over
Texas Lutheran Sunday

Dr. Miguel Nevarez does the honors--by kicking in the first shot of the

PAV-Trinity tournament last Saturday. Competing teams were St.
Mary's, Rice, Texas Lutheran, UT and Pan Am.

The soccer team made history
Sunday when they won the PAVTrinity soccer tournament with a
5-1 victory over Texas Lutheran
College. This is the first tournament win for the Broncs in their
16 year exsistence and also a firstever win over the University of
Texas (1-0) was recorded in the
semi's Saturday.
PAV President Miguel Nevarez
did the honors of "kicking" off
the tourney by booting in a penalty shot on_ Saturday morning.
Jose Salinas of McAllen came
back from thigh injuries to pace
the Broncs with four goals. Also,
freshman goalie Albert Borja proved his capability by blocking a
crucial penally shot in the UTPAV game.
The Broncs then took on the
University of Texas Longh~rns
laters Saturday afternoon. Salmas

scored the only goal of the game
in the first three minutes of the
game with a corner shot, with
Efren Lopez assisting.
After the game UT Coach Malcolm Richardson commented, "It
was a good game, Pan American
played aggressively and fair."
The loss was only the second
for UT, who has upset nationally
ranked Midwestern State (#2 in
NAIA) iast week at Wichita Falls.
"That's definitely got to be the
best win in my coaching career,"
commented Coach Tredaway.
"Jose has been hurt all week after
the Sam H~uston game and hadn't
played until today."
The Broncs played terrific offense to TLC's tough defense in
the finals of the tournament. PAV
jumped out to a 5-0 lead in the
first half with Salinas booting in
two goals, and an assist from Em-

Save up to $59 Tri-match for volley
1

in Frt:c Option., on iour Gold I.ante <:la." Ring

PLUS A FREE GRADUATION
KEY CHAIN. ASK FOR
•

COMPLETE DETAILS.
GOLD LANCE CLASS RINGS.
. , . , 2.4 WEEK DELIVERY.

LIFETIME WARRANTY.

•

.

PORTER'S JEWELRY
110 NORTH TWELFTH
EDINBURG, TX
78539

CUP THIS AD AND BRING TO OUR STORE
BY DEC. 31 1984 TO QUALIFY

War/dot

fitness.,

ALL

McALLEN
821 LINDBERG
(BEHIND STROUDS)
682-3151

"Hopefu~ly ~e'll come back and
~av~~ wmm~g season. I am optimiS tic and it does take a long
time to rebuild. This year we have
the toughest sch~ule we've ever
had, we several tn and quad matches, ~ost of them on the road.
Commg up_ ~or the_ women in
home co~pet1t10n, will be a trimatch with A&I and Trinity on
Oct Tl and one on Oct 29 with
UTSA and Laredo Jr. College.
The. Lady Broncs would appreciate support for both of the
matches.

After the tournament an emotional Coach Reggie Tredaway
commented . "The whole team
worked together as a whole and
played an outstanding game."
"We wanted to win this tourna-

ment to show the Valley and P.Jn
American that soccer does exist."
The Broncs fi rst stopped St.
Mary's University on Saturday
morning with a 2-1 score. St.
Mary's Raul Gorgiotta scored first
and it was 0-1. but PAU came right
back as Jose Salinas kicked in a
corner kick. with an assist by Emmanuel Abiro. One goal wasn"t
enough for Salinas who came
back again with a surging kick upfield to put PAV ahead 2-1. The
score remained the same despite
good shot attempts by booth teams
in the second half.
"We got behind in the first
minutes. but we pulled it out:·
coach Tredway said. ··Borja
played well for us with his last
block of the game timed just
right. Also Jerry Rapp covered the
ball well despite a recent injury:·

Sports happenings--------Today------Intramural flagfootball 4 p.m., women's the
Playgirls vs. The BS U field 2.
Men's CAMP vs. BSU field
1-4 p. m. , and Cheerleaders vs.
CAMP 5 p.m.
Saturday------Lady Bronc
basketball scrimmage, 8 a.m.,
against Whataburger of the
Valley, in the field house. The
weight room will be open from

.
1-3 p.m. According to Coach
John McDowell this facility
will only be open to students
and faculty with PAU ID.
Sunday------Frat-football at
Edinburg Jr., High on the corner of 4th and Freddy Gonzalez. Phi-Tau's vs. Phi Kapp's at
1 p.m., Kappa Sig's vs. Phi
Sig's 2 p.m. Public in welcome.

YOU

Featuring Our New Coed Boby-Building
Facility Including:
• Professional Instruction Program To
Meet Your Individual Needs
• Progressive Resistence and Free
Weight Equipment
• lnroor Heated Swimming Pool
• Finnish Sauna
• Heated Whirlpool
• Aerobic Class
EDINBURG
UNIVERSITY PLAZA
(NEXT TO ZALES)
383-8131

The Lady Broncs travel to
Austin Friday to meet Sul Ross
State and St. Edward's University in a tri-match. The .Lady
Broncs split with UTSA and St.
Phillips last Friday, the scores
against UTSA were: 8-15, 15-11,
13-15. Against St. Phillips the
Lady Broncs lost 11-15, but then
won 15-9. 15-11
The Lady Broncs record now
stands at 13-14, just below .500.
"UTSA was really tough," commented Coach Becky de lost Santos.
·

manuel Abiro. Efren Lopez. Tony
Ayebae and Jorge Rodriguez also
cored.
In the second half TLC tried in
vain to come back but only
managed one goal by Alan Kethan
and the Broncs won decidedly 5-1.
TLC coach Roger Wrobel from
Kiel. West Germany said "PAV
is a good team. I am glad Reggie
put in his second string in the second half. I think maybe in two
years we'll be able to have the
tournament at TLC in Seguin:·
The 6-4 Broncs next game will
be next Wednesday 3 p.m .. when
they host St. Mary's University.

CAN
LOSE
FOR
$38*

"Christmas Speciar'
1 - 11 x 14 PRINT
20 - Christmas Cards

*OFFER BAS-

ED ON ANY

$69.95

BASIC PROGRAM

Exciting $80 1st Visit Discount With
PAU I.D. on Executive Mem~ership!

Call Now For An Appointment

ENDING

-630-4128

OCT. 20th

IN 1960, THE PILL GAVE
WOMEN A NEW FREEIX)M.
IN 1984,THE SPONGE GIVES
WOMEN A NEW CHOICE.
It's been a long time.Twenty-four years,
and there hasn't been a sensible new option
in birth control.
Until Today.™Today, the 24-hour
Contraceptive Sponge.
Today is a soft, comfortable sponge that contains
Nonoxynol-9, the same effective spermicide women
have been using for over 20 years.
The Sponge is easy to use. You just moisten it thoroughly with
wate r an9 inse rt it like a tampon, and it works for a full 24 hours.
With The Sponge, you don't have to worry about hormonal side effects.
And no other non-prescription vaginal contraceptive has been proven more
effective:' It's bee n through seven years of extensive testing, and over 17 million
Sponges have b een sold.
Of course, you don't need a prescription for The Sponge. It can be found
at your local drug store and at selected supermarkets. In the 3-pack or convenient
12-pack.
And the Today Sponge is the only contraceptive that comes with someone
to talk to: our 24-hour Today TalkLine. lf you have any questions, or you're just
wondering if The Sponge is right for you, visit your student health center or give
us a call at 800-223-2329. (In California, 800-222-2329.)
Finally, you have the spontan eity you want and the protectio n you need. But,
best of all, you h ave anothe r choice you never had b efore.
Until Tod ay.
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sales tax To Retailer We will reImbu1se you the lace value of this coupon plus S08 handling
p1ovIded that you and lhe consumer have complied w11h the te1ms of our coupon offer This
coupon Is OOod only when redeemed by you from a consumer a1 ume of pu1chasmg the
specIf1ed product Any other use constllutes fraud Redemptions not hOnored
through brokers or other outside agencies Invoices showing your
purchase of sufficient stock to cover all coupons must be shOwn upon
request Void 1f proh1b11ed. taxed or res1r1cted This coupon in nonuansferable. non-assignable. non-reproducible Cash value 11201h of
S01 Ofle1 good only m u S A Redeem by mailing to VU Corporation,
PO Box 4400. Clinton Iowa 52734
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F~nnie Luna ~ghts for t~e ball during Lady Bronc practice, the women
w1_ll play a .icrimmage with a team rom the Whatabu11?ers of the Vsalley
this Saturday at 8 a.m., at the field house. (Photo h_\ lkkia lttdJ

• PREGNI\Ncy TEsTiNG
• BiRTlt CONTROL SERViCES
• PRobleM PREGNI\NCY CouNsdiNG

SER\licu
STRiCT(y

CoNfidE1t1TiAl

FORMERLY TREASURE HILLS WOMENS CENTER
2220 HAINE

428-6242

SUITE 35

• LOCATIONS IN AUSTIN, CORPUS, El PASO, SAN ANTONIO & WICHITA FALLS

KAYPRO 2, $1295.

COMPLETE WITH SOFTWARE.
For $1295, a Kaypro 2 not only comes complete
with all the hardware you need, it comes complete
with all the software you need:
• Word Processing/ Spelling
• Data Base Management (filing/
reporting) • 'Financial Spreadsheeting. And with CP/ M ,
bi:m~~===~ Kaypro can run thousands of
o ther programs for more specialized
n eed s. Com e in to day for a
~
complete d e m o n stratio n.
The-c::-plet-e 8us1nes5
:--:.:_
computer.
-
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*Clinical te~b have fonduJt.•J th~u women can expect an annual cffecuvcncss rate o f 89~9 I'\, 1f they use the Today Sponge consistently
anJ accorJm~ to label m, tTuct1o ns c) 1984 VU Corp Today anJ The Sponge arc trad emarks of V U C orp

South Texas Calculators
1307 Pecan - McAllen
687-5371

~

Get Credit!
~ \tV!th Kaypro Quick-C redit

----~---------------~==================~===~~===7 -=:Rapp plays with
Chilean Fabres putts ·,
well for Broncs
dedication
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Sophomore Jose Fabres, who
hails from Santiago, Chile has
been a top shooter for the Broncs.
feels that PAU has a good chance
to take the upcoming PAU Golt
classic. Fabres shot a 729 score
at a Houston tournament two
weeks ago and Coach Tony Guerrero feels Fabres is coming along.
"Jose is only a sophomore, but
he is getting experience that will
help him later on in the season."
Fabres first heard about PAU,
when he received a letter from
Coach Guerrero. When he came
here he only knew a few words of
English. Fabres said, eventhough
Guerrero spoke Spanish he would
only talk English to him, so he
could learn.
Fabres said he saw a challenge
to play collegiate golf in Texas,
because of the highly competive
tournaments, the NCAA has to
offer.
"Last year the team was mostly made up of freshmen, and as

Jose Fabres

Fabres has not returned home
to Chile since he left because,
"golf and my studies are too im- ............................;._______
Manny Garcia goes one-on-one against a Ut Longhorn defender last
portant. I am majoring in Busi- Saturday in the PAV-Trinity tournament. The Broncs won 1-0 and went
ness Management and hopefully on to defeat TLC 5-1 to claim the tourney title.
after graduation , I plan to be a
golf pro in Texas."

Bronc netters of
the week

ports Lines
Sports Editor

Congratulations to the soccer
eam--for winning the Pan Amrinity Soccer tournament this
ast weekend. The Broncs took
he tourney with a 5-1 victory over
exas Lutheran College. The
roncs had upset University of
exas the previous day 1-0, which
aved their way into the final.
The Broncs will not return to
home action until next Wednesday, Oct. 24 when they host St.
Mary's University at 3 p.m.
Intramural news---the weight
room will be open from 1-3 p.m.
this Saturday and is open only to
students and faculty with PAU ID.
Also, Volleyball entry forms are
ue Oct. 26 and can be picked up
at Coach Becky de los Santos's office. Badminton forms will also
be due on Oct. 26.
The intramural tennis tourney
is currently in progress, with
players playing everyday at the PE
tennis courts. According to Coach
ohn McDowell, over 177 parti·ipants have signed up.
Scores from last Thursday's
flag-football game are No Names
wer the BSU 46-0 and in the
women's division the Stars
efeated the Playgirls 16-0.
Coach McDowell has an10unced upcoming events for
lWember and December--a coed
ag-team pie-eating contest, mud
olleyball, tarzan-jane obstacle
·ourse ad bed-sheet volleyball. So
ook for these upcoming events
ou or your club can participate
n!
Mark Nov. 6 on your calenar when the Lady Broncs square
lff against the "mean-green" adninistrators. Admission will be
1.00.

The men's cross-country team
will compete against the state's top
collegiate competitors tomorrow
at the University of Texas Invitational. Runners competing are
Marten Westberg, Oscar Rivas,
Hernan Figueroa, Fidel Geuvara,
Fortino Gonzalez and Raul Garza. The course will be five miles.
The Lady volleyball Broncs
travel to Austin tomorrow for a
tri-match challenge with Sul Ross
State and St. Edward's University. The Lady Broncs played Beeville Community College this past
Tuesday night, but the scores
were unavailable at press time.
The golf team is currently
shooting IO rounds to qualify for
the PAU Golf Classic, which will
held at the Cimarron Country
Club in Mission, Oct. 24-27.
Teams competing will be Houston Baptist, Hardin Simmons,
Oklahoma City University,
Southwest Texas State University, Rice University, St . Thomas
University, Southern Methodist
University, Texas Christain
University, Texas A&M, University of Texas at San Antonio,
Texas A&I, Monterrey Tech and
host Pan American.
Be sure to catch some of the
~Eo.~ts action this week, whethe~
cheering for your favorite flagfootball team. Support the
Broncs! Remember if you or your
team has an important sporting
event coming up and need publicity, drop it by Emilia Hall Room
100, the Monday before Thursday's publication . See ya next
week!

Classified Ads
FOR RENT

'lTDEl\TS

FRO!\I

b it true you 1:an huy Jeeps for S44
through the U.S. governemnr> Get the
facts today! Call Hl.2-742-1142 Ext.
l!JOO-A.

l\lEXICO.

Emplo~·ment

OOMS FOR RENT. 705 West Samano.

GUARANTEED STUDENT LOANS
':\H'R:"\ISHED APARUIEIW. .2
EDROOM. I 1'2 BATH . A/C AND
ENTRAL HEATING. I BLOCK TO

now available for 84-85 se mester. Call
Jim Purcell 585-7970. Phoenix Financial
Network.

:--\U. SWIMMING POOL. CARPORTS.
\'.-\SH DRY HOOK-U PS.
PER
10. 585-6015 - 787-9-03.

GOVERNMENT JOBS. S16.559 -

sno.

Edinhurg mom for rem. Completely furnished + pool pri, ileges. All utilities
paid . S185.(Xl per month S100.00 deposit.
Call 682-1215. asl.. for Mr. Sam:eda . If
una,ailahlc lcaw name and numher.
I :! Bbik fwm PAU. Room & hoard induded in total. For more infom1ation call
.~81-~55 ('.'lormal

For Sale

By Ella de los Santos

a freshman you have to pay. When
you earn a year or two of experience, that is when you
receive," commented Fabres.
"It is very important that we
should win our upcoming tournament at Cimmaron.

Two netters are working hard
for PAU this year are, sophomores
Joe Martinez and Wes Lincoln.
Martinez is from McAllen and
is majoring in General Business,
and finds time to balance his
school work, team practice and a
job all at the same time.
Martinez is an assistant tennis
pro at Cimarron Country Club
and feels he owes a lot to Coach
Byrce Young who has allowed
him to maintain his schedule.
"My main objective for my tennis game this season, is not to let
my mind wander, and concentrate
on my tennis strokes," Martinez
said.

Baptist Church in Mission. After
1
that l went to two tennis campus,
competed in open tourneys. After
a semester at Texas A&M, I came
back to work at the church and I
decided to go to Pan Am. PAU has
the courses I needed, plus the opportunity to get practice in," said
Lincoln.

"As far my future here at PAU
goes, I plan to take it year by year
improving on the way. I have a
way to go to reach my peak but
I know I can achieve it."
Martinez's idol is Mario Martinez who is ranked in the top 100
in the world. "He's my idol
because, if one Martinez can
achieve top 100 ranking , another
Martinez can!"
Wes Lincoln, hails from Humble, Texas and is majoring in
Computer Information and
minoring in Geology. Lincoln
played football and ran track, in
high school but only after high
school did he pick up a tennis
racket and started playing.
"I first came down to the Valley
as a youth minister at the First

--------------------------~------·
Caprice Hairstylist
"I tried out for the team iast
year and didn't make it, but I was
allowed to practice with the
team." Lincoln said, he puts God
first instead of tennis, "I owe a lot
to God and Coach Young for giving me the opportunity to play at
Pan Am this year."

BOBBY FALCON
ANNABELLE GARCIA

JOE FALCON
NORMA DELEON

MON . - SAT.

20% Discount
8 AM to 6:00 PM
011 oll rcgulur scrv1cn
383-7122
with this ;\[)Ill
1114 Closner
Edinburg, TX
78539
___________________________
______ j

"The team 1s looking forward
to playing Southwest Conference
teams and it would be a great accomplishment if we get a win off
a top SWC team."

Are you getting fat and
our wallet getting thin?
Experience

STOCK CAR RACES
and SPECTATOR RACE

$1.00 OFF WITH PAU I.D.
SATURDAY -8:00 P.M.
G.rtes open 1t 6;3D p.m.

GREEK TACOS

BE THERE!

CALL

630GYRO

10th at
Hackberry
McAllen

E. UNIVERSITY
EDINBURG

•••• . .•••• ..................................................H.eNH••H•NH• . . . . . . . . . .•••••• .. •• . .•••

• AFFORDABLE
FAMILY FUN
• COMPLETE
CONCESSK>NS
ilnd
PLAYGROUND

FACILITIES
• ICY COLD BEER

low fat, non-fried,
and good for your diet.
Yet delicious.
One's a meal $2.50

Aduhs - S5.00
Children under 12-S2.0D
Childrai unler 6 - FREE

'JU& Q'Il.A'l'{DE
PEEDW

Photo

==========Express
1 HouR OuAlhy
PhoTo DevdopiNG

~2~

S.

Mi. So. of Expressway 83
S. 10th St., McAllen
843-2789

ClosNER

Great Pool -Great Drink., Great Mu~ic -

EdiNbURG, TEXAS

}8}-2~}7

,111d NOT-B\I) ',a11d1\i<.:lu:~
Wednesdays ··Ladies Night"
All Drinks

.50(!;

selling quality ski and beach trips on
campus. Earn FREE TRJPS AND HIGH
COMMISSIONS. Call Summit tours
800-325-0439.

no

WOMEN

The Latest In PERMS AND CUTS

FREE: Position in\'Ol\'es marketing and

}8}-9012

"Since this is my last season I
want to finish out strong and do
everything I can to win and to give
PAU its second straight winning
season," Rapp said.
"I feel Pan Am Soccer has a
strong future," said Rapp.

SONY, CONCORD, ALPINE, JENSEN

.

PHONE FOR AN APPOINTMENT

Soccer

Large selection of car stereos, speakers, amplifiers.
5% discount with this coupon.

CAMPUS REPS r-i'EEDED - SKI

Am· Pan American t:ninrsih· student
ne~ding transportation to/from· local airport at Christmas Break please call
~81-.2.2.21.

seven games, the team has three
games to go for the season.
Rapp feels that there should be - ·
no reason why the Broncs can't be
successful in all three games.

EDINBURG, TEXAS

S50.553 /year. Now Hiring . Your Area .
For Information Call 805-687-6000 Ext.
R-5008.
.

. Having won the last four games
m a row and the last five out of

(512) 381-8568

Wes Lincoln

P.!!!l.t:t ~

we were hoping to get the chance
to play them again."

J.R.'S T.V. & STEREO SALES
We sell, install, repair
have 2 month layaway plan.

MEN -

Joe Martinez

Jerry Rapp

1406 W. UNIVERSITY

WIIERE TIIE GOOd AMiGOS MEET
UNdER NEW OWNERSJtip

LUNCH SPECIAL
ENCHILADA PLATE
$2.75 with this ad on PAU I.D.
BREAKFAST SPECIAL $1.49
FREE REFILL S O.'\· ,4LL SOFT DRI\.KS

STYLISTS

Dedication to his or her sport
is perhaps the winning statistic.
One such athlete is senior Jerry
Rapp, defensive captain of PAU's
soccer team.
Originally recruited to play
basketball, this Colorado native
was offered a scholarship in soccer and took it.
"I wasn't getting to play
(basketball) and it wasn't fun
anymore so I decided to switch to
soccer:" Rapp said.
Rapps said he became interested in PAU soccer when the
team was sanctioned about two
years ago.
"I knew the team would have
a chance to play some really good
teams, so I decided to take the
scholarship that was offered,"
Rapp said.
Coming of what has been termed as PAU's best weekend of play,
the defensive captain feels the
team was ripe for the wins.
"Our win against UT is a
definite boost for the program. It
came at the perfect time because
we started to peak right before this
tournament so we were ready,"
Rapp said. "We also had
something to prove to UT since
we lost this same tournament to
them last year in San Antonio and

ROOM AVAILABLE FOR PRIVATE GATHERINGS
OR BUSINESS MEETING'S
NEED TO RESERVE ROOM 24 HRS. IN ADVANCE

MoN. - TltuRs.
FRi. & Su.
SuN.

Till

home made pie~

The Only Supcrwcll in town!
Best billard tables in the Valley!
1415 Au~tin St.

Mon. - Sat.

Downtown, McAllen
686-9408

11 a.m. - 2 a.m.

NOW OPENING SUNDAYS 3-10 P.M .
Watch the Dalla~ Cowboy~ on GIANT Screen T.V.

~:}0 A.M. - 11 P.M.
24 HRS.
2 P.M.
home qyll' food

ONE HOUR OF FREE POOL!! W/this AD and PAU I.D.
(ONE COUPON PER PERSON)
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--------Featu reS-----------------------H istorical review of Border
relations seminar today
Dr. Oscar Martinez, Director
of the Center of Inter-American
and Border Studies will be speaking to faculty, students, and the
community today in LA 101 at
10:30 a.m. ori "Transboundary
Relations along the U.S.-Mexico
Border in Historical Perspective."

1948, and Fragments of the Mexican Revolution.
Martinez serves on the Executive Council of the Latin

American Studies Association,
and is vice-president of the
Association for Borderlands

Scholars. He is also Director of
PROFMEX which is a consortium of a U.S. Research Programs
for Mexico.
Everyone in the Rio Grande
Valley and the international
business community in both U.S.
and Mexico is invited to this
lecture.

This program is part of the Lecture Series program established by
the Latin American Studies
Center. The program will also
feature Dr. Rumaldo Z. Juarez,

"~lcoming hands--President and Mrs. Nevarez welcome honors students to their home at last year's reception for honors students. This year reception will be held Nov. 11, from 6 to 8 p.m. at the President's home.
Also shown here greeting students are Judy Vinson, dean of students, and her husband, Bill Shockley, assistant professor of physical science.

Political ads don't make
significant difference
by Gilbert Mena

It is obvious to anyone watching,
TV these days that the presidential elections are just around the
corner. The increase in campaign
commercials is a sure sign of it.
We have all seen Ronald Reagan
pounding away at Modale's tax
proposals and urging Americans
to stay the course to a compete
economic recovery. Likewise, we
have seen pro-Modale commercials reminding us of the huge
government deficit and claiming
that Modale and Ferraro are
fighting for us. Whatever the case
may be, it is clear that both
presidential candidates are
fighting for one thing: our votes.
The question is, "Can these
campaign ads influence our emotional responses and ultimately
our voting behavior?" Two Pan
American professors, Dr. Mark
Winkel, Dr. Robert D. Wrinkle,
and undergraduate assistant Dawn
Novak wondered about the same
thing. Although! their research
was limited to studying certain
factors about voting behavior, it
still provided valuable information.
They conducted an experiment
in which the subjects (Pan-Am
students) tilled out questionnaires
which revealed their partisanship
and evaluated them on sixteen
personality traits. The subjects
where then exposed to video
cassettes containing political
messages which were either prodemocrat. pro-republican. or independent. The subjects' emotional arousal was monitored by
electrodes placed on the skin surface which picked up galvanic
skin changes. similar to a liedetection test. The subjects then
returned one week later and voted
for their favorite candidate.

The researchers expected to
find relationship between the
emotional response caused by the
message, and voting behavior.
"Generally speaking on the context of this experiment we found
that there was no significant difference between democrats and
republicans in the way that they
responded to democratic or
republican appeals.
Of more utility in explaining
the vote choice in this experiment
was the partisanship and the personality traits which the individuals brought to the experiment. For example, a democratic
vote was more likely to be
associated with personality traits
of openness and trust", explained Wrinkle. "The fact that we
were not able to confirm the
hypothesis relating to emotional
arousal and voting behavior indicates that we need to continue
our work in this area" Wrinkle
added.
Unlike the video ads used in the
experiment, TV campaign ads
often use emotionally charged
wording. This can make a difference. Political Science professor Gary Mounce knows this
well. "Generally, political ads
tend to reinforce what one already
believes. It is with those who are
undecided that they can make a

difference. In that case a really
negative ad against an opponent
can be very effective; there is no
doubt about that" state Mounce.
Winkel points out that scientific
methodology allows researchers
to study one thing at a time. "We
may follow up on our study with
a similar one, but do a different
type of commercial, one that is
very emotionally-laden" Winkel
said.
Other factors such as religion,
income, and geographical location also help in molding our
political views. "Persons born into a middle-class family in South
Texas generally are going to vote
democratic" said Mounce.
Nonetheless, political cam-paign commercials are as inevitable as death and taxes; and
as the November 6 election day
draws near, we can expect to see
even more presidential campaign
ads both in1 the media and the
press.
Editor's Note: Research projects

such as this one are being conducted at Pan American University. The Psychology Dept. now
has three positions open for
undergraduate research assistants.
The positions are open to all
psychology and biology majors.
Interested persons should contact
Gloria Gilpatrick in SB 134.

Professor of Sociology at Pan
American University.
Martinez will talk about border
problems and issues of international interest to the Rio Grande
Valley, Mexico, and the U.S.-

"A MUST SEE
EROTIC
MASTERPIECE!"
-Adult Power Magazine

--

Erotic Aerobics
Mexico border region. As a historian, Martinez is well known
national expert on border relations and problems. He is also an
expert on modem history of Latin
America, Mexico and the U.S.Mexico border region. Martinez
holds a Masters Degree from
Stanford University and Ph.D.

Widespread Scandals of Lydia Rated
X
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LATE SHOW
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ONLY

Starts
at
10:30

Hollywood Star
Amanda by
Night
_
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from UCLA. He was formerly associated as a Fellow at the Center
for Advanced Study in the
Behavioral Sciences at Stanford
University.

~x
VI DEOs ~
I EXAS

BEST SELECTION
IN

VHS & BETA

(SALES & RENTALS)

Prior to his present position at
University of Texas at El Paso,
Martinez served as the Director
of the Institute of Oral History
there. He has authored various
books, monographs, and other
publications on border history.

"BEST BOTANA IN THE VALLEY"

Among his books include Border
Boom Town: Ciudad Juarez since

Charbroiled steaks, Fajitas,
Seafood & Mexican Food
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OUTDOOR
STORE
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1328 N. Closner, Edinburg, Texas
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$1
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OFF
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2224 N. 10Tk STREET

I$1

McAl~u, TX
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~J
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686-2204

PUT US TO THE TEST!
• Pennanent Centers open days,
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• Skilled instructors and
dedicated, lull-time staff.
• Homestudy materials constantly
updated by Research Experts.
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• Transfer privileges to over
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BROWNSVILLE. TX 78521
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62 receive monies for programs
Among the students receiving
Sixty-two students have receivgrants and stipends this semester
ed grants and stipends to work on
are, in the post-master's bilingual
graduate and undergraduate
counselor project, Maria Beltran,
degrees in bilingual education,
Pharr, Josefa Cantu and Nicholas
counseling, and special educaCantu, Edinburg; Mike de los
tion.
Santos and Yolanda Salinas,
The grants cover all tuition,
fees. and books and the stipend Weslaco; Encarnacion Garza Jr. ,
Rio Grande City.
helps with other education-related
Also Maria Leal, Luis
costs, according to Dr. Christina
Fernandez, assistant professor of Longoria, Virginia Mann and
Alma Thomas, McAllen; Jorge
special education and co-director
Madrigal , San Juan; Gloria Rinof the Bilingual , Bicultural
con and Irma Saldana, Mercedes;
Special Education, Teacher TrainLupita Silva, Elsa; Linda Taoring, and Counselor Training Promina, Donna.
ject.
Receiving grants and stipends
The grants and stipends will be
to work on master's degrees in
available each year for undercounseling are Blanca Alaniz,
graduate students pursuing
Rosa Fonseca, Margarita Gondegrees in bilingual education, for
graduate students certified in . zalez, Ofelia Islas, Medelia
Ocanas, and Corine West, all of
special education who return for
McAllen; David Cortez, Elsa;
biligual endorsement, graduate
Marta Flores, Weslaco; Belinda
students with bilingual enGarza and Bertha Garza of Pharr,
dorsements who return for !>pecial
education endorsement, pre- Juan Guerra. Mission; and Sylvia
master's degree students in Valadez, Mission; Sylvia Saenz

Juan Cadena and Jesus Panola,
Edinburg; Elida Garza and Raquel Davila, Mercedes; Maria
Garza, Maria Ramirez and
Ernestina de Leon, San Juan;
MaElena Hurtado, Maria Gonzalez, Rosa Garcia and Yvette
Rodriguez. Mission.
Also Teresa Juarez, Harflngen;
Hortencia Meza and Thelma Garza, Weslaco; Maria Morales,
Pharr ; Herlinda Castaneda and
Gloria Trevino, Elsa; Herlinda
Estevanes, Santa Maria; Sylvia
Gonzalez, Roma; Maria Pena,
Rosalinda Garza and Jose
Saldana, McAllen.
Students receiving grants to
work in the area of bilingual
special education are Elva Champion, Mercedes; Hortencia Gonzalez and Nora Castellano, Edinburg; Nelda Zepeda, San Juan.
Receiving grants and stipends
to work on learning disabilities
endorsement are Marina Aguilar,
Alamo; Maria Alvarez, Ediburg;
San Juanita Echavarria, Weslaco;
Landin, Brownsville; and Sofia Dora Gamez, Pharr, Gloria GarVillarreal, Sullivan City.
za, Mercedes; Maria Ochoa,
Receiving grants and stipends Mission; Oneida Saenz, Rio
to work on bilingual education are Grande City.

Pianist
recital
Oct. 28

Imelda Delgado will be featured in a recital featuring works
Scarlatti,
Beethoven,
by
Ginestera, Schelling and Liszt, at
the Fine Arts Auditorium on Sunday, Oct. 28, at 3 p.m.
Admission is $5.00 general admission and $3.00 for students
and Senior Citizens. The public
is invited to attend.
She combines the careers of
concert pianist and teacher, and
when not on tour, she is professor
of piano at Del Mar College and
Corpus Christi State University.
Delgado's engagements have
taken her from Monterrey, San
Luis Potosi, Morelia, Saltillo, and
Guanajuato, Mexico, through
Texas, New Mexico, Missouri, Illinois, Indiana, Vermont, New
Jersey, Wisconsin, and Florida, to
the famed Wigmore Hall in London, England.
counseling and post-master's
A recipient of a Ford Foundadegree students in counseling with
tion Graduate Fellowship, and the
an emphasis on bilingual and
coveted Performer's Certificate
bicultural students.
from Indiana University, Delgado
l _ _ _ _ _ _ COUPON ■ -----ll has received several awards and
scholarships. In addition, she
holds degrees from the UniversiKean's OctoberFEAST
•
ty of Texas, and Indiana Univerz
~\\\
Deli-teful Deal
n sity (from which she earned her
o o\l"'" w,"t $
Colonial Village
o doctorate). Her principal teachers
~ ~\6'f'6 ~i~
Including
10th & Harvey
c:::
have been the late Sidney Foster
~ f<'
Tax
McAllen Texas
~ and
•
Dalies Frantz.
u
Regular Size Kean Sandwich,
686-4993
The American Musical DiPotato Chips & Medium Drink.
gest states; " Miss Delgado is
without a doubt one of finest
~ • . . ; . ; ; ; ; ; _ , COUPON
young pianists in America."
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WHAT, WHERE,
& WHEN
THU _ _ _ _ _ ____,
Jane Fonda Workout. Student Taking Off Pounds will
workout in the University Center T.V. room 320 between

5 p.m. - 6 p.m.
Bake Sale. The Residence Hall Association will raise
funds in front of the L.R.C. from 9:30 a.m. till noon.
Pledge Class Bake Sale Alpha Kappa Psi Pledge Class's
fundraiser is in front of the L.R.C. between 8 a.m. -

1 p.m .

Fellowship Bible Study. Pan American Christian
Fellowship will meet during activity period in the Science
Building 118.
Inter-Varsity Booktable. Students interested in the christian religion, can meet with the Inter Varsity Christian
Fellowship in front of the snack bar 11:30 a.m. -1 :30 p.m.

Bible Study. A spiritual growth and fellowship session with
the United Methodist Campus Ministry will be offered during activity period in the University Center 305.
Information Booth. The Baptist Student Union will
distribute pamphlets and books during activity period in
front of the snack bar and the L.R.C.
Impressions of Rio Grande. Representatives of federal,
state and private organizations will share information and
concerns with the public at a forum on Falcon Thorn
Woodlands. The slide presentation and panel discussion
will be at the Science Bldg. beginning at 7:30 p.m .

FRI
·Friday Night Movies. Entertainment and fellowship,
students can view video tape movies and critique the
movies at the Baptist Student Union Center in 1304, W.
University, Edinburg. The show will begin at 7 p.m. - 10
p.m.

Native Plant Project. Beginning at 7:30 p.m. , the Native
Plant Project of the Rio Grande Valley will hold its October
meeting in the Visitors' Center Auditorium of Santa Ana
National Widllife Refuge. The public is invited to attend.

Christian Choice '84. Students interested in information
concerning '84 elections and the Christian community,
can attend a seminar at the overflow beginning at noon.

SAT
Barbeque Picnic. All biology and chemistry majors and
minors are invited to attend Tri Beta National Honor Society and the American Chemical Society's outdoor picnic.
The get together begins at 11 :30 a.m. at Edinburg's South
Park.

MON
Art Exhibit. An Art Faculty Exhibit at the Fine Arts Bldg.
215 will continue through Nov. 16.

Cooperation & World Stability. The discussion begins
at 4:30 p.m. in the University Center 306. The public is
welcomed to attend .

TUE
Women's Issues and Election '84. The seminar will be
held at the Catholic Campus Ministry Center beginning
at 7:30 p.m.

Are you a Leather man?
Why use a professional model
who looks like a "college man"
for your advertising, when you
can use a man who is an enrolled
college student. That refreshing
piece of philosophy comes from
the MEM Company which has
announced the national campus
search for a man to represent their
English Leather Musk men's
toiletries in 1985. The lucky winners get cash and prizes.

TkuRsdAy OcTobeR _2 j, 1984
PAU SNACk BAR
8 p.M. - MidNiGkT
Cold BEVERAGES Will Be Sold
TickETS IN AdvANCE $2.00
AT dooR SJ .00

To enter send one photograph,
(black and white or color) to
Campus Search For English Leather Musk Man, care of the
editor-in-chief of this newspaper.
The photos must have been take
within the last six months and
must be no larger that 8" by 10"

or smaller than 3" by 5". No purchase is necessary to enter.
The editorial staff of this paper
will select 3 male student representatives of this campus as semifinalists. Each will receive a gift
set of English Leather Musk
men's toiletries. A panel of
judges, selected by the manufacturer, will select one campus winner who will be entered in the national finals. The national winner
will be the English Leather Musk
Man for 1985 and receive a cash
contribution of $1,000 towards his
tuition, a selection of merchandise
prizes, an all-expense paid trip to
New York to be photographed by
a leading photographer. All selections will be based on photographic appeal.

~-----------~]ill~~

~

0
0

TROPHIES
RIBBONS

O PLAQUES
O ENGRAVING

2523 West Pecan Blvd. McAllen Tx.
In The Courtyard - At Pecan Plaza
Call Today
Mon .-Fri. 10-5:00

Outside Engraving Done
Special Discounts To All

682-2329
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ed senator for the School of Social
She went on to say, "Our purA motion was made that a vote
PAUSA cont'd from p.l
Pose during this meeting is to be taken to find 1'f the appointment
"It was harassment directed at
-Ad air retorted "No."
Science, said, " Each group could determine if Igles1·as has the could be tabled fior two weeks It
Elvie, Sonia, and UCPC workLater, F. Rodriguez pointed out have voted for someone else to do character to be Chief Justice."
·
d'd
t ass
1
ers," he said.
no vot1·ng
P · done by secret bal
that,
ironically, D. Rodriguez did it. The future effectiveness of
.
Pulido
tried
to
speak
but
Ada1·r
The
Iglesias then said that after he
mdeed have conflict of interest PAUSA may be affected by our
'
because as a member of Catholic decision."
felt that Pulido was trying to as- lot, 10 for appointing Iglesias and
made the remark he realized he
or
innocence
and
six
against
his
appointment.
C
sess
guilt
shouldn't have said anything.
ampus Ministry he should not
Later in the meeting Ybarra
therefore should not be allowed to
"I did make that statement and
be allowed to vote on the approval said may be he should repeal his
Ybarra surprised the senate
it was unforturnate that I did, but of Iglesias for the chief J·ustice recommendation?
speak, but she finally recognized
when he said he had the right to
him on the floor.
I said it because I was under presposition.
"My answer is that the student
veto their decision."
sta
sure," he said.
ted he also was trylt was CCM that was first re- senate should have the opportuniPulido
This means that Ybarra can apSpeaking on Iglesias' behalf,
g i stered by Iglesias. CCM ty to hear the Social Work Club
ing to determine Iglesias; chapoint Iglesias as chief justice
ra,tt>r
Danny Rodriguez, senator for
registered a fajita booth; the same and Iglesias. To weight their opi"Our purpose here is to also
anyway.
campus religious organizations,
type booth SWC was hoping to nions." he said.
question his character, his abiliThe senate could override his
said, "The organizations gave him register at 9 a.m.
Ybarra insisted that guilt or inty, and his honor towards all
veto with a two-thirds vote.
the responsibility to register for
Ybarra, spoke on his recom- nocence could not and should not
organizations," said Pulido, "I
On Monday, Ybarra said he
them."
mendation of Iglesias, saying he be determined by the student
feel that Mr. Iglesias is not of would not veto. the Chief Justice
He added that it was not Iglesi- had recommended Iglesias be- senate. Adair supported this
character because he robbed orposition is still vacant and Ybarra
as' fault for they did.
cause of his experience.
position .
ganizations of due process."
is looking for applicants.
"He was appointed by the Cath"The issue here is that the
olic Campus Ministry because he
grievance is not against him but
was there to help us fill out the
against UCPC procedures. It is up
forms at which point we asked
to the Student Rights Committee
him to turn them in and he
to hear what Allen did." he said.
agreed."
They stay dark longer! This all cotton denim
Ybarra went on to highly reThe issue at hand, according to
commend Iglesias. "I acknow'-~
keeps its dark indigo color and good looks
Francisco Rodriguez, SWC presi- ledge his statement but I am condent, is conflict of interest. Dur• --~ ,
wash after wash. They're perfect for your
fident he will be objective as
1
ing the meeting he asked if any Chief Justice." said Ybarra. _

General
outlines
leadership
By Mary Howard
Staff Writer

Talking about leadership is like
the story of an old timer who
spoke before Noah on how he had
survived the Galveston flood, said
Brigadier General Belisario D. J.
Flores, "it's pretty difficult."
When speaking before a group
of 30 on leadership Monday
night, Flores, Assistant Adjutant
General for Air for the State of
Texas, suggested that most people
are experts on the subject.
Being constantly surrounded by
leaders- community leaders,
clergy, educators, law enforcement officers- people often wonder what it takes to be a good
leader, said Flores at a seminar
sponsored by American Humanics.
Flores quoted phrases from
over nine leaders and men from
history. One of his favorite quotes
was from the memoirs of General
William T. Sherman It read,
"There is a soul to an army as
well as to the individual man and
no General can accomplish the
full worth of his army unless he
commands the souls of his men
as well as their bodies."
Flores defined leadership as,"
the ability to lead others compounded by prestige, integrity,
character, knowledge, loyalty,
truthfulnes. It involves setting an
example for and looking after the
welfare of subordinates."
"A person must first understand
himself," he said, "if you know
your capabilities and abilities then
you will be in a position to do
something beyond them."
A good leader has to have standards even if these standards do
not gain acceptance, they will
gain respect.
He further added that a good
leader must care about his people. Speaking from personal experience, Flores recalled how his
commanding officer in Korea
visited his troops recalled how his
troops everyday to make sure they
were well taken care of and to
make sure that he knew his men .
In addition to this. a leader
mu!-.! have integrity.

Lee Dress Blues

,\

PLANNED PARENTHOOD:
It Makes Sense.
For contraceptive care, pregnancy and VD
testing, counseling, and educational programs.

1
~

MISSION 585-4575
EDINBURG 383-5082

McALLEN 686-6671
WESLACO 968-5039

PHARR 787-9431

~\

special occasions-Dress Blues by Lee. The brand that fits'."'
J • 100% Cotton, reg. $30.00
• Comfort Stretch, Reg. $32.00 SALE PRICE $19. 95
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Pick up Miller High Life's"
new 32 oz. quart can.
Ounce for ounce, its got
more of that same great
Miller High Life taste.

For those who are leaders and
those who aspire to be, "If you
can just raise your eyes to the
heavens and say. 'God, I did my
best today," said Flores, "Then
nobody can ask anymore from
you:·
In 30 years of military service
Flores has received many awards
and decoration including the
Bronze Star Medal. He is a native
of Eagle P..iss and graduated from
St. Mary"s Univer;ity in San Antonio with a degree in marketing.

WHITE FLOUR

PATOS

O c tober Special
Big Mexican Plate
1-'at Carne Guisada. Spanish Rice.
Ranchero Beans, a Jalapeiio

Only
$2.29
All war around Special 2
Patos Of Sam<' Kmd Spanish

&

•

NORTH 10TH & TAMARACK 686-8409
201 S. 17TH, McALLEN - 687-5392

.. Integrity has a peculiar characteristic, it is very jealous and it
rejects any form of substitution,"
Flores said. " it is non-negotiable."

Ri<..·\!

· • · Men s & Ladies· Apparel-

Ri'lnc ht:'ro Beans

$1.98
For Jaster seruice

roll an order

383-0725
Across from Pan Am

SAFE HALLOWEEN
Coupon book on sale at a ll o utlets
October 1-31
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SWC files grievance against UCPC for illegal procedure
By Joe Vasquez
- Staff Writer
- Prompted by a UCPC Exicutive Council decision which
Social Work Club President,
Francisco Rodriguez, claims is illegal, the SWC filed a grievance
against UCPC to Dean of Students, Judy Vinson, Tuesday.
The SWC asked the UCPC
council · members at last Thurs-

day's meeting to settle the "injustice suffered by other organizations which were robbed of due
process" when student worker
Alan Iglesias registered four
organizations, to which he is a
member, first, Rodriguez maintains that this is a conflict of interest and should not have been
allowed.
The SWC proposed a lottery in

News Briefs

their grievance to the council, in
which the four booths in question
would be made available to other
organizations who sought these
booths.
After Rodriguez made his proposal, everyone was asked to leave
so that the Executive Council
could convene. During this
meeting the lottery proposal was
voted down by the council.
Rodriguez claims this action is
illegal because it violates the
Open Meeting Act. The Act
makes it ille~al for any public or

state funded organization to take
action during a closed meeting. A
new grievance will be formed and
will alledge that the council acted
contrary to rules and regulations
regarding the Board of Regents
and Pan American University.
"It's in the handbook," he said,
''All PAU organizations are subject to the rules governing the
Board of Regents and this includes the Open Meeting Act."
The council will stand behind
its decision and in a letter to the

SWC, the council explained the
reasons for their decision.
SWC also requested revisions
in gu'idelines regarding the registration of booths for future carnivals in the grievance they
presented at the council meeting.
As soon as the policy is finalized and adopted, the policy should
be sent to every organization. asked the SWC.
"I don't foresee any problem
with (this part) of the grievance,"
said Alex Tapia, UCPC vice president.

As of Monday a new policy has
been formulated. but it is waiting
to be voted upon by the council
at the next meeting.
UCPC president. Juan Lara.
said that the council will try to
resolve the conflict as soon as
possible.
Council members wish to move
away from the negative light
which was cast upon them by the
current situation. according to
Lara.
~
··Enough has heen said. we're
See SWC~ pg. 3

Gr~at Pumpkin Carnival Saturday
Top prize for booths will be $75
at UCPC's Carnival of the Great
Pumpkin on the parking lot this
Saturday night at 1:30 p.m.
The 36 booths will be judged
for creativity, originality, and atmosphere. Second and third place
will each receive $50 and $25
respectively.
A major attraction at each
year's carnival is the Rocky Horror Picture Show. This year the
classic will be shown in the
Ballroom at 9:30 p.m. and midnight on Saturday and 7:30 and 10
p.m. on Sunday. Admission is $2
with ID card or $2 .50 general
admission.

At each showing UCPC will
sell survival kits which include
rice, toast , matches, and, of
course, newspaper.
A costume contest will be held
during each showing. The winner
will receive a Rocky Horror
Soundtrack and two movie tickets.
Second and third place winners
will each receive a free movie
ticket.
This year's carnival will consist
of 10 food booths and 26 variety
booths.
Entertainment will be provided
by Trixx, a local band. UCPC is
currently searching for another
band to fill the concert ticket.

'Antigone' opens tonight
"Antigone", by Sophocles, the slated by Dudley Fitts and Robert
first show of the season for the Fitzgerald. Doug Cummins, the
Pan American University Thea- director of the play, chose this
tre, will opzn at 8 p. m., tonight adaptation because he thought it
night at the Fine Arts Auditorium. reflected Sophooles' original conOne of the oldest known plays, cept most accurately, but could
"Antigone" tells the story of a also be entertaining to modern
headstrong youn8 girl who breaks audiences.
..Antigone" will be performed
the law to serve the gods and an
obstinate king who must punish tonight through Saturday at 8 p.m.
her as an example for others who with a matinee tomorrow at 2.
Tickets may be purchased at the
might defy him.
The version to be performed by door and admission is free for
the University Theatre was tran- anyone with a PAU I. D.

Kappa Sigs sponsor Fright Niglit
Kicking off the Halloween
weekend will be a Fright Night
costume party sponsored by the
Kappa Sigs tonight from 8 p.m.
to midnight at the Snack Bar.
KRGV's Leo Marroquin will be
on hand to provide music and
entertainment. Free albums will
be given away.
The highlight of the evening
will be a costume contest. Six
winners will be chosen by a panel

of Kappa Sig judges. Prize awarded will include , a long sleeve
sweat shirt for 1st place winners,
T-shirts for 2nd place winners and
large mugs for 3rd place winners.
Door prizes such as key chains
and mugs will be awarded to the
first 50 people.
Tickets are on sale now for
$2 .00 from any Kappa Sig
member of little sister or $3.00 at
the door.

M.D. speaks on Central America
Charles L. Clements, M.D.
will speak about his efforts to
mobilize and inform the American public on the need for peace
and justice in Central America at
7:30 p.m. Monday in the LRC
media theatre.
He has worked extensively as
a medical doctor in El Salvador;
he was also a liaison to the International Committee of the Red
Cross to negotiate the release of
captured Salvadorn Army sol-

diers. In addition, he also served
in Vietnam and followed that with
three years of working and traveling in third world countries.
His experiences, paired with
the nature and extent of U.S. involvement in Central America,
have convinced Clements that
another Vietnam-like situation is
in the offing.
BARCA and UCPC are cosponsoring his visit.

. Nichols' work chosen for show
"Grovescape with Figures" a
charcoal drawing by E. E.
Nichols, Associate Professor of
Art, was selected from a national
field of over 400 entries for inclusion in the 30th Annual Drawing
and Small Sculpture Show, Ball
State University, Muncie Indiana.
Nichols' drawing was selected
by juror Evan M. Mauer, Director, University of Michigan
Museum of Art.

Mauer commented on the exhibit by saying, "As in the recent
past the final selections are marked by a great variety that reflects
the many trends current in the
world of contemporary art. More
importantly, they demonstrate the
strength and individualism of artists who are congnizant of these
stylistic terms yet able to maintain within them the vitality and
uniqueness of their own personal
vision and expression."

Alumnus speaks on interviewing
I•

Pan American alumnius will
visit with students and talk about
job interviewing skills tomorrow
at the Business building Room ll3
during activity period.
David Castillo, 1982 graduate
of PAU, is now working for the
Pete Marwick and Mitchell Accounting Firm of Houston.
He will speak to students on the
• importance of being prepared for
• nrofessional iob interviews.

"We get to be exposed to their
duties and accounting procedures," said Norma Villareal
accounting society president,
"and we develop relationships
with practicing accountants."
The accounting society has 25
active members within its
organizations and according to
Villareal students get information
first hand which is usually not
available in the classroom

Is The Doctor In?--Edinburg youngsters visited Emily McCormick's
Community Nursing Class last Friday, where they has a mini orienta-

tion on hospital procedures and equipment.
(Photo by Henry Cantu)

Proposition 2 information available
By Rose M. <;onzalez
Stall Wnt~r

Aside from the presidental election and the senatorial race between Lloyd Doggett and Phil
Gramm, Texas voters will cast
their ballots on a proposition that
is important to 26 universities, including Pan American.
"Our biggest enemy is ignorance and apathy," said Regent
Ramon Garcia. "People that don't
care or don't know what it is and
they tend to not vote for or against
a proposal."
Proposition Two establishes a

new fund for all institutions outside the Unversity of Texas and
Texas A&M. The resolution proposes a specific fund available for
new construction money, remodeling of exisitng buildings and
new equipment.
"We've been contacting all the
different cities and school boards
and service clubs and getting
them to understand what Proposition Two is about."
Garcia heads the Task Force, a
local group striving to inform
Valley residents about the impor-

tance and passage of Pt'bposition
Two. The group has divided
themselves into the four main
counties in an effort to reach each
prospective voter.
The Task Force has made presentations to different civic
organizations in the Valley and all
of them have supported their efforts. Organizations like the
Kiwanis Club in McAllen, the
Valley Superintendents Assoc.,
Rio Grande School Board Assoc.
and Valley Interfaith are among
the many organizations supporting the Task Force's efforts.

"We're trying to get them to
vote for Proposition Two and get
them to tell their neighbors that
it's a good thing for Pan American
University and the valley as a
whole," added Garcia.
Garcia says that they do not
have people up in Austin as interested in Pan American University as they arc in UT and Ai,M.
The figures last session showed
how much Pan American University received per student when
compared with a student from UT
and A&M.
See PROP. two pg. 3

Doggett addresses Valley Inter-faith
By Olga Gonzalez
Staff Writer
"An empty chair has more
understanding of the Valley than
Mr. Gramm does ... the only time
(Gramm) shows any interest in the
Valley is at election time."
Senator Lloyd Doggett made
this statement against Congressman Phil Gramm Sunday
afternoon in San Juan at the Triple City Ballroom after addressing Valley Interfaith (VIF).
The two, opponents in the Texas
senatorial race, have been contacted several times since Aug. 1

for the purpose of appearing
before VIF for an accountibility
session. According to VIF member Marie Sego, the candidates
were to address the Valley's important issues. This would allow
the organization to see exactly
where they stood and to assess the
future of a relationship with
whoever wins.
However, only Doggett was
able to attend. In comments made
after the meeting, Doggett noted
Gramm's absence was representative of his attitude towards the
Valley.

Gramm was unable to attend
because of a full schedule according to a letter from his Deputy
Campaign Manager John Weaver.
The letter was read aloud by VIF
Chairperson Hector Rodriguez in
Doggett's presence.
"(Gramm) has never spoken a
word against the burning of the
PCB's in the Gulf," Doggett
charged. " He has passed legislation that cut the health care funds
here. He (also) stood silent when
Mr. (Tom) Pauken came here and
abused the Valley at a time when

there was great suffering in this
area."
These three areas of concern
were the ones VIF members
wanted answers to in the accountability session.
Doggett was asked if he would
introduce legislation forbidding
the burning of toxic wasted in the
Gulf of Mexico. This concern
arose over the recent visit of an
Environmental Protection Agency official in Brownsville.
According to VIF member Dr.
Juan Sanchez, the EPA Chief
See Doggett pg. 2

Dr. Gramm campaigns for husband
By Mary Howard
Staff Writer

"If you put Phil (Gramm) in the
Senate, that's not his seat, that's
your seat, he will listen to you .
He's very interested in the problem5. of South Texas," said Dr.
Wendy Gramm, wife of the senate
candidate at the faculty lounge
Tuesday.
''As an economist, his view of
what this area needs most is more
jobs and opportunities," she said.
Gramm is currently cosponsorine an Enterprise Zone

Legislation, "which would encourage businesses to come here
and locate along the border area
and high unemployment area ..."
said Dr. Gramm. The legislature
would create a net of 500 new
jobs in this area.
Dr. Gramm is very optimistic
that President Reagan will be
re-elected.
"We need to be sure that if we
have a problem in Texas some
Senator will go up and talk to the
president about a problem," she
said. "You need to make sure that

at least one Senator will be able
to knock on the president's door
in the oval office."
Concerning the President's plan
to place a nuclear dump outside
of Laredo, Dr. Gramm said
" ...very frankly I don't see how
the President will do this over
Phil's very strong objections ..."
The candidate's wife said her
husband prefers to talk about his
record and where he stands on
important issues rather than reply to outrageous claims made bv
his opponent in several ads.

"I think it's curious that his opponent (Doggett) is not talking
about his record ... , he really
doesn't talk about his stands," Dr.
Gramm said.
"Phil Gramm does."
She went on to say that Gramm
has worked hard with the president to make sure that the country has a strong economy.
This president has taken this
country, that was in a recession,
and through his policies has made
that economic recovery open up
See Gramm pg. 6
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Editorial

Candidates pursue
youth vote
Maybe the presidential candidates are finally
beginning to realize that there is a big, untapped
reservoir of voters here on the college campuses that
are just waiting to be exploited.
Candidate Walter Mondale ls said to be heartenoo by what supporters term "exceptional" and "very
iiceptive" student audiences at several recent camll).Js appearances. But the democrats "new strategy"
rftay be a futile cause as many rxperts point out that
the student vote seems to be swinging toward President Reagan.
.. With all the attention students are receiving
hopefully the young people will show what a force
¢:an be. Mondale and Reagan both have been stopping at most every campus on the campaign trail.
Mondale headquarters recently sent out press
releases for National Student Voter Registration Day,
isserting "students will vote in significant numbers
tb put an end to Reagan's underestimate of your
generation."
"Your generation will decide this race," one of
Kitondale's prepared statem nts said. "For Ronald

Reagan to think that you don't care about yor own
futures--care about cuts in loans for education and
most of all about nuclear war--is sheer arrogance."
However, the Reagan campaign seems to have had
a head start on college campuses with a highly
organized Students for Reagan-Bush campaign. College campuses seem to have beenbombarded with
posters, bumper stickers and pins this fall.
At campus stops Reagan has emphasized the increases his administration has made in student aid,
and how the standards have been tightened to help
the truly needy.
Of course the democrats contend that the Reagan
administration has cut financial aid for college
students, social programs and social security. Check
the record for yourself, and you will see that these
programs have not only been improved, but that
more people who really need that help are getting it.
Next week, The Pan American will run the campaign platforms of both presidential candidates and
state senatorial candidates. Judge for yourself who
·,
is the best candidate.

Letters to the Editor
•
"

Presidential disagreement
To the Editor,
In response to Mr. Gurne
Ybarra's comments about President Reagans' visit to the Valley,
I believe that we must put matters
in different perspective.
It is quite correct that during the
Presidency unemployment has
decreased to about 7.5 percent and
interest rates have also decreased.
But, we still continue to have approximately
8.5
million
unemployed persons and l.2
million "discouraged workers" (a
total of 9.7 r:nillion). In Hidalgo
county about 20 percent of the
population is currently without a
job. This figure is sure to increase
when migrant farmworkers return
to the Valley. Also, inner-city
unemployment for Black
' teenagers has reached up to 50
percent in some areas.
The Administration's economic
policies have significantly increased the number of impoverished
families. In his acceptance
speech, President Reagan claimed that the annual growth in
, poverty decreased during his first
two years and stopped in 1983. I
am not certain whether Mr.
Reagan just attempts to mislead
the American public or he actually believes his political rhetoric.
The Center on Budget and National Priorities indicate that from
1981 through 1983 two million
Americans fell below the poverty level and we are still waiting
for 1984 statistics.
President Reagan insists that the
American public is better off than
they were four years ago. This
, assertion is only applicable to the
► pper class. Census data review-ed- by the Urban Institute reveal00, that the bottom fifth of the
,,i,_pulation have lost $522.00 from
·their already meager income. The
middle fifth of the population had
an annual increase in purchasing
power of only $177.00.
fo contrast, the top 20 percent

has an average increase of
$3,262.00. Reagan's economic
policies enabled the average
American family to go to the
movies and have a nice dinner at
a restaurant. The average rich
family could take a Caribbean
cruise. I beleive that these are
significant differences that the
Reagan's economic policies are
affecting the American public.
The President's so-called trickle
down theory is actually working.
The rich receive the downpour of
the benefits; the middle class
receive a trickle and there is
nothing left for the poor.
As far as education is concerned, President Reagan has promised to abolish the Department of
Education. He has reduced the
budgets for migrant education
programs, ...,.Jieadstart, school
lunch r~ams and financial aid
to college students. These are
Reagan's contributions to the area
of education. These policies are
having a negative effect on the
Valley population. In order to
polish up his image with Mexican
Americans, President Reagan
handed out certificates to
Hispanic educators at the White
House. But this action will not
alleviate the effect of his education policies on the Mexican
American population.
Finally, Reagan's foreign policy
has given us embassy bombings,
250 servicemen killed in Beruit,
a return to gun-boat diplomacy in
Latin American and no arms control agreement of serious negotiations with the Soviet Union. In El
Salvador, President Reagan is
supporting a reactionary oligarchy
which is responsible for the majority of the 45,000 civilian
deaths. He (Reagan) has decided
to support Roberto di\ubuisson,
a man described by the U.S. embassy as a "pathological killer."
Roberto di\ubuisson is believed
to have organized the assassination of Catholic Archbiship Oscar
A. Romero and also to have conspired to assassinate our present

Ambassador. Reagan has attempted to solve complex problems
with the use of military force and
not through diplomatic means.
Ricardo Garcia

Disappointed reader
To the Editor:
I am very disappointed to learn
that the PAU newspaper staff
voted to pursue the matter of a
lawsuit against the Edinburg
Police Department.
All our overburdened court
system needs is yet another
frivolous lawsuit when it is obvious that there was wrong on
both sides.
(I) The polire-officer should not
have confiscated the film. This is
obvious. I'm sure he and the other
officers of Edinburg regret this action. He should have known that
his rights were not being violated
by having his picture taken on the
street, but how often do you think
this subject comes up in a'ny officer's career? Now he has been
educated---by the PAU paper, The
Monitor and the local TV news.
(2) If the photographer was
working as an official representative of the PAU paper at the time
of the incident, she should have
had her identification with her.
Also it would have been polite
(though not a legal obligation) to
ask the officer's permission to
take a picture and explain why she
wanted one.
(3) If the purpose of the lawsuit
is to draw attention to this infraction of the photographer's rights,
that point has been made through
the publicity immediately following the incident. The Police Dept.
has apologized and the officer has
received a figurative and perhaps
literal, slap on the wrist.
In conclusion, it seems to me
that the ACLU is instigating the
lawsuit. While the ACLU has an
important role to play in pur
jidicial system, it is my opinion

There's Always Something

that they are very free in tossing
Every right, including the rights freedom and power given---or to
waste it on a molehill that quickaround the "rights" and are all too of a free press, carries with it a
silent with the word "responsibi- responsibility---a responsibility ly became a mountain.
not to abuse or misuse the Terri Zavaleta
lities".
Doggett cont from pg. I
Assi!)tant Administrator for Water, damage to new boms, and general
public works projects ... and also
Jack Ravan, left no question over poor health .
work with VIF to find new and
· the future burning of toxic waste
"If you are elected, can we creative ways to improve the
in the Gulf.
count on you to restore money to economy of the Valley in a ... per"This concerns us very much," Valley clinics and hospitals where manent way?" asked a VIF
Sanchez said. "A chief recrea- this is desperately needed?" San- member.
tional area ...jobs... the shrimp in- chez said.
Doggett asserted this was an
dustry...would all be affected."
Doggett said the cut backs in important objective for him. He
Doggett said he intended to pass health care had been "short said that on the whole question of
legislation that would keep the sighted;; and he gave his support jobs, he would look to people like
Gulf from becoming a "cesspool to federal aid increases.
VIF members with experience in
for the rest of the nation's toxic
Jobs, in both the short- and the Valley instead of office holders
garbage".
long-term perspective, were also who did not understand the
The senator also said he would discussed. Doggett was remind- Valley.
not be obligated to the toxic ed that 30 percent unemployment
"One of the ways I hope to
chemical industry in any way exists in the Valley. He was also work with VIF. .. is by opening a
because "I have not received one told that compared to Austin, the district office here in the Valley,"
dollar of campaign contributions Valley has an equal number of Doggett said. " I think the Valley
(from them) and will. .. be able to voters. However, unlike Austin , has been left out in the past. .. the
give my undivided devotion to not even "one-tenth" of the atten- office would be here year round
keeping toxic waste out of the tion that Austin's unemployement (if elected), to be assessible on
Gulf with your advice."
problems received was paid the jobs and health care questions."
Sanchez then voiced another Valley.
He also commended VIF for
" Will you initiate legislation coming to Austill this .summer ofconcern of the organization, one
about health care for indigent peo- that would fund both short-term fering jobs legislation.
ple of the Valley. Federal aid r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - reductions over the last few years
have resulted in reduction in
health care, according to Sanchez.
Combined with a bad economy, t---""!3i'::3i':r:id-;Yii!e~a::r--cPai::':-n-A~m=-=e:;ri:".:'ca::n:---'r.E~d~in':i'b,_u_r_g_,~Ti:-ex_a_s_ __.
this has produced an alarming rise t----------~~-~-----_;_:.:..::..5:~,;;;,::::.;__ ____.
in still-born deaths, severe brain
Nora Lopez
Editor

The Pa11 American

Brad Nibert
Managing Editor

Midterm already? I can't
believe I slept through it ·.
Believe it or not we have hit the
midterm of the semester.
Its that time of the year again
when you have to decide whether
you want to pass you classes and
study to make the grade, or
whether you want to wait until
finals week to learn everything
during the infamous all-nighters
you most assuredly will pull.
By now most students will try
to get over the procrastination bug
that has been going around instead
of the flu and actually begin some
kind of a study routine.
Of course some students will
·till be suffering from the disease

and they will have to try to fight
it off by making periodic visits to
the library or by attending classes
regularly.
For the students that have a
really hard core procrastination
attack all they can hope for is patient tutors and a good supply of
No-Doze.
And of course, there are always
the relapses one must try to overcome. They usually will hit you
most unexpectedly right before
the Carnival of the Great Pumpkin and during Thanksgiving
holidays.
Probably the best one can hope

for is two term papers due the
Monday after those two party
weekends to force you to do some
work before finals week.
If this doesn't work there's
always pre-registration---if you
think you will need to have
another semester to think about
the same thing you can sign up for
the same class early.
The best sign of all of course
is those little computerized forms
all your teachers have been asking you to autograph in case you
should want your "D'' or "F"
posted by social security number.
Seeing that "D" or "F" next to

your particular number is one way
to get you out of your studying
slump and get you back into the
swing of things.
And as if this was not enough,
candidates for Who's Who will
soon be announced---and just seeing their GPA's in print is enough
to make most people feel terrible
about not studying.
So remember, there are only
about eight weeks left if you really
want to do something this semester.
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Minor players excel
,

University Theater opens with 'Antigone'

I
I

t

,.
I

I

; The University Theatre picked
(he classic greek tragedy ''Antigone" to open its new season.
~venthough its always difficult to
c:io a dramatic production such as
Chis, there were several good
performances.
A great deal of time seemed to
have been spent on the production, especially with the impressive set designed by Kerri
Logsdon. It is probably one of the

university's best, as it really
seems to fill up the stage of the
Fine Arts Auditorium.
Melody McAnear and Valente
Rodriguez stood out in their rather
minor roles as Ismene and the
Sentry respectively.
McAnear seemed right at home
on stage, and was especially impressive in her second scene.
As always, Rodriguez was completely in command of his role.

scenes which were also important.

One could really sympathize for
him as the bearer of bad news.
In the title role of Antigone,
Susan Taylor semed a little bit lost
in the large production. Overall,
though, Taylor was quite capable
in her role.
In the very demanding role of
Creon, Dan Arguijo looked to be
in a little over his head. Arguijo
seemed better in the very dramatic scenes, than the regular

As the old soothsayer Tieresias,
Charles Pokorny put in another
notable performance. Pokorny
showed that he was really able to
let loose, but kept his scene in
reasonable bounds.
The only really umpleasant element of the production was the
choice of music during the chorus

scenes. although you will probably get used to it as the play
goes on.
The rest of the cast. who were
on stage through most of the production, did a fine job.
Other cast members include:
Ed Vela as Choragos. Jeff Marquis as Haimon, Wendy Morse as
the Messenger, and Heidi Lee
Finley as Euridice.
Chorus members are: Douglas

Searls. Frank Doyno. Mikk Porras. Diana Gerusa. Lois Day. Ke!- ·
ly Fitzgerald. Veronica Cantu.
Eliza Juarez. Marquis. Porkorny.
Morse and Finley.
Director Dr. Doug Cummirl$
picked a very easily understood'
translation of the greek tragedy ~
for this production. Even if yo,u '
hated "Antigone·· in your greek
literature class. you just might
find this show to be entertaining.
I

_
Foundations schol~rship awarded
Ten members of the Student criteria and his/her contribution
:Foundation were each awarded a to Pan American Unviersity was
:$200 scholorship this past week. evaluated.
; Judy Vinson, dean of students and
advisor for the Foundation anVinson also pointed out that
nounced the receipient winners at
each member held the responthe end of their weekly meeting.
sibility of renewing their scholarAccording to Vinson, a panel of ship of the beginning of the
three judges reviewed each ap- semester. They are requireed to
plication carefully. Vinson said maintain their 2.5 grade point
that each student's academic average and continue their par-

The Student Foundation is both
ticipation with the Student
a leadership development proFoundation.
Recipients of the $200 were: gram for students and an enrichJose Arevalo, Edinburg; Vivien ment program for the University.
Benbow, McAllen; Leticia Calvo,
Donna; Noel Cardenas, Weslaco; The organization gives students
Nora Lopez, Edinburg; Maxine heightened experience in leaderMendoza, Weslaco; Susanne ship development. It also gives
Miller, Harlingen; Brad Nibert, the University a team of highly
Edinburg; Fidel Luis Pena, committed students to serve as
McAllen; and Gloria Rodriguez, recognized agents of the
Mission.
University.

SWC cont from pg. l _ _ _ __

here to provide activities," he
said.
On the other hand, Alan Iglesias, UCPC worker who registered the four organizations, has
filed an action against the SWC
asking for a public apology for
"defamation of my character."
He alleges that SWC has
misdirected their attempt for
justice. ·
"The SWC has maliciously used incorrect evidence and slander
·against me in a situation not con·cerning the issue of the universi·ty policies," he said in a letter to
:Rodriguez.
:. He also says that a SWC member has "verbally announced attempted physical abuse directed
·'on me."
"If he would tell us who it is,
we would do something, but we
'know of no one in the organiza·:tion who said anything," said
: Rodriguez .
Iglesias also told Rodriguez that
the action has been filed with PAU
: Traffic and Security.

sity would have to justify f need
,
to the Board.
"It is a lot less involved" said
Garcia "and easier to do than it
state's revenues to the creation of is to get up to the legislature and
the designated fund or "the higher
try to lobby for help for Pan
education fund."
American University."
The fund would be coordinated
Garcia said that the Task Force
through the efforts of the Texas will need the students' help in
Coordinating Board. Each univer- their efforts. Ninety five percent

of the students are Valley people
and this being a Valley university, the Task Force is trying to
upgrade and maintain the university as a whole.
"We're going to need the
students' help," added Garcia.
"This is your school and we certainly need your help in this effort."

derive from the state legislature.
The legislature by general law
may designate portions of the

,, ,,,,
I

The following is a list of job opporlunities available in the VJlky area. If intcrcslcd in am~
(?f trese JOdbs. please contacl our offil'e as soon as possible. The Student Employment Sen ic-c
ts ocate 31 the Student Services Bu ilding. Rm. 153.

CASHIER/CLERK

BOOKKEEPER

$3.35/hr.
Evenings and weekends-approx.
30 hrs./wk.
Mission, TX

$3.35/hr.
15-20 hrs./wk.
McAllen. TX

The PAU Choir will present its structor, who recently has come
first concert of the season on 1 to PAU from_the University of
Thursday Nov. l, at 8 p.m. in the Oklahoma, will deliver exFine Arts Auditorium.
planatory remarks to introduce
The program will feature sacred the audience to music of so reand secular music of the Middle mote a time.
Ages and Renaissance, and will
"Our concert fulfills several obinclude music of the most famous jectives," explained Munn. "First,
we want to illustrate the changes
composers of those periods.
The choir will be conducted by in musical style over three cenChristopher Munn, music in- turies. These changes will be obvious to everyone.
Further, we shall demonstrate ,
"We checked with Traffic and
Security and no grievance has the changes in the character of
been filed,' said Rodriguez , vocal sound which took place dur"We're going to write Iglesias and ing this time. Not only are these
thank him for acknowledging that sound educational objectives for
there was an injustice and to go
ahead and file his grievance."
When contacted, Iglesias would
not give any instances of harassment. He also gave no reason for
the , -::tion not being filed with
Traffic and Security.

music students, but this concert
includes music which will be
entertaining to every segment of
our community.
Munn added that Spanish
villancicos were extremely popular in the sixteenth century and
are just as delightful to hear today.
''Although peopkf, -usually do
not associate humor with serious
musie, compositions often were
· quite festive and.witty," he said.

.
Save up to $59

PLUS A FREE GRADUATION

DIAMONDS & WAT
FINE JEWEL
FTS FOR ALL OC

KEY CHAIN. ASK FOR
COMPLETE DETAILS.

I

GOLD LANCE CLASS RINGS.

313-2432

2-4 WEEK DELIVERY.

ltl. UTI

The new grievance which the
SWC has filed will name UCPC
.ts the defendant.

UIIC

GIFT WRAPP
ENGRAVING
JEWELRY
WATCH REPAIR

LIFETIME WARRANTY.

PORTER'S JEWELRY
110 NORTH TWELFTH
EDINBURG, TX
78539

CLIP THIS AD AND BRING TO OUR STORE
BY DEC. 31 1984 TO QUALIFY.

I

Caprice Hairstylist

Classified Ads

MEN -

WOMEN

The Latest In PERMS AND CUTS
Employment

CAMPUS REPS NEEDED - SKI Room For Rent - 1/2 Block from PAU.
FREE: Position involves marketing and Come Join Our Family! Call 381-6455

selling quality ski and beach trips on (Norma/Dolores.)
campus. Earn FREE TRIPS AND HIGH
COMMISSIONS. Call Summit tours
800-325-0439.
STUDENTS FROM MEXICO.
ROOMS FOR RENT. ';U5 West Samano.
383-22!7.
It is true you can buy jeeps for $44
th rough the U.S. government? Get the
3 bedroomv'2 bath -$335.00, $250.00
; facts today! Call 1-312-742-1142 Ext.
deposit.
2 bedroom/2 bath Condo.
. 8300-A.
$400.00. $250.00 deposit. 383-6251.
GUARANTEED STUDENT LOANS

now available for 84-85 semester. Call
Jim Purcell 585-7970. Phoenix Financial
Network.

MON.· SAT.

FOR RENT

GIGANTIC YARD SALE -

Sofas ($45.00), typewriters, stools,
GOVERNMENT JOBS. $16,559 - pocket calculators, lawn chairs, stereo,
$50.553/year. Now Hiring. Your Area. brand new Mexican glassware, come
For Information Call 805-687-6000 Ext. see the exceptional hand-made MexR-5008.
.ican art pieces, clothing, 10-speed bicyMUST SELL 1983. Yamaha XV - 750 cle ~nee~ work), pencil sharpeners,
• 1 d·t· ) A" Sh ks recliner, 74 Pontiac Ventura ($650.00
Vl·rago (S pec1a
e I mn . ir
oc
fli
h
·
(front-back). Shaft driv 1
•
or best o er~ or credit), and other
e, ow mi1eage. numerous articles. 521 W. Van Week
..
Excellent condition. Call 687-5452.
(38!-6455) Thursday-Saturday.

$3.35/hr.
20 hrs ./wk.
Harlingen, TX

383-7122
1114 Closner
Edinburg, TX
78539

II

.

.

•..:
.,

•. '
t

ACCOUNTING ASSISTANT

SECRETARY/BOOKKEEPER

30-40 hrs./wk. P-T or F-T
Salary is Negotiable
Weslaco, TX

$3.35/hr.
20 hrs./wk.
McAllen, TX

DENTAL ASSISTANT

BOOKKEEPER-ACCOUNTING/SECRETARY

mornings)
Donna, TX

DATA ENTRY OPERATOR

$3.35/hr.
Part-Time afternoons and/or

$3.35/ hr.
12 noon - 5 p.m. (approx. 30
hrs./wk .)
McAllen, Tx

evenings
Harlingen, TX

OFFICE ASSISTANT/ACCOUNTING CLERK
$3'.35/hr.'
16-20 hrs./wk.
Alamo, TX

I
I
I

PRICE CHECKER
$3.35/hr.
30 hrs./wk. (9 a.m. - 3 or 4
p.m.)

Donna, TX

For $1295, a Kaypro 2 not only comes complete
with all the hardware you need, it comes complete
with all the software you need:
• Word Processing/ Spelling
• Data Base Management (filing/
reporting) • Financial Spreadsheeting. And with CP/M,
Kaypro can run thousands of
other programs for more specialized
needs. Come in today for a
:·_-:§ g
CO!nplete demonstration. Th~c-:~pk= Bus~e: Computer.

:_-=_:=-==-

I
I

20 % Discount
on all regular services
with this ADJ!!

I
I
I
I

I
I
I

South Texas Calculators
1307 Pecan - McAllen
687-5371

----------------------------~----J

0

Get Credit!
With Kaypro Quick-Credit

11 R-31 ••-"••···...,,••••,,••••·
•
•
•
•

AboRTioN
PREGNANCY TEniNG
BiRTk CONTROL SERViCES
\
PllOblEM PREG_NANCY CouNsdiNG

All
SERvicES
STRiCTly
CoNfidENTiAl

FORMERLY TREASURE HILLS WOMENS CENTER

428-6242

2220 HAINE

SUITE 35

• LOCATIONS IN AUSTIN, CORPUS, EL PASO, SAN ANTONIO & WICHITA . FALLS

PUT.US TO THE TEST!
• l'amlanent Centm open days,
•

Academy of total fashion
687-7628

•
•
•

3302 BOCA CHICO
SUITE 203
BROWNSVILLE, TX 78521
(512) 5,1.2454

evenings, wttlcends.
Complete TEST-N·TAPE·•
facilities .
Skllled Instructors and
dedicated, 11111-time 111n.
Homestudy materials constantly
updated by Research Expelts.
Low Hourly Cost.
Transfer privllqes to Mr
120 locations.

~-H.
KIIPUIN
EDUCATIONAL
CENml

'IUT-.cncN SP£0M.ISTSSINCE In New 'lbt1< Slate· ~ H illplor! Edu<atlonli Cenle< llO

NATIONAL MED BOARDS
.MSKP · FMGEMS
FLEIC ·NOB. NPB
NCR· NCLEX·RN
CGFNS -CPA
SPEED READING
ESL INTENSIVI REVIEW
INTRODUCTION TO
LAW SCHOOL
CALL DAYS. EVENINGS
&WEEKENDS:
11617 N . CENTRAL EXP.
DALLAS, TX 78543

(214) 750-0317

Certified Sebastian Salon
Full Service Salon

j..
i,

631-4191

1220 North 10th"' ,
McAllen, Texas
~

~~,,~i~"~l.~,,~~

I

.'

20 hrs./wk. (I p.m. - 5 p.m.
Mon-Fri.)
Salary Negotiable
McAllen. TX

SALESPERSON

t

8 AM to 6:00 PM

•

2201 NORTH 10TH. (Petite Mall)
McAllen
Haircut:were $9.00 Now $4.00
1?erms;were $35.00 Now $12.00

$3.35/hr.
20 hrs./wk .
Progreso, TX

'

Tickets may be purchased at the
door at $5 for adults. Students and
senior citizens will be $3.

in Frtt OpCions on your Gold Lane, Cws RlnR

I

STUDENT AIDE/CLERICAL

STUDENT
AIDE/BOOKKEEPER

$3.35/hr.
Full-Time (9 a .m. - 5 p.m . Mon.Fri. & possibly some Sat.

Choir opens season Nov. 1

I

Job Column.):

Cotinued from page ! _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

"Nineteen bucks per student
just doesn't compare with $4,991
per student at Texas and $7,600
per student at A&M," continued
Garcia.
If the proposition passes, it will
mean a new dedicated appropriation of $100 million per year, starting 1986, for a new college construction fund. The funding will

1 I

1f

'

'
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Border relations expert outlines U.S.-Mex·ico problems .;
The Simpson-Mazzoli Bill exemplifies the type of bad policy
that results when governments
misunderstand the conditions of
areas far from the central government, in this case, the U.S.Mexico border, according to an
expert on border relations. ,
Dr. Oscar Martinez, Director
of Inter-American and Border
Studies at the University of Texas
at El Paso, identified this problem
Thursday morning when he addressed the topic of "A Historical
Perspective on Transboundary
Relations Along the U.S.-Mexico
Border".
"The Simpson-Mazzoli Bill il1ustrates the problem (of

misunderstanding) because it is
based on the premise ... that the
border is a trouble spot, that we're
being invaded, that in the future
the South West could lead to destabilizaton of the area . . . this
motivates leaders towards policy
based on fear," Martinez said.
Martinez stated that current
U.S. immigration policy attempts
to legislate a problem or issue
without fully understanding the
nature of the problem and its
ramifications on local developments along the border.
"These kinds of policies may
promote futher conflict along the
Mexican and U.S. border towns,"
Martinez said.
At stake here are political and

economic relationships between
interdependant border towns, according to Martinez.
Martinez compared the U.S.Mexico border to those in other
countries and illustrated how
relatively peaceful it is.
"Things work remarkably well
along our border," he said.
"When you address it in this
perspective ( contrasted with
borders in countries like
Palestine, India, Lebanon, Africa
and in Central and South America), and . . . see how
remarkably well things work here,
we can appreciate the positives."

He also addressed the function

ofa border and said the use of the
Rio Grande River as a border is
a poor choice. He explained that
rivers tend to shift as uncontrollable natural events affect
them, creating conflicts when
shifts in boundary markings
result. ,
Martinez also commented on
the friction that boundaries inherently create.
"Boundaries act as agents of
friction," he said. "(They) serve
to divide people and this inhibits
the natural flow of movement of
both people and goods."
The immigration of undocumented workers, · air pollution,
sewage spills, ethinic tensions,

Distinguished alumnus will be
Lucious Jackson, who earned his
bachelor's degree from Pan American in 1973, after a 10-year
career in professional basketball.
Jackson is now special activities
supervisor for the City of Beaumont, Texas.
Jackson led the Pan American
Broncs to the NAIA national
championship in basketball in
1963 and the U. S. Olympic team
to a gold medal in 1964.
Receiv1n.g the distinguished

Psych dept receives grant
By Porfirio Villarreal
A grant totalling $252,000 from
the U.S. Dapartment of Education
to helf find more effective ways
of rehabilitating MexicanAmericans disabled by strokes or
brain trauma was awarded to the
Psychology Dept., on Oct. I.
Disabled individuals, sixteen to
sixty five years old, will be sought
among Valley residents and from
as far north as San Antonio to participate in the research.
Project Director Dr. Bill Arnold is in the process of buying"
equipment to help in the research.
In addition, a research assistant
will be hired in the future.
The research will be conducted
over a three-year peri<;>d by faculty

family award will be Robert and
Gilda de la Garza. Mr. de la Garza attended Edinburg Junior College and Mrs. de la Garza earned both her bachelor's and master's degrees from Pan American
University. Two of the de la Garzas' children graduated from Pan
American and a third is pres'ently attending.
Guadalupe (Lupe) Garcia,
equipment manager and bus driver for the athletic department, will
be iven the distin uished staff

tional expert on border relations
and problems. Martinez is
presently the vice president of the
Association of Borderlands
Studies and is also on the . executive council of Latin American Studies.
Martinex received a Masters
from Stanford University and a
doctorate from UCLA. His visit
here was sponsored by the Latin
American Studies Center.

DEMONLITION DERBY &
STOCK CAR RACES

Alumni ·name honorees for annual awards banquet
Former vice president for interAmerican affairs, Dr. Arnulfo
Martinez, will be one of the honorees at the Alumni Association's
annual awards banquet Dec. 8.
Martinez will be honored for
distinguished service to the university.
Receiving distinguished faculty awards will be Dr. Joesph
Wiener, professor of mathematics,
and Dr. Amilda Thomas, chairperson of the department of
health, physical education and
r~creation.

and competititon for scarce
resources, such as water, are all
creating problems now and will
continue to do so later, according
to Martinez.
Martinez suggested that European problem-solving models for
boundary conflicts may be the
answer to some of our own, given
their longer history of dealing
with such problems.
Martinez is considered a na-

award. Garcia has served the athletic department and Pan American for 22 years. Dozens of
coaches have praised Garcia's
work record.
Among those presenting the
awards will be Congressman Kika
de la Garza and Pan American
. President Miguel Nevarez.
The awards banquet will be
Saturday, Dec. 8, at noon in the
University Ballroom.

.....
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• AFFORDABLE
FAMILY FUN
$1.00 OFF WITH PAU I.D. • COMPLETE
SATURDAY - Oct. 27 - 8:00 P.M. CONCtSSllNS
Gates open at 6:30 pm.
and

BE THERE!

'JU& gll_Nl'{DE
PEEDW
Mi. So. of Expressway 83
S. 10th St., McAllen
843-2789

History honors
club organizes

WHITE FLOUR

PATOS

October Special
Big Mexican Plate
Ettt Carne Guisada, Spanish Rice .
R,md1ero Beans. a Jalapei\o

Only
$2.29
All ;·ear around Special 2
P<1t o::, O f S<1me Kind Spcmi sh

R,ce & Ranche ro Bean s

$1.98
For Jaster seruice
call an order

383-0725
Across from Pan Am

SAFE HALLOWEEN

Coupon book on sale at all outlets
October 1-31

IT'S A

SEXLOAD OF HEAVENLY

=--

-

SURPRISES
=

KELLY NICHOLS . JOANNA STORM
SHARON KANE. MICHAEL KNIGHT

Lips

**

FRIDAY
SATURDAY
ONLY

LATE SHOW
Babe
Tangerine

--------~----

VI DEO e.

- -- -- -

~

I EXAS

(SALES & RENTALS)

7

BEST SELECTION
IN

VHS & BETA

FACILITIES

Adults - SS.00
Children under 12 - S2.00
Culren urmer &-AH

members from our department of
psychology, according to Arnold.
The first year of research will
try to identify potential adjustment factors of the disabled persons. In the second year, researchers will develop a family intervention package to be found in
the Mccarron Manual. The final
year will will be used to evaluate
the effectiveness of the family intervention package.
Researchers will look for factors such as family interactions
unique to Mexican America,q culture and attitudes toward disability.

All history majors and minors
or anyone interested in History is
invited to attend an organizational
meeting of Phi Alpha Theta, the
International Honor Society in
History next Thursday during activity period in LA Ill.
The topic of this first meeting
will be career opportunities in
History and all graduates and
undergraduates are urged to
attenrl.
The organization's primary objective is promotion of the study
of history. Both students and protessors compose the organization.
Students needing additional information regarding Phi Alpha
Theta should contact Dr. James •
Gormly (381-3564) or Ms. Concha Orozco (381-3423).

PLAYGROUND

TltuRsdAy OcTo ER 2~, 1984
PAU SNAck BAR
8 p.M. - MidNiGltT
Cold BEVERAGES Will BE Sold
TickETS IN AdvANCE $2.00
AT dooR SJ.00

Volleyball
hosts
weekend
matches
By Vivien Benbow
Sports Editor
The Lady Volleyball Broncs
will play their two final home
matches of the season this Saturday, when they host Trin.ity and
A& 1 in a tri-match. Monday the
women will entertain UTSA and
Laredo Jr. College.

:: Beto Gonzalez of the Phi Tau's pursues a rushing Phi Kapp
flag-football contest.

Rick Villarreal last Sunday during a
(Photo by Hector Saldana)

,Sports happenings-----------Today--ROfC Fun-Run, in front
pf Bldg. A at 2:15. the 2 mile run
1s open to all members of the
militarv science program.
Intramural flag-football at 4
p.m. Field I, men's No Names vs.
Alpha Kappa Psi, women's field
2, BSU vs. The Cheerleaders.

PAU Golf Classic at the Cimmaron Country Club, 8 a.m. outside of Mission off Expressway
83.
Friday--Intramural Volleyball and
Badmiton forms due and can be
turned in at the Athletic office.
PAU Golf Classic 8 a.m. Cim-

LEE'S SMOKED RIBS
"The Best in Pit Barbeque"
LOCATED AT FREDDY GONZALEZ AND
SOUTH CLOSNER IN EDINBURG

·•

RIBS • BRISKET • CHICKEN

call us for your
catering needs:

Present this ad for
5011: off any $4.00
(or more) or, "'r.

381-5645

10% off with student I.D.

maron Country Club.

Saturday--Women's volleyball
tri-match, with A&I and Trinity
at 9 a.m.
Frat-football this Sunday, the
Phi Sigs vs the Phi Kapp's at I
p.m. All games will b'e played at
the Edinburg junior high field.

Golfers
host
classic
The PAU Golf Classic kicks off
today at the Cimmaron Country
Club outside of Mission. The
golfers will shoot three rounds, 54

holes in the three day tourney. Top
ii~":;':;':.":;':;':.~':':.~':-:.":;~~~~~~~~~~-=-°:_~':.~~~':.':.':.':.':.':.':.':.':.':.':.-:.-:.-:.;~ Southwest
conference schools are

Great Pool Great Drinks Great Music and NOT-HAO Sanclwid1t:~
Wednesdays "Ladies Night"
All Drinks

.50¢

The Only Supcrwcll in town!
Best billard tables in the Valley!
1415 Austin St.
Downtown, McAllen

Mon. - Sat.
11 a.m. - 2 a.m.

686-9408
NOW OPENING SUNDAYS 3-10 P.M.
Watch the Dallas Cowboys on GIANT Screen T.V.

ONE HOUR OF FREE POOL!! W/this AD and PAU I.D.
(ONE COUPON PER PERSON)
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Kean's OctoberFEAST
·\\
Deli-teful Deal
1

J,<l~'!i~

0

EXPIRES NOVEMBER 18. 1984

$

2 75

Including
Tax
Regular Size Kean Sandwich,
Potato Chips & Medium Drink.
•

competing such as Texas A&M,
Rice, Texas Christian, Southern
Methodist and Texas Tech.
Other contenders in the 15-team
event are Oklahoma City University, Monterrey Tech of Mexico
and more Texas UniversitiesHouston Baptist, HardinSimmons, Texas A&I, Southwest
Texas State, UTSA and St.
Thomas Houston.
Guerrero named the members
of PAU Team 1, who will be
shooting. Mike Brisky, David
Foley, Jose Fabres, Lars Tamen
and Bartil Marje. The PAU Team
2 are Randy Conroy, Marten
Olsson, Dean Shaugnessy, Kevin
Peesker and Danny Castillo.
"I expect PAU Team 1 to be in
contention for the title," Coach
Tony Guerrero said. "We are going to have to caliber competition
from Rice, 'ICU, SMU and Houston Baptist."
Action will begin about 8 a.m.
until about 2:45, today through
Saturday and the public is invited.
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Colonial Village
10th & Harvey
McAllen, Texas

686-4993
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The scores from last weeks'
game against Beeville Community ~ollege are 15-6, 9-15, 15-12,
6-15, 5-15. "We underestimated
their defense," commented Coach
Becky de los Santos. "We should
have been able to win against
them."
Last Friday, the women traveled to Austin, taking on Sul Ross
and St. Edward's. " We split most
off.our games, but we beat Trinity in both games," said Coach de
lo~ Santos.
The results against Sul Ross
17-15, 14-16, 15-17. PACT-Trinity,
16-14, 15-10, and PAU-St. Ed's
10-15, 2-15.

❖:-;

When: Oct. 27 & 28
Where: PAU Ball Room

Freshmen Sylvia Cruz of Laredo, has come on strong for the
Lady Broncs, and has been a
starter for every game this season.
Cruz was an all-around athlete
at Martin High school, competing
in track, cross-country, basketball
and voleyball varsity level all four
years. In volleyball she earned alldistrict honors, with her team going to bi-district her senior year.
Cruz said she decided on PAU
because her sister had attended
Pan Am and liked it, also because
she wanted to play volleyball at
the university level.
"I've
been surprised that I have been
starting at all the games, because
with a battle everyday just in practice. You are out there fighting to
plav."
·..we as a team really want to accomplish our goal this season, a
district tournament invitation. For
our upcoming UTSA home trimatch, we must concentrate on
defense and then go with offense,"
Cruz commented.
"As far as I am concerned, I
also need to keep up mv concen-

Taco Market

and winning.
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The Lad)· Volle)·ball Broncs
host their last tri-matches of the
season this Saturday and Monday.
Action kicks off at 9 a.m. Saturday. when the Lady Broncs host
Trinity University. The women
play again at II a .m. against Texas
A&I's Lady Javelinas.
Monday's match will be kicking off at 3 p.m. with Laredo Jr.
College and the University of
Texas at San Antonio.

The Lady Broncs played
against Trinity and St. Mary's
in a tri-match at San Antonio. The
final scores were PAU over Trinity
15-7, 15-5. St. Mary's over 15-4.
15-12.

Volleyball and Badmiton entry forms are due tom morrow
and can be turned in at the
Athletic office.
The soccer team played St.
Mary's university yesterday, but
the scores were not available at
press time, however the Broncs
will host Texas Southern on Saturday at 3 p.m. The Broncs are
coming off a fine tournament victory last week and would appreciate student and faculty support for the contest.
The PAU Golf Classic is currently underway, the three day
tournament is being played at
Cimmaron Country Club golf
course, off of Expressway 83
outside of Mission.

The flag-football scores from
last week in the women's.
Playgirls over the BSU .:!4-0.
Men·s CAMP deteated the BSU
32-0. Today's games at ➔ p.m. will
be the men·s No Names ,·s. Alpha
Kappa Psi and the women·s BSU
vs. the Cheerleaders .
Coach John McDowell has announced that the deadline for the
coed tag-team pie eating contest
entry forms is Nov. 2. with the
event to be held No, . 6 during activity period.
Am• interested students, faculty and staff who would like to play
in a Intra-squad double tourne~
this Saturday at 9 a.m .. should
call Coach B·ryce Young·s office
at 381-2223.
The tennis team will continue
playing team challenges. and will
head to Torreaon. Mexico next
week to compete in the 10th annual Tennis and Golf tournament.
at Club Campestere. The netter
have three members who hail
from Torreaon. Ruben Nunez.
Frnacisco Hamdan and Edmundo Mesta.
"I feel this is a great opportunity for them to play in their home
community," Coach Young said.
"PAU has a tradition for participating in tournaments in Mexico and this is an important
event."

tration, especially when a serve
is coming my way. I need to be
up for the ball and hit it over."
Cruz is majoring in Nursing,
and after graduation Cruz hopes
to be a nurse and help her sister,
a dietician in Austin.

Sylvia Cruz
Gluria Rubio from Edcouch is
coming off her best weekend this
volleyball season. According to
Coach Becky de los Santos.
Rubio had some great kills 32~in1:t
Sul Ross and played the best
defense she's ever played all
season.
Rubio was an all-around athlete
at Edcouch-Elsa high school

where she competed in track,
volleyball, with her team winning
bi-district her senior year. Rubio
chose PAU because it was close
to home and she wanted to play
volleyball at a university level.
"When I tried out for the team.
I got along with the team right
away," Rubio said.

Gloria Rubio
We accept criticism from each
other and help each other out."
"This year I have much more
experience as a player coming
back, but I still need to improve.
Finally, this past weekend I had
a good tri-match and I hope it
continues to say that way," Rubio
commented.
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Greeks are entering
the
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Sports Editor

Lad}' ·volleyball spotlights
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By Vivien Benbow

"We played really well agianst
Sul Ross," said Coach de los Santos. "The women took a couple
Don't forget the basketball
of days off and they missed playmatch-up of the year, the
ing. But we are not looking ahead,
"Mean-Green" adminstrations vs.
we're just taking each game at a
the Lady Broncs. Nov. . Admistime."
sion will will be $1.
De los Santos named Melissa
Garcia, Gloria Vela as having ex- The men's cross-country team
That's it li.ll" this wccb Sports
cellent games. "Melissa played Broncs finished llfh out of" 14
Lines, remember if you or yolll
great offense, hitting, blocking. team last Saturday at the Univerclub has important ,port C\'Cnt
Gloria was all over, hitting block- sity of Texas Invitational in
coming up and wants publicit~ .
ing and playing good defense.
Georgetown. Marten Westberg
turn it in at Emilia Hall. Room
"Freshman Sylvia Cruz and finished 23rd and Oscar Rivas
100. the Monday bcli.irc Thurs·
Patty Munoz played really well, paced to 29th overall. The overall
day's publication. Sec ya here next
considering the pressure and lack champion was host University of
week!
of experience," commented de los Lv:.:e:.x;::a;;.:s·_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,
Santos.

troluct1on on the 1984-85 tenms
tea , complied by head coach
Br e Young, the remaining
· be h1ghhg
· · h ted next
players will
week
.
Young selected PAU over other
universities because he says, "we
have a tradition for developing top

A different set of

Sports Lines

GREEK TACOS
Call
630-

GYRO

10th at
Hackberry
McAllen

with the best college_rla~ers 1~:
our year around tennis du~ate.
Coach Young is allowing a
·
maximum
num b er oft ea m mem.
bers to develop in the fall carsity
ro ram. The thirteen team
fepfesentatives in alphabetical
order and Coach Young's comments are as follows:

"Rikard Anderberg, freshman,
Holliksnas, Sweden. Rikard is
ranked fourth in his state of
Sweden and is a disciplinced, well
conditioned athlete. In his first
two United States tournaments he
upset a New York professional at
Corpus Christi, Texas and reached the South Padre Island Hilton
men's championship final unseeded.
Bob Bell, junior. Mission Hills,
Kansas. Bob is a transfer from
Betany College in Kansas where
he earned a top twenty national
college division singles ranking.
Bob has joined me at PAU to

a

N Ton Fink freshman, Mexico
YM . · 1i y's Mexican
it~,
exico.. 0 nd
and
1u e an 18
achievements
d
k. mef five
in Mexico
un er ran mg O 1 .
k
~ity and number I8 nationa 1 ra~ mg. He h~s ext~e~~ly tic~
reflexesx which ma e 1m at rea
at the net.
.
Roilan Fuller, Junior Beltze.
Roilan is the number one rankig"
men's player in Belize. He
developed an outstanding doubles
game in Texas junior college tennis. At 6'4 and 188 pounds he is
capable to dominating singles and
doubles play with his serve and
volley.
Udo Graf, freshman, Porto
Portugal. Udo is a student-athl~te
who excells in both academics
and tennis. He has an equally well
balanced tennis game that is
rapidly developing at PA~. He is
a top ten ranking player in P?rtugal who is capable of becoming
a top NCAA tenn~s pl~yer.
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continue from pg. 1

WHAT, WHERE, & WHEN

opportunities for people all over
this country but also for people
in Texas:· she said.
H. "'Pulse" Martinez. CommitCarnival of the Great Pumpkin. The carnival will begin. teeman of the State Republican
at 7 p.m. till midnight at the University Center parking lot. Executive Committee. said.
" More Hispanics, 575,000. and
more women. 4 million. are
"Rocky Horror Picture Show". The University Center working today than when Carter
Program Council will present two shows at the University was in office. People don't want
Center Ballroom. The first show is at 9:30 p.m. and the handouts, they want opportunity
and jobs."
second begins at midnight.
This by no means suggests that
the Republicans want to cut Social
programs as many opponents have
claimed
according to Dr. Gramm.
"Rocky Horror Picture Show". Two shows will be
"Dr. Gramm said.'' 30
In
fact,
presented by the University Center Program Council at
percent
more
has been ·spent on
the Ballroom. The first show begins at 7 p.m. and theseSocial services in this administracond starts at 10 p.m.
tion than under the Carter administration."
She cited the Food Stamp program as an example.
Faculty Art Exhibit. An art faculty show with a broad
"Nine billion was spent on
spectrum of artistic visions will be exhibited at the Fine
Food Stamps in 1980, Twelve
Arts Gallery Room 215 through Nov. 9. The Gallery will
billion was spent on Food Stamps
last year," she said. "What they
be open on Monday, Wednesday and Friday between
Her visit was sponsored by the
(Republicans)
tried to do was put
11:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. and on Tuesday and Thursday betPAU College Republicans.
...
"
away
fraud
and
abuse
ween 10 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Programs such as Aid to Fami1ies with Dependent Chi Id ren, l,::!::1:1:a::S:S:::s:s::~~r::s:!r::s:!~::l:l;i
"... have done an incredible job in
THE
Missionary Speaker. The Christian Fellowship will spon- splitting apart families because
sor missionary workers to speak at their meeting during you can't collect unless you have
OUTDOOR
activity period at the University Center 305. The Public no father," she said.
STORE
"Pouring money into programs
is invited.
isn't going to cure poverty proBRiNG Tkis Ad foR A 10%
blems. These programs are very
C-Ration Banquet. The Bronce Cadet Corps inviting important. We're not going to cut
discouNT off REGULAR
students to attend their banquet at the Science Circle bet- them and the president sure isn't.
PRICES ON ANY ITEM IN
ween 10:30 a.m. - 2 p.m. The Bronc Cadet Corps will What we need to do to get at
sTock.
poverty is to make sure that there
provide students a hot meal and drink for only at $1
are employment opportunities,"
contribution.
2224 N. 10Tlt STREET
said Dr. Gramm, " ... that's how
McALLEN, TX
your going to get rid of poverty
Symphony Concert. The concert will begin at 8 p.m. at
permanently. We (Republicans)
686-2204
the Fine Arts Auditorium. During the concert, ther will be
have created a lot of jobs but there

THU _ _ _ _ _ _ _ SAT
Fright Night Halloween Dance. 8 p.m. till midnight the
Kappa Sigma fraternity will sponsor a Halloween dance
for all students.
Sandwich & Taco Sales. Alpha Kappa Psi will set up in
front of the LAC from 8 a.m. till 1 p.m.
Bible Study. The United Methodist Campus Ministry is
continuing their spiritual and growth sessions in the
University Chapel during activity period.

SUN

"The Hiding Place". The true-life story of Corrie ten
Boom, a former Nazi prisoner, will be presented at the
LAC Media Theater from 6 p.m. - 10 p.m.

MON

Bake Sale. The International Student Association is selling their bake goods in front of the LAC from 8:30 a.m.
- 3 p.m.

Bible Session. Inter Varsity Christian Fellowship is
meeting with students during activity period at the Science
Bldg. 118.

TUE

"Antigone". The Pan American University Theatre will
present their play at the Fine Arts Auditorium beginning
at 8 p.m. The "Antigone" will continue till Saturday.
Campus Girlscouts Get Together. The organization will
meet during Activity Period at the University Center 305.

.

Chicano Health Representatives. Speakers from the
Chicano Health Careers Institute will be on campus Thursday between 1 p.m. - 4 p.m. at the Nursing Bldg. 123 and
on Friday between 9 a.m. - 4 p.m. in the Science Bldg.
123. Students interested in a health career are invited to
visit with the representatives.

The senator's wife reminded
every one how close the primary
and subsequent run-off had been
for them.
"It was an uphill battle," she
said. "We did it before and we can
do it again. With your help and
hard work, just like that of other
communities all over the state, we
can do it."
Saying she had spoken about
issues and the debate (of last
Thursday night) "till I am blue in
the face;", she instead spoke about
her family life.

"Lloyd won my heart ... because of his honesty, intelligence,
and concern for other people,"
she said. They have been married
15 years and have two daughters.
Doggett added her husband was
a family man who's main concern
in life were his family and his
work.
Among those present at the
reception were Edinburg Mayor
Richard Alamia, Judge Raul
Longoria, Judge Joe B. Evins, Tax
Accessor Ciro Trevino, Commissioner Elect Samuel Sanchez,
PAU Professor Dr. Lino Garcia,

Leadership Conference set for Nov. 10
PAUSA and UCPC will cosponsor the Sixth Annual Fall
Leadership Conference for student oganizations on Nov. 10. The
conference for university students
and high school student councils
is geared to inform and increase
the efficiency of student
leadership.
The registration fee is $3 per
person through Nov. 2 and $4
therr,after. Registration forms
have already been mailed.
The program is specialized to
train the separate offices of an
organization. Tentative topics include bookkeeping/record keeping (for treasurers and budget
managers), taking minutes (for
secretaries), committee management, public speaking, decisionmaking, time management, etc.

a.m. on the conference date,
followed by a 30-minute orientation period, in which students will
be directed to individual conference rooms in the University
Center.
The $3 fee does not include
lunch. However, the university
cafeteria wil! be open.

However, because the programs
run concurrently, students are advised to send several representatives to provide full coverage.
Registration will begin at 9
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by Jae-Lin

Eajoy a little extra Balloon
excitement with our
Characters for Adults!

Jacque Hull, Owner
4801 North 10th

McAllen, Texas 78501
s12 - 686-s2s2

AIR-CONDITION

EDINBURG TAXI
511 E. CANO

383-6666 or 383-6532

Call

f7rauel&~
381-8000

523 South Closner
Edinburg, Texas
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No la na West

•

Shopping
Center
N. 23rd & No la na
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M-Th 11 am-11 pm •
- - - ----

F-S 11am-12pm •
Sun 12pm-10 p m •
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New York Style Pizza
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Life is a cerebration.
Proclaim it with Balloo11B
at every OCCOllion.

TRIPS TO MEXICO • TWO WAY RADIO

Make your THANKSGIVING
and CHRISTMAS BREAK plans now
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Student organizations interested
in advancement and efficiency are
encouarged to attend.
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a Art Faculty Exhibit at the Fine Arts lobby.

Doggett 's wife visits campus
Senator Lloyd Doggett's wife,
Libby, made a campaign stop at
Hee 'n Bee Restaurant in Edinburg Friday afternoon during a
tour of five Valley cities.
Greeted by some 45 enthusiastic supporters, she urged the
group to work hard because this
election (between Doggett and
Phil Gramm) is running very
close.
"This election is going to be
very close," Doggett said. "We
may not know who will win until
Nov. 7... but we have to win and
every effort counts."

are still a lot of people without
work."
The Gramm-Latta resolution.
which has been the cornerstone of
Reagan's economic policy. has
resulted in 7 million jobs around
the country. 550.000 in Texas. according to Dr. Gramm.
"We have high standards and
we should have high standards in
this country. We want opportunities for everybody. We've got
to make sure the economy keeps
going the way it is."
Dr. Gramm added that the
economic issue is perhaps the
most important aspect in this race.
"We need to keep that
economic recovery going. we
can't afford to let the economy go
back into the downturn that it was
in during the late "70s ... because
if we do... the Texas economy will
suffer."
Dr. Gramm recieved her Ph.D.
in Economics at Northwestern
University.
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LUNCH SPECIAL
•
ALL THE PIZZA YOU CAN EAT . . . . . . . . . . $2.29 •
SALAD & ALL THE PIZZA YOU CAN EAT .. SJ.29 •
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Hidalgo County Democratic Club
President Harold Frentz and
Hidalgo County Chief Deputy
Clerk Pete Leal.
As an indefatigable campaigner
for her husband, she speaks often
on his behalf at political rallies
and events throughtout Texas.

PLANNED .PARENTHOOD:
It Makes Sense.
For contraceptive care, pregnancy and VD
testing, counseling, and educational programs.
MISSION 585-4575
EDINBURG 383-5082

McALLEN 686-6671
WESLACO 968-5039

PHARR 787-9431

.

